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Preface
History and introduction of group testing
The idea of group testing was formulated for the first time in a paper by Robert Dorfman [6]
inspired by a concrete problem. It was the time of World War II and millions of soldiers
had to be tested if they were infected with syphilis. For that purpose a blood sample had
to be taken from each soldier. The sample then was tested with the ”Wasserman-type”
blood test to reveal the absence or presence of the ”syphilitic antigen”. Since there were
only a few thousand soldiers expected to be infected, Dorfman had the idea to pool blood
samples. If the test outcome is negative, a lot of blood samples are tested negative, i.e.
there is no ”syphilitic antigen” in the blood sample and a large number of tests are saved.
On the other hand if the test outcome is positive, it is only secured that at least one blood
sample is positive, i.e. contains a ”syphilitic antigen”. On this case the blood samples
have to be tested again individually or in smaller pools to identify the single person(s)
that is (are) infected This promising idea was not put to use since the blood test is no
longer accurate when as few as eight or nine samples are put together. But the idea of
group testing has by now found many interesting applications in very different areas such
as statistics, information theory, pattern recognition and computer networks. We refer the
reader to the book [7] for a detailed and interesting account.
The general group testing problem
Consider a set T of n elements known to contain exactly d defective elements. The only
way to identify the defective elements is by error-free testing. A test can be applied to an
arbitrary subset of the set T with two possible outcomes. A negative outcome indicates
that no element in the subset is defective. A positive outcome indicates that at least
one element in the subset is defective. It is allowed to use already obtained test results
for further testing, which is called the sequential case. The goal is to find an algorithm
to identify all defective elements with a small number of tests. Let A be the set of all
such reasonable and sequential algorithms A and let MA(d, n) denote the number of tests,
algorithm A needs to identify d defective among n elements. Then
M(d, n) := min
A∈A
MA(d, n)
is the worst case number of tests to identify the defective. The problem to determine
M(d, n) is unexpectedly hard and is open for d ≥ 2. The only known lower bound is the
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information theoretic bound dlog2
(
n
d
)e. In [13] it is shown that M(d, n) ≤ dlog2 (nd)e+d−1,
which could be improved slightly in [4]. If d is not known in advance Du and Hwang
defined in [8] the concept of competitive group testing. We denote by MA(d|n) the worst
case number of tests which A performs, if the number of defective elements d is not known
in advance. We say A is c–competitive, if c ≥ 1 and some constant b exists, such that
MA(d|n) ≤ cM(d, n) + b.
We define M(d|n) := minA MA(d|n). In [16] an algorithm is presented with c = (1, 5 + ²)
and b ≈ 1
²
for arbitrary ² > 0. It is not known by now, if it is possible to find algorithms
with c < 1, 5.
Motivation
The information theoretic bound for the general group testing problem is the only known
lower bound for the worst case. Many variations of this classical group testing problem
have been studied. We note, that in the sequential case no distinct improvement of the
information theoretic bound has been obtained. The motivation of examining group tests
on semi–complete r–ary trees was the conjecture by Triesch, that the lower bound of the
worst case is significantly greater than the information theoretic bound. Surprisingly it
was even possible to determine the number of tests in the worst case for all n and d. It
was also possible to find a c–competitive algorithm, where we could show that c is optimal
at least for d = 1.
Group tests on r–ary trees
In Chapter 1 the group test problem on complete r–ary trees is defined and denoted by
B(d, rk) = L(B) and B(d|rk). A complete r–ary tree of depth k is a tree with root x and
in every level of the tree with distance l to the root are rl vertices and every vertex except
the vertices with distance k to the root, that are called leaves, has r sons. If r = 2 the tree
is called a complete binary tree. Among the rk leaves are d defective ones and they can be
found by tests of the vertices in B, where a test of a vertex y ∈ B means, that all leaves of
the subtree with root y are tested. In Chapter 3 the problem is expanded to semi–complete
r–ary trees and L(B) = B(d, n(B)) and B(d|n(B)) respectively. A semi–complete r–ary
tree of depth k +1 is a complete r–ary tree of depth k with additional leaves with distance
k + 1 to the root, filled in from left.
Results
At first we obtain in Chapter 2 for a complete binary tree of depth k with 2k−1−1 ≥ d ≥ 3
defective leaves, that
B(d, 2k) = 2dlog2(d−1)e+1 + 2(d− 1)(k − dlog2(d− 1)e − 1)− 1,
vwhich is proved in Theorem 2.5 and 2.6. The case d = 2 is treated in Lemma 2.7 and needs
a different technique. We obtain for this case L(B) = 2k. The ideas of the binary case
cannot be used directly for r–ary trees with r ≥ 3. We will point out here procedure Si of
Definition 2.17, which makes it possible for d > r. This procedure is also very important
for the semi–complete case. The proof of the results splits in three cases, that are proven
different. For 2 ≤ d < r see Lemma 2.22, for d = r Lemma 2.24 and the case d ≥ r + 1 is
shown in Theorem 2.20. We can summarize the work of Chapter 2 in the following terms.
If B is a complete r–ary tree of depth k ≥ 2 with r ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ d ≤ rk−1 − rk−2 defective
leaves and kd,r := dlogr(d− 1)e, then
L(B) = (r − 1)k, if d = 1,
L(B) = r + d(r − 1)(k − 1), if 2 ≤ d ≤ r,
L(B) = rkd,r + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r)− 1, if r < d ≤ rkd,r − rkd,r−1 + 1,
L(B) = rkd,r+1 + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r − 1)− 1, if d > rkd,r − rkd,r−1 + 1.
If k ≥ 2 and rk−1 − rk−2 + 1 ≤ d or k = 1 then L(B) = rk − 1.
In case of lim
k,d→∞
d
rk
= 0 we show in Lemma 2.9 and Corollary 2.27, that
lim
k,d→∞
B(d, rk)⌈
log2
(
rk
d
)⌉ = r logr elog2 e.
With the exact result of B(d, rk) it was possible to prove in Theorem 2.32, that
B(d|rk) ≤ r
r − 1B(d, r
k) + 1.
Lemma 2.30 shows that r
r−1
is optimal for d = 1. In Chapter 3 we change to semi–complete
r–ary trees. Theorem 3.11 shows the result for d ≥ 3 and in Corollary 3.19 is the complete
result for d = 2. If r ≥ 3 we have again a split in the three cases d ≥ r + 1, d < r and
d = r. For the case d ≥ r + 1 we start with d = ri + 1, for which we can show equality for
B(d, n(B)) in Lemma 3.44 and Theorem 3.49. But the techniques could be used as well
for d ≥ ri − ri−1 + 1 and r + 1 ≤ d ≤ ri − ri−1. For the crucial results see Theorem 3.55
and 3.65. The cases d < r and d = r need different approaches. The results can be found
in Theorem 3.72 and 3.84. We point out, that even the case d = 1 is not obvious, which is
studied in Lemma 3.66. If d is not known in advance, we obtain in Theorem 3.90
B(d|n(B)) ≤ r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + r.
The additional constant can be improved to r − 1 for r = 2 and r = 3. As in case of
complete r–ary trees we can show that r
r−1
is optimal for at least d = 1.
Aachen, February 2005 Volker Sieg
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Chapter 1
Definitions
In this chapter we give the basic definitions of graph theory and define complete r-ary trees
and the search problem B(d, rk) on these trees. Most definitions are taken from the books
[5] and [18].
Definition 1.1 A graph G is an ordered pair of disjoint finite sets (V,E), such that E is
a subset of the set V × V . V is called the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. If G
is a graph, then V = V (G) is the vertex set of G, and E = E(G) the edge set. The order
of G is the number of vertices in G. An edge {x, y} is said to join the vertices x and y.
If {x, y} ∈ E(G), then x and y are adjacent vertices of G. We say that G′ = (V ′, E ′)
is a subgraph of G = (V,E) if V ′ ⊆ V and E ′ ⊆ E. If G′ contains all edges of G that
join two vertices in V ′ then G′ is said to be the subgraph induced by V ′ and is denoted
by G[V ′]. We define G \ {x1, . . . , xs} := G[E(G) \ {x1, . . . , xs}]. We say that two graphs
G = (V,E) and G′ = (V ′, E ′) are isomorphic, if there is a bijection φ : V → V ′ such that
{x, y} ∈ E ⇔ {φ(x), φ(y)} ∈ E ′ and write G = G′.
Definition 1.2 Let G be a graph. The degree d(x) of a vertex x ∈ V (G) is defined as
|{y ∈ V (G), y and x are adjacent}|. A path W in a graph is an alternating sequence of
vertices and edges x0, e1, e2, . . . , el, xl, where ei = xi−1xi, for 0 < i ≤ l. A path W is called
a x0 − xl walk of length l, if xi 6= xj for i 6= j and 0 ≤ i, j ≤ l. A path W is called a cycle
of length l if xl = x0 and xi 6= xj for i 6= j and 0 ≤ i, j ≤ l − 1. A graph is connected if
for every pair {x, y} of distinct vertices there is a x0 − xl path. A connected graph without
cycles is called a tree. The distance d(x, y) of two vertices in a connected graph is defined
as minl{W is a x− y walk of length l}.
Definition 1.3 A tree B is called a complete r–ary tree B of depth k, if B fulfills the
following conditions:
1. There is one vertex of degree r in V (B) with r ≥ 2, called the root of B,
2. Let x be the root of B, then k = max{y ∈ V (B)|d(x, y)} ≥ 1,
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3. There are rk vertices of degree one in V (B). These vertices are called leaves and the
distance from every leaf to the root of B is k.
4. There are ri vertices with distance 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 to the root of B with degree r + 1.
In case of r = 2 the tree B is called also a complete binary tree.
Example 1.4
PSfrag replacements
xx
B
T [x]
Figure 1.1: A complete binary tree B of depth k = 3 and the subtree T [x].
Definition 1.5 Let B be a complete r–ary tree with depth k. Let x be the root of B and
y ∈ V (B). We define the subtree with root y as T [y] := B[V ′], with V ′ := {z ∈ V (B), y ∈
{z − x walk}}. Let Ei := {y ∈ V (B), d(y, x) = i}, we call Ei the i–th level of B. Let
y ∈ Ei with i ≥ k − 1 and z be adjacent vertices and d(z, x) = d(y, x) + 1. Then z is
called the son of y and y is called the father of x. Let z ′ and z be adjacent vertices with
d(z, x) = d(z′, x) = d(y, z) + 1. Then z[z′] is called the brother of z′[z]. The set of all r
sons of a vertex is called an interval.
Definition 1.6 Let B be a r–ary tree with depth k and let d ∈ N, 0 ≤ d < rk. Let
D := {z ∈ Ek}∧|D| = d, the elements of D are called defective leaves (vertices, elements).
We define the function test V (B) → {positive, negative } with
test y =
{
positive Ek ∩D ∩ V (T [y]) 6= ∅,
negative Ek ∩D ∩ V (T [y]) = ∅.
Let A be the set of algorithms that know d in advance but not D and let A′ be the set of
algorithms that do not know d and D in advance. Every algorithm A or A′ in A or A′
determines only with function test the set D. Let L(A,D) be the number of times, that
algorithm A uses function test to determine D and let L(A′, D) be the number of times,
that algorithm A′ uses function test to determine D. We define for every d
1. B(d, rk) = L(B) := minA∈A maxD∈Ek{L(A,D)},
2. B(d| rk) := minA′∈A′ maxD∈Ek{L(A′, D)}.
3Remark 1.7 L(B) and B(d| rk) are called the worst case number of tests to identify d
defective leaves.
Example 1.8 Consider the complete binary tree of depth k = 3 with leaves 1, 2, . . . , 8
ordered from left to right. All possible sets of leaves that can be tested are
{1, 2, . . . , 8}, {1}, . . . , {8}, {1, . . . , 4}, {5, . . . , 8}, {1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5, 6}{7, 8}.
It is not allowed to test {2, 3}. The smallest set containing 2 and 3, that can be tested, is
{1, 2, 3, 4}.
Remark 1.9 If we speak of a positive or negative vertex x or a positive or negative tested
vertex x, we mean that test x is positive or negative. We use the expression positive or
defective for a vertex x, with T [x] ∩D 6= ∅ and negative for a vertex x with T [x] ∩D = ∅.
We also speak of a defective tree T [x], if x has been tested positive and of a negative tree
T [x], if x has been tested negative. If we answer to a vertex or a tree positive, we mean
that we define test(x)=positive and if we answer negative to a vertex or a tree, we define
test(x)=negative.
Chapter 2
Complete r–ary trees
In this chapter we consider complete r–ary trees. At first complete binary trees are studied
then complete r–ary trees with r ≥ 3 and finally we consider the case B(d|rk), where d is
not known in advance. To prove the lower bounds for B(d, rk) we consider the problem
under the game theoretic point of view. That means a person A tests with function test
vertices of B in an arbitrary order. We give an algorithm to answer every possible test
with positive or negative in a way to maximize the number of tests A has to make.
2.1 Complete binary trees and L(B)
There are d− 1 different defective subtrees Tj with maximum depth k−dlog2(d− 1)e. We
force A to obtain for every test in Tj a new complete positive tree Tj with depth reduced
by one and one ”free” tree T , with the property that T cannot be tested together with
other trees, since the outcome would be positive. By finding d− 1 defective leaves, we can
force A to test every of these ”free” trees except the last one.
Remark 2.1 In this chapter we mean by a binary tree if not stated otherwise a complete
binary tree.
Definition 2.2 Let B be a binary tree of depth k and xj be a vertex in Ei of B with
i ≤ k − 1. Let Tj := T [xj] be a binary tree with at least one defective leaf and F be a set
of subtrees of B. We define
procedure Tree–j
Let z ∈ Tj be the vertex that is tested by A,
If z ∈ E1 of Tj Then
Let y be the brother of z,
answer positive,
5
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Let Tj := T (z) and F := F ∪ {T [y]}
Else
answer negative,
Let y ∈ E1 of Tj and z ∈ T [y] and y′ be the brother of y,
Let Tj := T [y
′] and F := F ∪ (T [y] \ T [z])
Stop
Remark 2.3 Consider a test in a level of Tj. A new complete tree Tj of depth reduced by
one is defined with the information that it contains at least one defective leaf. No other
information about vertices in this tree is known. Another tree that can contain a tested
vertex is put to the set F .
Lemma 2.4 Let B be a binary tree of depth k ≥ 3 with d = 2i + 1 defective leaves with
2 ≤ d− 1 ≤ 2k−1, then
L(B) ≥ 2(d− 1)(k − dlog2(d− 1)e)− 1.
Proof. Let x1, . . . , xd−1 be the vertices in Ei. We define for 1 ≤ j ≤ d − 1 the trees
Tj := T [xj].
Main
Repeat until the defective are identified
Let z be the vertex that is asked by A,
If z ∈ El ∧ l ≤ i Then
answer positive
If z ∈ Tj Then
Goto procedure Tree-j
If z ∈ T ∧ T ∈ F Then
Goto procedure Free
Stop
The answer of procedure Free is negative until every defective vertex in every of the d− 1
trees Tj is found. The last tree in F is not need to be tested. The only exception is, that
if one Tj with two leaves is left, all other Tj are only a leaf and F contains only one tree.
Then the answer has to be positive otherwise A does not need to test in the last Tj, since
every leaf has to be positive.
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procedure Free
Let z ∈ T and T ∈ F,
If |F | = 1 ∧∑d−1j=1 |V (Tj)| = d + 1 Then
answer positive,
Let F := F \ T
Else
answer T negative,
Let F := F \ T
Stop
Since the vertices in El for l ≤ i are defined positive, they will not be tested by A in the
worst case. Every other vertex A could test is covered by Tj or F . The trees in Tj and F
are all disjoint by construction. It is secured that A has to test every Tj down to a leaf
to identify (d− 1) defective elements. That means A has to make (d− 1)(k − kd) tests to
find these (d− 1) defective. By finding the (d− 1) leaves, A produces (d− 1)(k− kd) trees
T , that are put to F and have to be tested to find the last defective vertex. Since A does
not need to test the last tree in F , at least (d− 1)(k − kd) + (d− 1)(k − kd)− 1 tests are
needed. ¤
Theorem 2.5 Let B be a binary tree of depth k ≥ 4 with 2k−1+1 ≥ d ≥ 3 defective leaves.
We define kd := dlog2(d− 1)e, then
L(B) ≥ 2kd+1 + 2(d− 1)(k − kd − 1)− 1.
Proof. If log2(d − 1) 6= kd there are 2kd − (d − 1) < 2kd−1 vertices in Ekd , that can not
be roots of positive subtrees Tj. Therefore we have to define the trees Tj different to
Lemma 2.4 above. Let c := 2kd − 2(2kd − (d− 1)) = 2(d− 1)− 2kd . We choose c trees Tj
of depth kd and 2
kd − (d− 1) of depth kd + 1. Procedure Free is the same as in the proof
of Lemma 2.4.
Main
Let c := 2(d− 1)− 2kd ,
Let x1, . . . , x2kd be the vertices in Ekd ordered from left to right,
For j = 1 to c Do
Let Tj := T [xj]
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Let x1, . . . , x2kd−1 be the vertices in Ekd−1 ordered from left to right,
If c < 2kd Then
For j = c
2
+ 1 to 2kd−1 Do
Let l := j − c
2
and Tc+l := T [xj]
Repeat until until the defective leaves are determined
Let z ∈ Ei be the vertex that is tested by A,
If i ≤ kd + 1 Then
answer positive
If i = kd Then
If z ∈ Tj Then
Goto procedure Tree–j
Else
answer positive
If i ≥ kd + 1 Then
If z ∈ Tj Then
Goto procedure Tree–j
Else
Goto procedure Free
Stop
Every vertex in Ekd is either in Tj for c + 1 ≤ j ≤ d− 1 or root of Tj, for 1 ≤ j ≤ c. Every
Tj is for c + 1 ≤ j ≤ d− 1 of depth k − kd + 1 and for 1 ≤ j ≤ c every tree Tj has depth
kd. With the same argumentation as in Lemma 2.4, we can force A to make at least
2(2kd − (d− 1)) + 2(d− 1)(k − kd)− 1 = 2kd+1 + 2(d− 1)(k − kd − 1)− 1
tests. ¤
We change now the direction and show the upper bound for L(B).
Theorem 2.6 Let B be a binary tree of depth k ≥ 4 with 2k−2 ≥ d ≥ 3 defective leaves,
then
L(B) = 2kd+1 + 2(d− 1)(k − kd − 1)− 1.
Proof. The idea is to test every vertex in Ekd+1 and make every positive vertex to a root
of a subtree. Then ask the two vertices in the first level of the subtree and construct at
least one new positive subtree of depth reduced by one. Repeat this until the leaves are
reached. The only exception is, that if d subtrees are constructed, test only one vertex per
level.
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Main
Let c := 0 and j := 0,
For i = 1 to 2kd+1 Do
test xi,
If xi positive Then
Let Ti = T [xi] and j := j + 1
Repeat until (c = k − (kd + 1)) ∨ (j = d)
For l = 1 to j Do
Let c := c + 1,
Let r be the root of Tl and x, y be its sons,
If (l = j) ∧ (c = k − (kd + 1) Then
test the last but one leaf
Else
test x,
If T [x] is positive Then
Let Tl := T [x],
test y,
If y is positive Then
Let j := j + 1 and Tj+1 := T [y]
Else
Let Tl := T [y]
If the defective vertices are not determined Then
test every tree Tj with one test per level
Stop
If (l = j ∧ c = k− (kd + 1)) then (d− 1) vertices are determined and one positive tree with
two leaves is left. Therefore one test is sufficient to determine the last defective vertex. In
the first loop the algorithm tests 2kd+1 vertices. In the second loop, the algorithm makes
2j tests per loop, for 1 ≤ j ≤ (d − 1). It is max
1≤j≤(d−1)
2cj = 2(d − 1)c. If j = d, then the
algorithm needs k − kd − 1 − c tests for every subtree. In case c = k − (k − (kd + 1) one
test has to be subtracted, thus the worst case number of tests is
2kd+1 + max
0≤c≤k−(kd+1)−1
{2(d− 1)(k − kd − 1)− 1, 2c(d− 1) + d(k − kd − 1− c)}
= 2kd+1 + 2(d− 1)(k − (kd + 1))− 1.
¤
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Lemma 2.7 Let B be a binary tree of depth k ≥ 3 with 2 defective leaves, then
L(B) = 2k.
Proof. L(B) ≤ 2k We test the two vertices in level 1 of B. If k = 3 and one vertex positive
we need 3 more tests. If both vertices are positive we get 4 more tests. Let k ≥ 4, if we get
2 positive tests, we get 2k tests in total. If only one vertex is positive, we use the algorithm
from Theorem 2.6, but in this case r(d − 1) = d(r − 1) and therefore the test of y in this
algorithm is positive in the worst case before the tree T1 has depth 2.
L(B) ≥ 2k If we would use the normal procedure for the 2–defective case we would get
L(B) ≥ 2k − 1, which is the information–theoretic bound. We want to force A to get two
trees with a defective or to make one additional test.
Ad=2
Let check := 0, T ′ := B and F = F := ∅,
Repeat until Stop
Let z be the vertex that is tested by A,
If z ∈ T ′ Then
Goto procedure–T ′
Else
If z ∈ Ti ∧ Ti ∈ F Then
Goto procedure–F
Else
answer T [z] negative
Stop
procedure T ′
If z ∈ E1 of T ′ Then
answer positive,
If check = 0 Then
Let check := 1 and T ′ := T [z],
Let F := F ∪ T [y], where y is the brother of z,
Let F := ∅
Else
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Let F := F ∪ T [y], where y is the brother of z
Else
answer T [z] negative,
Let y ∈ E1 of T ′ with z ∈ T [y] and y′ be the brother of y,
Let T ′ := T [y] and F := F ∪ T [y] \ T [z]
If depth of T ′ is 2 and check = 0 Then
Stop
Stop
procedure F
Let Ti ∈ F be the tree with z ∈ Ti,
If |F| ≥ 2 Then
answer Ti negative,
Let F := F \ Ti
Else
If z is the root of Ti Then
answer positive,
Stop(1)
Else
answer T [z] negative,
Let y ∈ E1 of Ti, with z ∈ T [y] and let y′ be the brother of y,
F := F ∪ T [y′],
Stop(2)
Stop
We will show the result for every possible stop of the algorithm.
Stop(1), Stop(2) Since F 6= ∅ it is clear that A has tested at least once in E1 of T ′. Let
z be the first vertex tested in E1 of T
′ and let T [z] be of depth l for 1 ≤ l ≤ k − 2.
This means A has made at least k− l tests and k− l trees are put to F and therefore
to F . A could have tested in F before, but T [z ′], where z′ is the brother of z, is in
F , therefore |F| ≥ 1. Since A can get with l tests a positive leaf in T ′ but will get
only negative results for the trees in F . Hence the trees in F have to be tested. If A
tests the last tree T1 in F , we get in case of
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Stop(1) The tree T1 of depth at least l is positive, thus we get two trees of depth l
with one defective each. tests already made in T ′ do not affect that A needs at
least l tests to identify the defective. Thus in total 2l + 2(k − l) = 2k tests are
needed.
Stop(2) Since Ti was in F and is of depth > 1 we have the number of trees in F
increased by one. Let T1 := T
′. We get with procedure Tree–T1 and procedure
F of Lemma 2.4 that at least 2k − 1 + 1 = 2k tests are needed.
Stop If we get to this position, A has made k− 2 tests in T ′ and 0 ≤ j ≤ k− 3 tests in F
and there has been no positive test result. There is one tree T of depth 2 left and at
least one tree of depth 1 (in F ) and maybe some other trees in F of depth ≥ 2. The
number of this trees is denoted by i for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 3.
Main
Let y be the root of T and x1, x2 be the sons of y,
Let z be the vertex that is tested by A,
Repeat until Stop
If z = y Then
answer positive,
Stop(1)
If z = x1 ∨ z = x2 Then
Let w.l.o.g. z = x1,
answer T [x1] positive,
Stop(2)
If z ∈ T and a leaf Then
answer z negative,
Stop(3)
If z ∈ Ti ∈ F Then
If |F | ≥ 2 Then
answer Ti negative,
Else
answer Ti positive,
Stop(4)
Stop
We have to prove that A needs at least 5 + i tests.
Stop(1) A has made one more test than normal, therefore use the normal algorithm
with F and T := T [y] to obtain 5 + i tests for A
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Stop(2) Let w.l.o.g. z = x1, the first leaf in T [x1] is positive the second one if tested
negative, let F := F ∪ T [x2], answer to all trees except the last one negative.
Now there is one tree of depth at least one in F left, answer if the root is tested
first positive, else negative. In both cases A needs in total 5+i tests to determine
the 2 defective.
Stop(3) We answer to all trees in F except the last one Ti negative. If A tests in Ti
or T [x2] then answer positive if the root is tested first and otherwise negative.
If y is tested answer positive. After the first test each in Ti and T [x2], A needs
at least 2 more to find the defective leaves.
Stop(4) A has made i tests and the tree T of depth 2 is left and a positive tree of
depth at least 1. Answer to the first leaf in this tree positive, to the second one
negative. If A tests y, A needs two more tests in T to find a defective. If A
tests w.l.o.g. T [x1] answer negative and the result is clear. If A tests a leaf in
T answer negative and see Stop(3)
¤
Corollary 2.8 Let B a binary tree of depth k with d ≥ 1 defective leaves. If d ≥ 2k−2 + 1
or k = 1, then L(B) = 2k − 1.
Proof. If k = 1 it is obvious. In case d ≤ 2k−1 + 1 the algorithm of Theorem 2.5 works
properly. In case of d ≥ 2k−1 + 2 we answer positive to every vertex in Ei 6= Ek. Let
x, y ∈ Ek be brothers. We answer positive to the first of them asked, the second one is
d− 2k−1 − 1 times positive, then negative. ¤
Lemma 2.9 If lim
k,d→∞
d
2k
= 0, then
lim
k,d→∞
B(d, 2k)⌈
log2
(
2k
d
)⌉ = 2.
Proof. We use the Stirling–Formula (See [10])
n! =
√
2pin
(n
e
)n
e
²
12n , (0 < ² < 1).
Thus
n! ≥ 2√n
(n
e
)n
and
(
n
d
)
≤ n
d
d!
≤
(en
d
)d
.
Since
B(d, 2k) = 2kd+1 + 2(d− 1)(k − kd − 1)− 1 ≥ 2(d− 1)k − 2(d− 1) log2 2d,
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we obtain with lim
k,d→∞
d
2k
= 0, that
lim
k,d→∞
2(d− 1)k − 2(d− 1) log2 2d⌈
log2
(
2k
d
)⌉ ≥ lim
k,d→∞
2(d− 1)k − 2(d− 1) log2 2d
dk − d log2 d + d log2 e + 1
= 2.
Since
(
n
d
) ≥ (n
d
)d
the result follows.
¤
2.2 Complete r–ary trees and L(B)
From now on we examine complete r–ary trees with r > 2 and depth k ≥ 2. There exists
the new case 2 ≤ d ≤ r− 1 and for d ≥ r + 1 we need an additional procedure Si, since we
cannot fix d− 1 trees with at least one defective leaf as in the binary case.
Remark 2.10 In this chapter we mean by a r–ary tree if not stated otherwise a complete
r–ary tree.
Theorem 2.11 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k with rk−1−rk−2 ≥ d ≥ 2 defective leaves.
Let kd,r := dlogr(d− 1)e, then
L(B) ≤ r + d(r − 1)(k − 1), if 2 ≤ d ≤ r,
L(B) ≤ rkd,r + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r)− 1, if r < d ≤ rkd,r − rkd,r−1 + 1,
L(B) ≤ rkd,r+1 + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r − 1)− 1, if d > rkd,r − rkd,r−1 + 1.
Proof. The approach is the same as in Theorem 2.6, but in the case r = 2 it was always
better to test in Ekd+1, since r(r
kd− (d−1)) ≤ rkd . This does not hold in general for r ≥ 3.
Therefore we need to check the level, in which we start testing.
Main
Let c := 0 and j := 0,
If d− 1 ≤ rkd,r − rkd,r−1 Then
Let h := 0
Else
Let h := 1
Let k′d,r := kd,r + h,
For i = 0 to rk
′
d,r Do
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test xi ∈ Ek′
d,r
,
If the test is positive Then
Let Tj := T [xi], j := j + 1
Repeat until (c = k − k′d,r) ∨ (j = d)
Let c := c + 1,
For l = 1 to j Do
Let xr be the root of Tl and let x1, . . . , xr be its sons,
Let flag := false,
If (c = k − k′d,r) ∧ (l = j) Then
Let r′ := r − 1
Else
Let r′ := r
For i = 1 to r′ Do
test xi,
If xi is positive and flag = false Then
Let flag := true and Tl := T [xi]
Else
If xi is positive Then
Let j := j + 1 and Tj := T [xi]
If the defective vertices are not determined Then
test every tree Tj with (r − 1) tests per level of Tj
Stop
As in Theorem 2.6, we get in the second loop max1≤j≤(d−1) jr = (d− 1)r tests per round.
Therefore in the worst–case
rk
′
d,r + max
0≤c≤k−k′
d,r
−1
{r(d− 1)c + d(r − 1)(k − k′d,r − c), r(d− 1)(k − k′d,r)− 1} =
= rk
′
d,r +
{
d(r − 1)(k − k′d,r), d ≤ r
r(d− 1)(k − k′d,r)− 1, d > r
tests are needed. ¤
Again, we change the point of view and determine L(B).
Definition 2.12 Let B be a r–ary tree and let xj be vertex in Ei of B with i ≤ k− 1. Let
1 ≤ cj ≤ r − 1 and Tj := T [xj] be a r–ary tree with at least one defective leaf.
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procedure Tj
Let z ∈ Tj be the vertex that is tested by A,
Let y be the vertex in E1 of Tj with z ∈ T [y],
If cj ≤ r − 2 Then
answer T [y] negative,
Let cj := cj + 1
Else
If z ∈ E1 of Tj Then
answer positive,
Let y′ be the brother of z not tested yet,
Let F := F ∪ {T [y′]}, Tj := T [z] and cj := 1
Else
answer T [z] negative,
Let y be the vertex in E1 of Tj with z ∈ T [y],
Let y′ be the brother of y not tested yet,
Let F := F ∪ {T [y] \ T [z]}, Tj := T [y′] and cj := 1
Stop
Remark 2.13 Procedure Tj answers r − 2 times negative per level. If the r − 1th vertex
in E1 of Tj is tested, the answer is positive and a tree is put to F . Otherwise the answer
is negative the remaining tree with root in E1 of Tj is put to F and the last vertex in E1
not tested becomes root of the new complete r–ary tree Tj of depth reduced by one. This is
the same principle as in the binary case and leads to r(d− 1) tests per level of d− 1 trees
Tj with at least one defective.
Lemma 2.14 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k with r ≤ d−1 = ri ≤ rk−2 defective leaves.
Then
L(B) = r(d− 1)(k − kd,r)− 1.
Proof.
Main
Let F := ∅,
Let xj ∈ Ekd,r and Tj := T [xj], such that Tj 6= Ti for i 6= j,
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Let cj := 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ d− 1,
Repeat until all defective leaves are determined
Let z ∈ Ei be the vertex that is asked by A,
If i ≤ kd,r Then
answer positive
Else
If z ∈ Tj Then
Goto procedure Tree–j
Else
Goto procedure Free
Stop
The difference of procedure Free to the binary trees is that no exceptional case is needed.
procedure Free
Let T ∈ F and z ∈ T,
answer negative,
Let F := F \ T
Stop
A is forced in every call of Tj to make r− 1 additional tests, since 1 ≤ j ≤ (d− 1), we get
(d−1)(k−kd,r) tests to find (d−1) defective and (d−1)(r−1)(k−kd,r)−1 tests to find the
last one. A does not need to test the last tree in F. Therefore L(B) ≥ (d−1)r(k−kk,d)−1
and because of k′d,r = kd,r + 1 in Theorem 2.11 the Lemma is proved. ¤
To prove B(d, rk) for arbitrary d ≥ r + 1 we need some additional notation and the new
procedure Si.
Definition 2.15 1. Let Sl := {y1, . . . , yr}, 1 ≤ l ≤ rkd,r−1 be the intervals of Ekd,r .
2. Let P := {xk ∈ Ekd,r | 1 ≤ k ≤ (d− 1)},
3. Let N := {yk ∈ Ekd,r | y /∈ P}.
4. Let Pi := P ∩ Si and Ni := N ∩ Si.
Remark 2.16 1. From Definition 2.15 follows, that
|N | = rkd,r − (d− 1), N ∩ P = ∅, and |P |+ |N | = rkd,r .
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2. We want the vertices in P and N are distributed after the following rules.
If |N | ≥ rkd,r−1 then choose the vertices of P and N , such that
r − 1 ≥ |Pi| ≥ 1 and r − 1 ≥ |Ni| ≥ 1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ rkd,r−1.
Otherwise choose the vertices of P and N , such that
|Pi| ≥ 1 and |Ni| ≤ 1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ rkd,r−1.
We will define Procedure Si as a method to secure that r tests in an interval are needed
to identify 1 ≤ |Pi| ≤ r − 1 defective vertices.
Definition 2.17 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k. Let Si be an interval in Ekd,r . Let
1 ≤ |Pi| ≤ r − 1 defective vertices and 1 ≤ |Ni| ≤ r − 1 negative vertices be in Si, such
that |Pi| + |Ni| = r. Let M be a set of vertices and F be a set of subtrees of B. Let
flagi := false. We define
procedure Si
Let z ∈ En be the vertex that is tested by A,
If flagi = true Then
Stop
If n = S Then
answer positive,
Let pi := pi + 1 and Tj := T [z],
Let j := j + 1,
If pi = |Pi| Then
Let flagi := true
Else
Let z′ ∈ Ekd,r+1, such that z ∈ T [z′],
answer T [z′] negative,
Let x be the vertex in Si with z
′ ∈ T [x],
If z′ has only one brother y not tested Then
Let flagi := true, F := F ∪ T [y] and M := M ∪ {x}
If flagi = true Then
If pi = |Pi| Then
For pi + 1 to r Do
Let y ∈ (Ni \ (M ∩Ni)),
Let F := F ∪ T [y] and M := M ∪ {y}
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Else
For l = pi to |Pi| Do
Let y ∈ (Pi \ (M ∩ Pi)),
Let Tj := T [y], j := j + 1 and M := M ∪ {y}
Stop
Remark 2.18 Procedure Si defines |Pi| defective trees after |Pi| tests in Si or r − 1 tests
in a tree with root in Si. In the first case procedure Si puts r−|Pi| trees to F in other case
|Ni| trees.
Example 2.19 We consider two possible situations for an interval Si of a 4–ary tree with
3 defective vertices treated with procedure Si. By Nj we mean a negative answer to the jth
vertex tested in Si and by Pj a positive answer to the jth vertex tested in Si.
PSfrag replacements Si
(P ) (P )(P )
N1 N2 N3 x
Figure 2.1: A has made 3 negative tests, the tree T [x] is put to F and the remaining 3
trees denoted by (P ) are defined to contain at least one defective element.
PSfrag replacements
Si
(P )
N1 N2 N5
P3 P4 P6 x
Figure 2.2: The tree T [x] is put to F . We point out that we can still use procedure Tj for
the positive tested trees, that contain at most r − 2 negative tested vertices.
Theorem 2.20 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k with rk−1−rk−2 ≥ d ≥ r defective leaves,
then
r + r(d− 1)(k − 1) ≥ L(B) ≥ r + r(d− 1)(k − 1)− 1, if d = r,
L(B) = rkd,r + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r)− 1, if d ≤ rkd,r − rkd,r−1 + 1,
L(B) = rkd,r+1 + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r − 1)− 1, if d > rkd,r − rkd,r−1 + 1.
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Proof. We choose Pi and Ni as in Remark 2.16 and use procedure Si of Definition 2.17 for
the intervals with 1 ≤ pi ≤ r− 1. Procedure Si answers to every question in Ekd,r positive
until all |Pi| vertices are found and |Ni| are put to F . Since 0 ≤ x ≤ r − 2 vertices in E1
of Tj are tested negative we can use procedure Tj with cj := x of Lemma 2.14.
Main
Let cj := 1, for 1 ≤ j ≤ d− 1,
Let M = F := ∅, and j := 1,
Let S1, . . . , Srkd,r−1 be the intervals of Ekd,r ,
For l = 1 to rkd,r−1 Do
Let Tl := ∅, pl := 0 and checkl := false,
If rkd,r − rkd,r−1 < d− 1 Then
Let S1, . . . , Smax be the intervals with Ni = 0,
For l = 1 to max Do
Let x1, . . . , xr be the vertices of Si
For g = 1 to r Do
Let T(l−1)r+g := T [xg]
Let z ∈ En be the vertex that is asked by A,
Repeat until all defective vertices are determined
Let M := M ∪ {z}
If n < kd,r Then
answer positive,
If z in Tj Then
Goto procedure Tree–j
If z ∈ T ∧ T ∈ F Then
answer T negative
If z ∈ Ekd,r Then
Let Si be the interval with x ∈ Si, such that z ∈ T [x],
Goto procedure Si
Stop
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As in Lemma 2.14 before we get (d− 1)r(k− kd,r)− 1 tests from the procedures Tj and F .
In case of rkd,r − rkd,r−1 +1 < d the procedures Si force A to ask r(rkd,r − (d−1)) questions
to determine the Tj. Therefore
L(B) ≥ r(rkd,r − (d− 1)) + (d− 1)r(k − kd,r)− 1 = rkd,r+1 + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r − 1)− 1.
Otherwise the procedures Si force A to make r
kd,r tests in Ekd,r until the trees Tj are
identified. ¤
The next step is the case 2 ≤ d < r. The worst case for A is now d trees with one defective
vertex. Therefore we define a new procedure T ′j . If the root of a tree T
′
j is not tested we
answer r − 1 time per level negative. If the root is positive, we want to force A to test
in E1 of T
′
j . Thus after r − 2 negative tests in a level, we answer positive for a vertex in
E1 of T
′
j . If A tests below E1 we count the number of tests and after r − 1 tests in one of
the remaining subtrees, we put the defective in the other one. Thus A has wasted at least
r − 2 tests in this case.
Definition 2.21 Let B be a r–ary tree with xj ∈ Ei and i ≤ k − 1. Let rootj ∈
{positive, negative}, 0 ≤ cj ≤ r − 2 and T ′j := T [xj] be a tree with a defective leaf.
Let cx = cy := 0. We define
procedure T ′
j
Let z be the vertex that is tested by A,
If the root of Tj is tested Then
answer positive,
Let rootj := positive
Else
If root = positive Then
If cj < r − 2 Then
answer T [z] negative,
Let cj := cj + 1
Else
Let x and y be the last vertices in E1 of T
′
j that have not been tested
negative,
If z = x ∨ z = y Then
Let w.l.o.g. z = x,
answer T [z] positive,
Let T ′j := T [z] and F := T [y],
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Let cj := cx and cx = cy := 0
Else
If z ∈ T [y] Then
Let x′ be the vertex in E1 of T [x] with z ∈ T [x′],
answer T [x′] negative,
Let cx := cx + 1,
If z ∈ T [y] Then
Let y′ be the vertex in E1 of T [y] with z ∈ T [y′],
answer T [y′] negative,
Let cy := cy + 1,
If cx = r − 1 Then
Let T ′j := T [y] and F := F ∪ {T [x]},
Let cj := cx and cx = cy := 0
If cy = r − 1 Then
Let T ′j := T [x] and F := F ∪ {T [y]},
Let cj := cy and cy = cx := 0
Else
answer T [z] negative,
Let cj := cj + 1,
If cj = r − 1 Then
Let x be the last vertex in E1 of T
′
j,
Let T ′j := T [x] and cj := 0
Stop
Lemma 2.22 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k with 2 ≤ d ≤ r − 1 defective leaves, then
L(B) = r + d(r − 1)(k − 1).
Proof. We want to force A to make r tests in E1 to determine d < r defective trees. We
answer negative to vertices that are below E1. There are two cases.
A tests a vertex in E1 first We answer positive and use for this tree T1 procedure T
′
1
with root1 := positive and cj := 0. We answer negative to trees in F . Thus A can
only obtain one defective in T1. Let S be the set of the other r − 1 vertices in E1 of
B. We answer r − 1 − (d − 1) = r − d times negative and define d − 1 trees T ′j for
2 ≤ j ≤ d positive. We set rootj := negative and use procedure T ′j for these trees.
A has made at least 1 + r − d tests until now and we get for every of the d trees T ′j
at least r − 1 tests per level. Let, if exists, T ′ be the last tree T ′j with rootj = false
and the last but one leaf is tested.
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A has tested r − 1 times negative in one tree T ′ with root in E1 of B We put
the remaining tree to F and answer negative to trees in F . Let S be the set of
the remaining r − 1 vertices. We answer to r − 1− d vertices negative and define d
trees Tj with rootj := negative. Thus A has made at least r − 1 tests. If d < r − 1
it follows that at least r tests are made and we get for every tree T ′j at least r − 1
tests per level. Let d = r − 1 and if exists T ′ be the last tree T ′j with rootj = false
and the last but one leaf is tested.
If no such tree exists, A has made in all trees with rootj = false at least one more test
and the result is clear. Observe that the last leaf is tested positive by procedure T ′j , if
rootj = false. Therefore let N be the set of all last leaves of such trees not tested. We
have to show, that we can force A to test all leaves that are left but one. Hence we do not
use procedure T ′j for these leaves, but still for the other trees T
′
j with rootj = true. Since
the last but one leaf in T ′ is tested, we answer in this case positive. We put the remaining
leaf to the set N and answer to the vertices in N with |N |−2 times positive then negative.
Hence A makes |N | tests to identify the leaves. Since r− 1 tests have been negative at the
beginning or one test positive, we get in total at least |N | − 1 + 1 tests and therefore the
result.
¤
We have to improve the lower bound by one in case of d = r to get equality for B(r, rk).
For this purpose we define a new procedure Tj. This procedure is an expanded version of
Definition 2.12. It forces A to at least r tests in every level of Tj, if the one tree that is put
to F is counted. But it also secures that only a complete tree is put to F or A has to make
an additional test. We use from now on in this work Definition 2.23 for the procedure Tj.
Definition 2.23 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k and xj ∈ Ei of B with i ≤ k − 2. Let
1 ≤ cj ≤ r − 2, check := false and Tj := T [xj] be a tree with at least one defective leaf.
procedure Tj
Let z be the vertex that is tested by A,
If cj ≤ r − 2 Then
Let y be the vertex in E1 of Tj with z ∈ T [y],
answer T [y] negative,
Let cj := cj + 1
Else
If check=false Then
If z ∈ E1 of Tj Then
answer positive, (A complete tree is put to F )
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Let y′ be the brother of z not tested yet,
Let F := F ∪ {T [y′]}, Tj := T [z] and cj := 1
Else
answer T [z] negative,
Let y be in E1 of Tj with z ∈ T [y],
Let y′ be the brother of y that has not been tested yet,
Let T1 := T [y
′] and T2 := T [y] \ T [z],
Let check := true and cj := 1
Else
If z ∈ T2 Then (If T2 is not a complete tree then a test is wasted)
If z = y Then
answer positive,
Let Tj := T [z], cj := 1 and check := false,
Let F := F ∪ {T2}
Else
answer T [z] negative, (A test is wasted)
Let Tj := T2, check := false and F := F ∪ {T [y] \ T [z]}
Else If z = y′ Then
answer positive,
Let F := F ∪ {T2}, Tj := T [z] and check := false
Else
answer T [z] negative,
Let cj := cj + 1,
If cj = 3 Then
Let F := F ∪ {T1}, (A test is wasted)
Let cj := 1, check = false and Tj := T2
Stop
Lemma 2.24 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k ≥ 3 and d = r defective vertices, then
L(B) = r + r(d− 1)(k − 1).
Proof. At first we use procedure Si to force A to make r tests to identify d− 1 trees with
at least one defective. Afterwards d − 1 trees Tj are defined and we use procedure Tj for
them. We answer negative to all trees in F until the last Tree Tlast is reduced to depth
one. Observe that F cannot be the empty set, since by the reduction of Tlast a tree is put
to F . Hence there are two possibilities for F at this position.
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There is a tree in F , that is not a complete r–ary tree By construction A has
wasted a test. Using procedure Tj for the trees Tj and answering to all trees in
F negative reveals at least
r + r(d− 1)(k − 1)− 1 + 1 tests.
There are only complete trees in F We build the set F ′ := F \ {T |T is a leaf}. We
use procedure Tj for the trees Tj and answer to all leaves in F tested by A negative.
We answer to the last but one tree in F ′ negative. Consider the situation the last
tree TF in F
′ is tested. Thus A has made at least r + r(d − 1)(k − 2) − 1 tests. If
the root of TF is tested we answer positive. In this case we have d positive trees and
get 1 + d(r − 1) more tests. Observe that procedure Tj answer always r − 2 times
negative, so it is guaranteed that in all positive trees r − 1 tests are needed. If A
tests a leaf of TF then answer negative and put the remaining tree to F . Thus A
needs one more test in F and the result is proved.
¤
Corollary 2.25 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k with d ≥ 1 defective leaves. If k = 1 or
d ≥ rk−1 − rk−2 + 1 then L(B) = rk − 1.
Proof. If k = 1 nothing is to show. In case d ≤ rk−1 + 1 the algorithm of Theorem 2.20
works properly. In case d ≥ rk−1 + 2 we answer positive to every vertex, that is the first
one of its brothers asked and d− rk−1 − 1 positive to the other vertices, then negative. ¤
Remark 2.26 If we summarize the work of the last 2 sections we obtain, that for every
r–ary tree B with r ≥ 2 of depth k ≥ 2 and rk−1 − rk−2 ≥ d ≥ 1 defective leaves
L(B) = (r − 1)k, if d = 1,
L(B) = r + d(r − 1)(k − 1), if 2 ≤ d ≤ r,
L(B) = rkd,r + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r)− 1, if r < d ≤ rkd,r − rkd,r−1 + 1,
L(B) = rkd,r+1 + r(d− 1)(k − (kd,r + 1))− 1, if d > rkd,r − rkd,r−1 + 1.
If k ≥ 2 and rk−1 − rk−2 + 1 ≤ d or k = 1 then L(B) = rk − 1.
Corollary 2.27 If lim
k,d→∞
d
rk
= 0, then
lim
k,d→∞
B(d, rk)⌈
log2
(
rk
d
)⌉ = r logr elog2 e.
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Proof. Since for d > r
B(d, rk) ≥ r(d− 1)(logr rk − logr d− 2) = r(d− 1) logr e(k ln r − ln d)− 2r(d− 1)
and ⌈
log
(
rk
d
)⌉
≤ d log2
erk
d
+ 1 = d log2 e(k ln r + ln e− ln d) + 1.
we obtain with lim
k,d→∞
d
rk
= 0, that
lim
k,d→∞
r(d− 1) logr e(k ln r − ln d)− 2r(d− 1)
d log2 e(k ln r + ln e− ln d) + 1
= r
logr e
log2 e
.
¤
2.3 Complete r–ary trees and B(d | rk)
At first we will give a definition to compare the worst case number of tests from B(d| rk)
with B(d, rk). Du and Hwang gave in [8] the idea of competitive group testing for the
M(d, n) and M(d|n) problem.
Definition 2.28 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k and 0 ≤ d ≤ rk− 1 defective leaves. Let
A′ ∈ A′ and A ∈ A, be algorithms as in Definition 1.6, we define
1. BA′ := maxD∈Ek{L(A′)},
2. An algorithm A′ ∈ A′ is called a c–competitive algorithm if there exists a constant a
such that for 0 ≤ d ≤ rk − 1
BA′(d| rk) ≤ c ·B(d, rk) + a.
We will use the Bisecting method for the next result. That means we test the whole tree,
if it is positive, we test one half, if it is positive also the other one. Define a new tree for
every positive result.
Lemma 2.29 Let B be a binary tree of depth k ≥ 1 with d < 2k defective leaves, then
B(d| 2k) ≤ 2B(d, 2k) + 1.
Proof.
Algorithm A1
test B,
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If B is negative Then
Stop
Let j := 1 and Tj := B,
Repeat until all defective leaves are found
For l = 1 to j Do
Let x, y be the vertices in level one of Tl,
test x,
If x is negative Then
Tl := T [y]
Else
Let Tl := T [x],
test y,
If y is positive Then
Let j := j + 1 and Tj := T [y]
Stop
If d = 0 then A1 needs one test. Let d > 0. In the worst–case every test is positive until
level Edlog de, then 2 tests are needed in every level of every tree Tj. Therefore if d ≥ 2,
then
BA1(d| 2k) =
dlog de∑
l=1
2l + 2d(k − dlog de) + 1 = 2dlog de+1 + 2d(k − dlog de)− 1.
d = 1 ∧ k ≥ 2
BA1(1|2k) = 2k + 1 = 2B(1, 2k) + 1,
d = 2 ∧ k ≥ 2
BA1(2|2k) = 4k − 1 = 2B(2, 2k)− 1 ≤ 2B(2, 2k) + 1,
d ≥ 2k−2 + 1 ∧ k ≥ 2
BA1(d| 2k) ≤ 2k+1 − 1 = 2(2k − 1) + 1 = 2B(d, 2k) + 1,
2k−2 − 2 ≥ d = 2i + 1 ≥ 3 ∧ k ≥ 2
2B(2i + 1, 2k) + 1 = 2(2i+1 + 2i+1(k − i− 1)− 1) + 1
= 2i+2 + 2i+2(k − i− 1)− 1
≥ 2i+2 + (2i+1 + 2)(k − i− 1)− 1 = BA1(2i + 1| 2k),
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2k−2 ≥ d 6= 2i + 1 ∧ d ≥ 4 ∧ k ≥ 2 In this case dlog(d− 1)e = dlog de, we get
2B(d, 2k) + 1 = 2(2dlog de+1 + 2(d− 1)(k − dlog de − 1)− 1) + 1
= 2(2dlog de+1 + 2d(k − dlog de)− 2(k − dlog de)− 2(d− 1))− 1
= BA1(d| 2k) + 2dlog de+1 + (2d− 4)(k − dlog de)− 4d + 4
d≤2k−2≥ BA1(d| 2k) + 2dlog de+1 − 4 ≥ BA1(d| 2k).
¤
Lemma 2.30 Let B be a binary tree of depth k ≥ 2 with 1 ≤ d ≤ 2k−2 defective leaves,
then
B(d| 2k) ≥ 2dlog de+1 + 2d(k − dlog de − 1).
Proof. We use procedure Tree-j from Lemma 2.4 and answer to every tree in F negative.
If d = 1 we define T1 := B. If d = 2 we define 2 trees of depth k − 1 as T1, T2. If d ≥ 3 we
define the first 2dlog de − 2(2dlog de − d) vertices in Edlog de as roots of Tj of depth k − dlog de
and from the right 2dlog de−d vertices in Edlog de−1 as roots of Tj of depth dlog de + 1 (same
method as in Theorem 2.5). Since A does not know about d in advance he has to test
every tree in F and we get the result with the argumentation from Theorem 2.5. ¤
Remark 2.31 From Lemma 2.29 and 2.30 follows for the case d = 1, that
2k + 1 = 2B(1, 2k) + 1 ≥ B(1| 2k) ≥ 2B(1, 2k) = 2k.
Thus we can conclude that there is no c–competitive algorithm possible with c < 2.
If r ≥ 3 we use the same principle as in the binary case. We test the root, if it is positive,
we test always r ≥ 3 times in a positive tree to get at least one new positive tree.
Theorem 2.32 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k ≥ 1 with d < rk defective leaves, then
B(d| rk) ≤ r
r − 1B(d, r
k) + 1.
Proof.
Algorithm A2
test B,
If B is negative Then
Stop
Let j := 1 and Tj := B,
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Repeat until all defective vertices are found
For l = 1 to j Do
Let x1, . . . , xr be the vertices in level one of Tl,
Let check := false,
For m = 1 to r Do
test xm,
If xm is positive and check=true Then
Let j := j + 1 and Tj := T [xm]
If xm is positive and check = false Then
Let check := true and Tl := T [xm]
If check = false ∧m = r − 1 Then
Let Tl := T [xr] and m := r
Stop
Let d > 0. In the worst–case every test is positive until level Edlogr de. Then r tests are
needed in every level of every tree Tl. Therefore if d ≥ 2, then
BA2(d| rk) = 1 +
dlogr de∑
l=1
rl + rd(k − dlogr de) =
1− rdlogr de+1
1− r + rd(k − dlogr de).
We show the result with respect to the different results of B(d, rk) that depend on d. See
Remark 2.26.
d = 1
BA2(1| rk) = r + 1 + r(k − 1) =
r
r − 1(r − 1)k + 1 =
r
r − 1B(1, r
k) + 1,
k = 1 ∧ r > d ≥ 2
BA2(d| r) = r + 1 =
r
r − 1(r − 1) + 1 =
r
r − 1B(d, r) + 1,
k > 1 ∧ r ≥ d ≥ 2
BA2(d| rk) =
1− rdlogr de+1
1− r + rd(k − dlogr de) =
1− r2
1− r + rd(k − 1)
= 1 + r + rd(k − 1) < 1 + r r
r − 1 + dr(k − 1)
=
r
r − 1(r + d(r − 1)(k − 1)) + 1 =
r
r − 1B(d, n) + 1,
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k > 1 ∧ d ≥ rk−1 − rk−2 + 2
BA2(d| n) ≤
1− rk+1
1− r =
r
r − 1(r
k − 1) + 1 = r
r − 1B(d, r
k) + 1,
k > 1 ∧ rk−1 − rk−2 ≥ d > r Observe that if d 6= ri + 1, then dlogr de = dlogr(d− 1)e.
rkd,r − (d − 1) ≥ rkd,r−1
B(d, rk)
r
r − 1 =
r
r − 1(r
dlogr de + r(d− 1)(k − dlogr de)− 1)
=
rdlogr de+1
r − 1 −
r
r − 1 +
r
r−1
r(d− 1)(k − dlogr de)
=
rdlogr de+1 − r
r − 1 +
r
r − 1r(d− 1)(k − dlogr de)
>
rdlogr de+1 − r
r − 1 + (r + 1)(d− 1)(k − dlogr de)
=
rdlogr de+1 − r
r − 1 + (rd + d− r − 1)(k − dlogr de)
d≥r+2≥ r
dlogr de+1 − r
r − 1 + 1 + rd(k − dlogr de) ≥ BA2(d| r
k),
rkd,r − (d − 1) < rkd,r−1 ∧ d 6= ri + 1
r
r − 1B(d, r
k)−BA2(d| rk)
=
ri+2 − 1
r − 1 − 1 +
r
r − 1(r(d− 1)(k − i− 1))−
[
ri+1 − 1
r − 1 + rd(k − i)
]
= ri+1 − 1− r
r − 1r(d− 1) + (k − i)
(
r
r − 1r(d− 1)− rd
)
= ri+1 − 1− r
r − 1r(d− 1) + (k − i)
(
rd− r2
r − 1
)
≥ ri+1 − 1 + 2(rd− r
2)− r2(d− 1)
r − 1
=
ri+2 − ri+1 − r + 1
r − 1 −
d(r2 − 2r) + r2
r − 1
≥ r
i+2 − ri+1 − r + 1− ri(r2 − 2r)− r2
r − 1 =
ri+1 − r2 − 2r + 1
r − 1
i≥2
> 0,
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rkd,r − (d − 1) < rkd,r−1 ∧ d = ri + 1
r
r − 1B(d, r
k) =
r
r − 1(r
i+1 + r(ri + 1− 1)(k − i− 1)− 1)
=
ri+2
r − 1 −
r
r − 1 +
r
r − 1r
i+1(k − i− 1)
i≥1
>
ri+2
r − 1 −
r
r − 1 + r(r
i + 1 +
1
r
)(k − i− 1)
i≤k−2≥ r
i+2
r − 1 −
r
r − 1 + r(r
i + 1)(k − i− 1) + 1
=
ri+2 − 1
r − 1 + r(r
i + 1)(k − i− 1) = BA2(ri + 1| rk).
¤
Corollary 2.33 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k ≥ 2 with 1 ≤ d ≤ rk−1 defective leaves,
then
B(d| rk) ≥
{
rdlogr de + rd(k − dlogr de), if d ≤ rdlogr de − rdlogr de−1,
rdlogr de+1 + rd(k − dlogr de − 1), if d > rdlogr de − rdlogr de−1.
Proof. If d = 1 we define T1 := B. Otherwise we use procedure Si to force A to determine
the roots of the trees Tj. With the argumentation from Theorem 2.20 the result follows.
¤
Remark 2.34 Also if r ≥ 3 we see that there is no c–competitive algorithm with c < r
r−1
possible, since
rk + 1 =
r
r − 1B(1, r
k) + 1 ≥ B(1| rk) ≥ r
r − 1B(1, r
k) = rk.
Chapter 3
Semi–complete r–ary trees
In chapter 3 we study group tests on semi–complete r–ary trees. These are complete r–ary
trees of depth k with leaves in Ek+1 filled in from left. As in chapter 2 the first section
considers semi–complete binary trees, the second one semi–complete r–ary trees and the
third section examines the situation if d is unknown in advance.
3.1 Semi–complete binary trees
To obtain the results for d ≥ 3 we will count the leaves in Ek+1 with respect to d. Since we
could fix the d− 1 defective trees in the case B(d, 2k), we will obtain at most one tree that
is not a complete tree. For the complete subtrees with leaves in Ek+1 we get 2 additional
tests in comparison to the results of chapter 2. Therefore we can expand the result of
the complete to the semi–complete case only by concentration on this semi–complete tree,
which is not too complicated. The case d = 2 however needs an extensive approach.
Definition 3.1 Let B ′ be a complete binary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 2 and root x. Let the
leaves x1, x2, . . . , x2k+1 of B
′ be ordered from left to right, I := {2k+1 − 2, 2k+1 − 4, . . . , 2}
and i0 ∈ I be arbitrary but fix. A tree B of depth k + 1 is called a semi–complete binary
tree with root x, if
B = B′ \
i0−1⋃
i=0
{x(2k+1−i)}.
We denote with n = n(B) the number of vertices of degree one in B, with nc the number
of leaves in Ek+1 and call B
′ the father of B.
Definition 3.2 Let B be a semi–complete binary tree of depth k + 1 and n leaves with
3 ≤ d ≤ 2k−1 + 1 defective leaves.
1. Let B∗ := B[∪0≤i≤kEi] be the complete binary tree of maximum order, that is a
subgraph of B. We call B∗ the son of B,
2. c′ := min{⌊ nc
2k−kd+1
⌋
, 2(d− 1)− 2kd},
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3. c′∗ :=
{
1 c′ < 2(d− 1)− 2kd ∧ nc − c′2k−kd+1 ≥ 2k−kd
0 else
,
4. c′′ := max{0,
⌊
nc−c′2k−kd+1
2k−kd+2
⌋
},
5. c′′∗ :=
{
1 c′ = 2(d− 1)− 2kd ∧ nc − c′2k−kd+1 − c′′2k−kd+2 ≥ 2k−kd+1
0 else
.
Example 3.3
PSfrag replacements
B
Figure 3.1: B is a semi–complete binary tree of depth k + 1 = 4 with nc = 14. If d = 3
then c′ = 1 and c′∗ = 1. If d = 4 then c′ = 2 and c′′∗ = 1.
Remark 3.4 We can use Definition 1.5 without any problems as well for semi–complete
binary trees. In Definition 1.6 we use 0 ≤ d ≤ n instead of 0 ≤ d ≤ rk, D := {d(y) = 1, y ∈
V (B)} instead of D := {z ∈ Ek} and n instead of rk. With these changes B(d, n) = L(B)
denotes the worst–case number of tests to find d defective leaves in a semi–complete binary
tree B.
Lemma 3.5 Let B,H and H ′ be semi–complete binary trees of depth k + 1 with n(H) ≤
n(B) ≤ n(H ′), then
L(H) ≤ L(B) ≤ L(H ′).
Proof. we show the lower boundary first. Let H be an algorithm for H to force A to ask
as much tests as possible. We define the algorithm B for the tree B as follows. Answer
to every vertex in V (H) ∩ V (B) as algorithm H. If a vertex in V (B) \ V (H) is tested so
answer negative to every odd one (from left to right in V (B) \ V (H)) and give the same
answer to the even leaves as H would give to its father. The other direction is obvious.
We observe now the upper boundary. Let H′ be an algorithm to minimize the number of
tests to identify the defective leaves in H ′. We define an algorithm B for B as follows. Test
every vertex in V (H ′) ∩ V (B) as the algorithm H′ would do. If the defective leaves of H ′
are in the worst case all in V (H ′)∩V (B), then B needs the same number of tests. If some
defective leaves are in V (H ′) \ V (B) in the worst case, then B needs less tests in B than
H′ in H ′. The other direction is again obvious. ¤
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Remark 3.6 It follows that if B is a binary tree, B∗ its son and B′ its father, that L(B∗) ≤
L(B) ≤ L(B′).
Remark 3.7 We can use procedure Tree–j of Definition 2.2 for semi–complete trees with
a slightly change in the conditions. Let B be a semi–complete r–ary tree and let xj be in
Ei of B with i ≤ k. If T [xj] is a complete binary tree of depth at least one we can use
procedure Treej for T [xj].
Remark 3.8 In this chapter a binary tree means if not stated otherwise a semi–complete
binary tree.
Lemma 3.9 Let B be a binary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 3 and 3 ≤ d ≤ 2k−1 + 1 defective
leaves, then
L(B) ≥ L(B∗) + 2(c′ + c′′) + c′∗ + c′′∗.
Proof. We use nearly the same method as in Theorem 2.5. In level kd we define the first
from left to right 2(d − 1) − 2kd vertices as roots of Trees Tj and in level kd − 1 from the
right the 2kd − (d− 1) roots of the trees Tj of depth +1. Since c′ and c′′ count the trees Tj
of B∗ of depth +1 in B we can use the same algorithm with two more tests. Trees Tj with
no vertices in level k + 1 can also be handled with the normal algorithm of Theorem 2.6.
If w.l.o.g. c′∗ = 1, there exists a tree T ′j with ≥ 2k−kd and < 2k−kd+1 leaves. Let x be the
root of this tree in Ekd and x1, x2 be the sons of x ordered from left to right. We define
Tj := T [x1] and put T [x2] to F . Clearly we get 2 additional tests in Ek+1 but we loose one
test, since x1 does not need to be tested. ¤
Remark 3.10 In case of d = 2k−2 +1 is L(B) = n−1−2c′− c′∗ and in case of 2k−2 +2 ≤
d ≤ 2k−1 + 1 is L(B) = n− 1− 2c′′ − c′′∗.
For the upper bound we test at the beginning some vertices from left in Ekd+2 and some
vertices from right in Ekd+1 depending on the values of c
′ and c′′. The semi–complete tree
is treated different.
Theorem 3.11 Let B be a binary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 3 with 2k−1 + 1 ≥ d ≥ 4 defective
leaves or d = 3 defective leaves and k + 1 ≥ 5, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + 2(c′ + c′′) + c′∗ + c′′∗.
Proof.
nc ≤ (2(d − 1) − 2
kd)2k−kd+1 Therefore c′′ = c′′∗ = 0.
Let max := 0,
For i = 1 to 4c′ + 2c′∗ Do
test xi ∈ Ekd+2 from left to right,
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If xi is positive Then
Let max := max + 1 and Tmax := T [xi]
For i = 2c′ + 2 + c′∗ to 2kd+1 Do
test xi ∈ Ekd+1 from left to right,
If xi is positive Then (These trees have no leaves in Ek+1)
Let max := max + 1 and Tmax := T [xi]
Stop
We have made 4c′ + 2c′∗ + 2kd+1 − (2c′ + c′∗)− 1 tests. The aim is to show, that we
need at most 2(d − 1)(k − kd − 1) more tests. Let X be the vertex in Ekd+1 that
has not been tested. If max = d − 1 and k − kd = 1 we do not need to test X. If
max = d− 1 and k − kd ≥ 2, then test X. If it is positive we get
1 + d(k − kd − 1) + 1 ≤ 2(d− 1)(k − kd − 1)
tests. Let max = d − 2 and k − kd ≥ 2. Let x1 be the left son and x2 be the right
son of X. We test x2. If it is negative, we test both sons of x1, if all are negative, we
have made 3 tests to obtain d− 2 trees of depth k − kd − 1, in total at most
3 + 2(d− 2) + 2(d− 1)(k − kd − 2)− 1 = 2(d− 1)(k − kd − 1)
more tests. If both sons are positive, we get
2 + d(k − kd − 1) ≤ 2(d− 1)(k − kd − 1)
tests and if only one son is positive, we obtain at most
3 + 2(d− 2) + 2(d− 1)(k − kd − 2)− 1
more tests. Let x2 positive, we test x1. If it is positive, we get 2+ d(k− kd− 1) more
tests. Therefore the last case is, that we have obtained d− 2 complete trees and one
semi–complete tree of depth k − kd − 1 with 4c′ + 2c′∗ + 2kd+1 − (2c′ + c′∗) tests. We
have to show now that we loose one test in the tree T [x2]. Hence we test in all d− 1
trees in every level from left to right until the trees are of depth 2 or we have found
d defective elements. If we have found d elements the result is obvious. If all trees
are of depth 2 and d − 1 defective are tested, then test all leaves except one, these
are at most (d− 2)4 + 3− 1 tests.
nc > (2(d − 1) − 2
kd)2k−kd+1 Therefore c′∗ = 0 and c′ = 2(d− 1)− 2kd .
Let max := 0,
For i = 1 to 2c′ + 4c′′ + 2c′′∗ Do
test xi ∈ Ekd+1 from left to right,
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If xi is positive Then
Let max := max + 1 and Tmax := T [xi]
For i = c′ + 2c′′ + 2 + c′′∗ to 2kd Do
test xi ∈ Ekd from left to right,
If xi is positive Then
Let max := max + 1 and Tmax := T [xi]
Stop
The result follows with the argumentation of the case nc ≤ (2(d− 1)− 2kd)2k−kd+1.
¤
Corollary 3.12 Let B be a binary tree of depth k + 1, then
1. L(B) = k + 1 = L(B∗) + 1, if d = 1,
2. L(B) = n− 1 d6=2k= L(B∗) + nc
2
, if n > d ≥ 2k−1 + 2.
Proof.
1. The information–theoretic bound is dlog n(B)e = k + 1.
2. All vertices in levels above k are positive. Define 2k − d trees (from the left to
the right) with roots in level Ek−1. Use the procedure Tree–j for these trees or the
algorithm from Lemma 3.9 for the tree that is not complete, if it belongs to the 2k−d
trees.
Every vertex z in Ek that does not belong to these trees and has leaves in Ek+1 is
positive. There are max{0, nc
2
+ 2d− 2k+1} vertices of that kind. The first son of z
tested, is positive and the brother is put to F . If a brother y without leaves of such
a vertex z exists, y is put to F . If there are pairs of brothers in Ek without leaves,
the first vertex asked is positive the second is put to F .
Answer to the first
d− [(2k − d) + max{0, nc
2
+ 2d− 2k+1}+ bd− 2k−1− 1
2
max{0, nc
2
+ 2d− 2k+1}c]− 1
vertices in F positive then negative.
¤
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3.1.1 d = 2
In this subsection the number of defective is always two. We will first show the upper
bound of this problem. The result is proved by induction. To prove the lower bound we
use algorithm Ad=2 of Lemma 2.7. After some tests are already made in B, we start Ad=2
with a complete tree T ′ and maybe some trees in F .
Proposition 3.13 Let B be a binary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 2 and nc = 2k, then
L(B) ≤ 2k + 1.
Proof. Let x1, x2 be the vertices ordered from left to right in level one of B. We test x2, if
it is negative, we get a tree of depth k − 1 with 2 defective. In total at most 1 + 2(k − 1)
tests. If x2 is positive, then test x1. If it is positive, we get two trees with one defective
each, in total at most 2 + k + k − 1 tests. in the last case possible we get a tree of depth
k − 1 with 2 defective leaves, this are at most 2 + 2(k − 1) tests.
Lemma 3.14 Let B be binary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 4, then
L(B) ≤ L(B∗) + 1, if
{
k is even ∧ nc ≤
∑ k
2
i=1 2
2i + 2,
k is odd ∧ nc ≤
∑b k
2
c
i=0 2
2i+1 + 2.
Proof. We will use induction on k.
k is odd Let B be a binary tree with 2 defective leaves of depth k + 1 = 4 and nc =
23 + 21 + 2 = 12. We test the first from left to right 3 vertices in E2 of B. If only
one vertex is positive then test the last vertex in E2. If it is positive we need 3 more
tests, if it is negative, we need also 3 more tests. In the other case we need 4 more
tests. Therefore L(B) ≤ 7 = L(B∗) + 1. Let B be tree of depth k + 3 ≥ 6, k is even,
and nc =
∑ k+2
2
i=1 2
2i + 2. Let x1, x2, x3, x4 be the vertices in level 2 of B ordered from
left to right. Test x1:
x1 is positive Let y be the right vertex in level one of B. We test y. If y is negative,
then test x2. If it is positive we get 2 trees of depth k − 1, in total 3 + 2(k − 1)
tests. Else we get a tree with 2 defective of depth k − 1, in total 3 + 2(k − 1)
tests. If y is positive we get a tree of depth k− 1 and a tree of depth k with one
defective each, in total 2 + k − 1 + k tests.
x1 is negative We test x3.
x3 is negative Test x4. If it is negative, we get a tree of depth k− 1 with two
defective leaves, in total 3 + 2(k − 1) tests. Else test x2, if it is negative,
there is one tree of depth k − 2 with two defective left. Thus 4 + 2(k − 2)
tests are sufficient. If x2 is positive, we have two trees with one defective of
k − 1 and k − 2, in total 4 + k − 1 + k − 2 tests.
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x3 is positive Test x2. If it is positive, we get 2 trees of depth k − 1 with one
defective vertex each, in total 3 + k − 1 + k − 1 tests. Otherwise we test
x4. If it is positive we obtain 2 trees with on defective each of depth k − 1
and k − 2, in total 4 + k − 1 + k − 2 tests. The last case is that only x3 is
positive.
In the worst case after 4 tests, 2 defective are in T [x3]. Therefore we obtain the result
with the induction hypothesis.
k is even Let B be a binary tree of depth k + 1 = 5 with two defective leaves. Let
nc = 2
4 + 22 + 2 = 22. We test the vertices of level E2 with the method from above.
In the worst case we obtain the tree T [x3] of depth 3. This tree needs only 5 tests,
since it has only 6 leaves in level 3.Therefore L(B) ≤ 4 + 5 = 9 = L(B∗) + 1. With
the same argumentation as above, we obtain the result.
¤
Corollary 3.15 Let B be a binary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 6, then
L(B) = L(B∗)
{
if k is even and nc ≤
∑ k
2
−1
i=1 2
2i + 2,
if k is odd and nc ≤
∑b k
2
c−1
i=0 2
2i+1 + 2.
Proof. Let x1 be the left vertex in E2, let x2 be its brother and let y be the right vertex in
E1. We test x1.
x1 is positive Test y. If y is positive we need 2+k−1+k−1 = 2k tests. If y is negative,
we test x2. If the test is positive, we need 3 + k− 1 + k− 2 = 2k tests. Else we get a
tree B′ := T [x1] of depth k − 1 with 2 defective vertices. We have made 3 tests and
the tree B′ fulfills the condition of Lemma 3.14.
x1 is negative Test x2. If it is negative, we get a tree of depth k − 1 with 2 defective
vertices, in total 2 + 2(k − 1) tests. Else test y, if it is positive we get 2 trees with
one defective vertex, in total 3 + k − 2 + k − 1 tests. If y is negative we get a tree of
depth k − 2 with 2 defective vertices, i.e. 3 + 2(k − 2) tests.
¤
The next step is to prove the lower bound of B(2, n(B)).
Remark 3.16 It is possible to start Ad=2 of Lemma 2.7 with trees in F with the property
that it does not make sense to test these trees together and their depth is at least k−1. We
point out that it does not matter if these trees are complete or semi–complete binary trees.
We obtain with the same argumentation as in Lemma 2.7, that 2k + |F | tests are needed.
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Corollary 3.17 Let B be a binary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 4. Let nc ≥ min{2k,
2k+1(
√
2− 1) + 2}, then
L(B) ≥ 2k + 1.
Proof. For k ≥ 4 we can simply use the information–theoretic bound:
B(2, 2k + d2k(
√
2− 1)e+ 1) ≥ B(2, 2k
√
2 + 1) ≥
⌈
log
(
2k
√
2 + 1
2
)⌉
=
= dlog(2k
√
2 + 1) + log(2k
√
2)e − 1 = 2k + 1, since log(2k
√
2) = k +
1
2
.
Observe that
2k+1(
√
2− 1) + 2 < 2k+1 · 0, 42 + 2 = 2k − 0, 08 · 2k+1 + 2 k≥4< 2k.
Let k ≥ 3 and nc = 2k, we will introduce a modification of the proof of Lemma 2.7, that
will be used later. Let x be the left and y be the right son of the root of B. Let T ′ := T [x]
and F := {T [y]}. Now we start the algorithm Ad=2 of Lemma 2.7 with a tree in F instead
of an empty set. We have to secure, that A must test this tree. If A gets a positive result in
T ′ than T [y] is put to F and has to be tested. Since the depth of T [y] ≥ k−1, which is the
depth of T ′ minus one, it is no problem if T [y] is tested positive. If A gets no positive result
until the depth of T ′ is 2, T [y] is still in F and has to be tested. Therefore L(B) ≥ 1 + 2k.
By this argumentation it is clear that we can start the algorithm Ad=2 with one or more
trees in F , only if the depth of this trees is greater or equal than the depth of T ′ minus
one.
¤
Theorem 3.18 Let B be binary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 4, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + 2, if
{
k is even ∧ nc ≥
∑ k
2
i=1 2
2i + 4,
k is odd ∧ nc ≥
∑b k
2
c
i=0 2
2i+1 + 4.
Proof. We force A to get a new semi–complete tree of depth reduced by two and two
defective leaves only if two tests are made and two trees are put to F . The algorithm stops
if B is of depth 3 or 4 and we can use algorithm Ad=2 in this case. If A gets to a complete
tree the algorithm stops and we use again algorithm Ad=2. In this case we may need the
new procedure T which is explained in Stop(4).
Main
Let F := ∅, i := 0 and Bi := B,
Repeat until Stop
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Let x be the left and y be the right son of Bi,
Let x1, . . . , x4 be the vertices in E2 of Bi ordered from left to right,
Let z be the vertex that is tested by A,
If depth of B is 3 or 4 Then
Stop(1)
If z ∈ T and T ∈ F Then
answer T negative
If z = x Then
answer positive,
Let F := F ∪ T [y],
Stop(2)
If z = y Then
answer positive,
Stop(3)
If z ∈ T [x4] Then
answer x4 negative,
Let T ′ := T [x] and F := F ∪ {T [x3]},
Stop(2)
If z ∈ T [x1] ∨ z ∈ T [x2] Then
Let w.l.o.g. z = x1,
answer x1 negative,
Let z be the vertex that is tested next,
If z = x2 ∨ z = x Then
answer positive,
Let T ′ := T [x2] and F := F ∪ {T [y]},
Let T := F,
Stop(4)
If z = x3 Then (At this position the depth of Bi is reduced by two)
answer positive,
Let F := F ∪ {T [x2], T [x4]} and Bi+1 := T [x3],
Let i := i + 1,
If z = y Then
answer positive,
Stop(3)
If z ∈ T [y] ∧ z 6= x3 Then
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answer negative,
Stop(5)
If z ∈ T [x2] Then (At this position the depth of Bi is reduced by two)
answer negative,
Let F := F ∪ {T [x2], T [x4]}, and Bi+1 := T [x3],
Let i := i + 1
If z ∈ T [x3] Then
answer x3 negative,
Let z be the vertex that is tested next
If z ∈ T [y] Then
answer negative,
Stop(2)
If z = x1 ∨ z = x2 ∨ z = x Then
Let w.l.o.g. z = x1,
answer T [x1] positive,
Let T ′ := T [x1], F := F ∪ {T [x2], T [x4]},
Stop(2)
Else
Let z ∈ T [x1], answer negative,
Let T ′ := T [x2], F := F ∪ {T [y], T [x1]},
Stop(2)
Stop
First of all observe that Bi+1 := T [x3] is only possible if two trees are put to F . If A wants
to test two or more trees of F together, we can always answer positive and give no new
information, since one Bj, 0 ≤ j ≤ i has to be tested.
Let k be even. If the old tree Bi−1 is of depth l = k + 1 − 2(i − 1) with
∑ k−2(i−1)
2
i=1 2
2i + 4
leaves in El+1 then the new tree Bi is of depth l − 2 and has
∑ k−2i
2
i=1 2
2i + 4 leaves in El−1.
Therefore if we get Stop(0) the tree Bi is a complete tree of depth 3. If k is odd we get in
case of Stop(0) a semi–complete tree of depth 4. Let us first assume that if k is odd and
nc ≥
∑b k
2
c
i=0 2
2i+1 + 6. Hence in case of Stop(0) Bi is a complete tree of depth 4.
Stop(1) A has made 2 tests and 2 trees of the depth of T [x3] minus one are put to F ,
every time the depth of B is decreased by two. Hence if k is even and B is a complete
tree of depth 3, A has made 2k+1−3
2
tests and the same amount is in F or has been
tested negative. If k is odd and B is of depth 4 with 16 leaves, we obtain the result
as well.
Stop(2) A gets a complete tree of depth ≥ 3 by adding trees to F , therefore we can use
algorithm Ad=2 with some trees in F .
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Stop(3) We put one defective in the tree T [y], and one defective is in T [x] of depth l or
the trees in F . We answer negative to the first |F | trees tested and positive to the
last one, if the root is tested and negative in every level of this tree. Since every tree
in F is at least a complete tree of depth ≥ l, the result follows.
Stop(4) If A tests y and no tree is in F we would answer positive without concerning
the testing in T ′, since the depth of T [y] is greater than T [x2]. If A tests in T [y]
we would put the remaining tree to F . Together with the trees in F that are all of
depth greater than T [x2] we need procedure T , which works as procedure F , but
the root of the tree is tested positive without respect to the testing in T ′. We use
algorithm Ad=2 with the additional case that we ask first if z ∈ T and go in this case
to procedure T .
procedure T
Let z be the vertex in T with T ∈ T ,
If |T | ≥ 2 Then
answer negative
Else If z is the root of T Then
answer positive,
Stop(1)
Else
answer T [z] negative,
If T ∈ F Then
Let F := (F \ T ) ∪ (T \ T [z]),
Stop(2)
Else
Let F := (F \ T ) ∪ (T \ T [z]),
Stop(3)
Stop
Observe that algorithm Ad=2 gives an answer that identifies two different trees with
one defective, only if all trees in F have been tested.
Stop(1) A must have tested all trees in T . Thus A has made at least 4i − 1 tests
to obtain a second positive tree of depth k + 1− 2i + 1. Since Algorithm Ad=2
reduces the depth of Bi with one test per level. Therefore we can force A to
make at least k + 1− 2i tests in Bi if a defective is in T .
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Stop(2) or Stop(3) We get one more test for one of the trees in T . Observe that
after one test in T [y], which is the smallest tree in F , the tree is at least of
the depth of Bi minus one. Thus A has made 4i tests and the algorithm Ad=2
guarantees 2((k + 1)− 2i) tests.
Stop(5) A vertex in T [y] that is not x3 or y is tested negative and x1. Let z be the vertex
that is tested next.
z = y Answer positive, observe that we can force A still to depth of T [y] minus one
additional tests. The other defective is in T [x2] or the trees in F , see Stop(3).
z ∈ T [y] Answer negative. Let F := F ∪ {T [y]} and T ′ := T [x2]. There have been
3 tests and one tree is put to F .
z = x2 Answer positive, let F := F ∪{T [y]}. Thus A has made three tests and one
tree is in F .
z ∈ T [x2] ∧ z 6= x2 Let y
′ ∈ E1 of T [x2] with z ∈ T [y′] and let y′′ be the brother.
We answer T [y′] negative. A has made 3 tests. Two complete trees T [y′] and
T [x4] of depth of Bi minus 3 and one semi–complete tree T
′ ∈ T [x3] are left in
the worst case. Let the depth of Bi greater than 6.
z ∈ T ′ Answer T ′ negative, the next test must be in T [y′] or T [x4]. Go to this
case.
z ∈ T [x4] If A tests the root answer positive. Let F := F ∪ {T ′, T [y′]}, if T ′
has not been tested yet. A has made in total 4 tests, obtained a complete
tree of depth ≥ 3 and two trees are in F . If A tests not the root, then let
T ′ := T [y′] and F := {T ′, T [x4] \ T [z]}. Thus A has made 4 tests and two
trees are in F and a complete tree of depth ≥ 3 is left. (1)
z ∈ T [y′] Same situation as in (1).
If Bi is of depth 5 it must have at least 24 leaves. That means all 3 trees that
are left are complete and of depth 2. We answer to the first root tested positive
to the second one negative and let the last defective in the last tree or one tree
in F . If A tests inside a tree we answer negative. If tests a second time in a tree
without testing the root before, we answer negative and let in of the remaining
tree a defective and in the last together with the trees in F . If tests y we answer
positive, this does not affect the test answers before. In all cases we get at least
7 + |F | tests. Since three tests are already made and at least two test for every
reduction are made and two trees are put to F , the result is proved.
Finally we have to consider the special case that k is odd and nc =
∑b k
2
c
i=0 2
2i+1 + 4. Only
the Stop(0) situation is important for the semi–complete tree of depth 4 with 14 leaves.
We will give all needed combinatorial possibilities for this case to force A to make 8 + |F |
tests to determine two defective. Let B := Bi and x be the left and y be the right vertex
in E1 of B. Let x1, . . . , x4 be the vertices in E2 of B and F := {T1, . . . , TF}. Let z be the
vertex that is tested by A.
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procedure B′
Repeat until Stop
If z ∈ Ti ∧ Ti ∈ F Then
answer Ti negative
If z = y Then
answer positive,
Stop(1)
If z = x Then
answer positive,
Let F := F ∪ T [y]},
Stop(2)
If z ∈ T [y]
answer negative,
Let F := F ∪ {T [y] \ T [z]},
Stop(3)
If z ∈ T [x] Then
Let w.l.o.g. z ∈ T [x1],
answer T [x1] negative,
Repeat until until Stop
Let z be the next vertex that is tested by A,
If z ∈ Ti Then
answer Ti negative,
If z ∈ T [x2] ∧ |F | ≥ 1 Then
answer negative,
Stop(4)
If z = x2 ∧ F = ∅ Then
answer positive,
Stop(5)
If z ∈ T [x2] ∧ F = ∅ Then
answer negative,
Stop(6)
If z = y Then
answer positive,
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Stop(7)
If z = x3 ∨ z = x4 Then
answer positive,
Stop(8)
If z ∈ T [y] Then
answer negative,
Stop(9)
Stop
Stop(1) One defective is in T [y] and one in T [x] ∪ F , in total 1 + |F |+ 1 + 2 · 3 tests are
needed.
Stop(2) Use procedure T ′ for T [x], hence we get 6 + |F | more tests.
Stop(3) Use procedure T ′ for T [x]. Observe that all trees in F are at least of depth two.
Stop(4) A has made 2 tests and the tree T [y] is positive with one defective and the other
one is in tree in F , in total 2 + 3 + |F |+ 3 tests.
Stop(5) A has made 2 tests and obtains a positive tree of depth 2 and T [y]. If A tests y
the answer is positive and the result follows. If A tests vertex y ′ in E1 of T [x2] then
answer positive, let y′′ be the brother of y′ and F := {T ∗[y], T [y′′]}, use procedure–F
of Lemma 2.7. If A tests a leaf in T [x2] answer negative and define T [y] positive. We
need 3 tests in T [y] and 2 more in T [x2].
Stop(6) A has made 2 + |F | tests and a tree T of depth one and T [y] of depth 3 with 7
leaves is left. If A tests x3 or x4 answer positive and put the other defective in T or
T [x4], thus A needs in total 6 tests. If A tests T answer negative and T [y] is left. We
can force A to make 5 tests to identify 2 defective. If A tests in T [x3]∨ T [x4] answer
negative, the remaining tree T [y] has more than 4 leaves together with T we can use
the proof of Lemma 2.7 to show that A needs 5 more tests.
Stop(7) A has made two tests and T [y] is positive, let F := F ∪ T [x2] and put the other
defective in one tree in F . The smallest tree in F is of depth 2.
Stop(8) Put T [x2] and T [x3] ∨ T [x4] to F , answer to all trees in F except the last one
negative and positive to the last one if the root is tested or negative else.
Stop(9) If the next vertex z not in F tested is x2 ∨ y answer positive, put the other
defective in one of the trees in F ∪T [x2]∨T [y], A needs at least |F |+3 tests for this
defective. If z ∈ T [y] answer negative the remaining tree T [y] is at least a tree with
two leaves. Since T [x2] is a complete tree of depth 2 and all trees in F are of depth
≥ 3, we can use the argumentation of Lemma 2.7. If z ∈ T [x2] answer negative and
the remaining tree is at least of depth 1, since T [y] has in this case ≥ 5 leaves, we
can use again the argumentation of Lemma 2.7.
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¤
The next Corollary shows the complete result for d = 2.
Corollary 3.19 Let B be a binary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 6. Then
1. L(B) = 2k, if k is even and nc <
∑ k
2
−1
i=1 2
2i + 4 or
if k is odd and nc <
∑b k
2
c−1
i=0 2
2i+1 + 4,
2. L(B) = 2k + 1, if k is even and
∑ k
2
i=1 2
2i + 4 ≥ nc ≥
∑ k
2
−1
i=1 2
2i + 4 or
if k is odd and
∑b k
2
c
i=0 2
2i+1 + 4 > nc ≥
∑b k
2
c−1
i=0 2
2i+1,
3. L(B) = 2k + 2, if k is even and nc ≥
∑ k
2
i=1 2
2i + 4 or
if k is odd and nc ≥
∑b k
2
c
i=0 2
2i+1 + 4.
Proof. We only have to prove the result in 2. Let z be the vertex that A tests first.
z = x We answer positive. Let B := T [x1], F := {T [x2], T [y]}. The tree T [x1] fulfills
the conditions of Theorem 3.18 and we use the algorithm with B := T [x1] and
F := {T1, T2} at the beginning. (1)
z ∈ T [x3] ∨ z ∈ T [x4] Let w.l.o.g. z ∈ T [x3]. We answer T [x3] negative and let B :=
T [x1] and F := {T [x2], T [x4]}. This is one more test than in situation (1).
z = x1 We answer positive, let B := T [x1], F := {T [x2], T [y]}. This is the same situation
as in (1).
z ∈ T [x1] ∧ z 6= x1 Let y
′ be in E1 of T [x1] with z ∈ T [y′] and y′′ be the brother of y′.
We answer T [y′] negative. Let z be the vertex that is tested next.
z = x We answer positive. Let the other defective in T [y]. We get k − 1 additional
tests for T [x] since 3 trees of depth k − 2 are left. We answer in T [y] negative
in every level and to the first leaf after k tests in T [x] positive. Thus we get
k + k + 1 tests.
z ∈ T [x] ∧ z 6= x We answer negative. Let T ′ := T [y] and F := {T [x]}. Hence A
has made two tests one tree of depth at least k − 2 is put to F and we can use
Algorithm Ad=2. (2)
z = y We answer positive. Let F := {T [x]} and T ′ := T [y]. Same situation as in
(2).
z ∈ T [y] ∧ z 6= y Let y′ ∈ E1 of T [y] with z ∈ T [y′] and y′′ be the brother of y′.
We answer T [y′] negative. Let z be the vertex that is tested next.
z ∈ T [x1] Answer negative. The next test has to be in T [x2] or T [y
′′]. Go to
these cases.
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z ∈ T [x2] ∨ z ∈ T [y
′′] Let w.l.o.g. z ∈ T [x2]. If the root is tested answer
positive, let T ′ := T [x2] and F := {T [x1], T [y′′]}, if T [x1] is not already
tested negative. Otherwise answer negative, let F := {T [x1], T [x2] \ T [z]}.
In both cases three tests have been made two trees are in F and a complete
tree of depth k − 2 is left.
z ∈ T [x2] We answer T [x2] negative. Let z be the vertex that is asked next by A.
z = y We answer positive and let T ′ := [y] and F := {T [x1]}. This are two tests
and one additional in F . Since T [y] is a complete tree of depth k− 1 the result
follows. (3)
z ∈ T [y] ∧ z 6= y Let y′ be in E1 of T [y] with z ∈ T [y′] and y′′ be the brother of
y′. Answer T [y′] negative and let B := T [x1], F := {T [y′′]}. This is the same
situation as in (1).
z = x1 We answer positive and let T
′ := [x1] and F := {T [y]}. This are two tests
and one additional in F . See (1).
z ∈ T [x1] ∧ z 6= x1 Let y
′ be in E1 of T [x1] with z ∈ T [y′] and y′′ be the brother
of y′. Answer T [y′] negative and let B := T [y], F := {T [y′′]}. This is the same
situation as in (3).
¤
3.2 Semi–complete r–ary trees
In this section is always r ≥ 3. Therefore the positive trees Tj are not fixed. We count
complete intervals with leaves in Ek+1, then complete trees with leaves in Ek+1 and consider
finally a semi–complete tree with leaves in Ek+1. The difference to the binary case for this
tree is, that the semi–complete r–ary tree can lead to 0 ≤ x ≤ r additional tests. There are
several different constants needed depending on d and |Ek+1| to measure this semi-complete
tree. After the definitions we start with the case d − 1 = ri, which we will treat step by
step. The methods for the proofs can be easily used for all cases d ≥ r + 1. For d ≤ r
we need different approaches, that base on the methods of chapter 2 for these numbers of
defective leaves.
Definition 3.20 Let B ′ be a complete r–ary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 2 and root x. Let the
leaves x1, x2, . . . , xrk+1 of B
′ be ordered from left to right. Let i0 with 3 ≤ i0 ≤ rk+1 ∧
rk+1 mod i0 6≡ 2 be arbitrary but fix. A tree B of depth k + 1 is called a semi–complete
r–ary tree with root x, if
B = B′ \
rk+1⋃
i=i0
{xi}.
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We denote with n(B) the number of vertices of degree one in B and with nc:= |Ek+1| the
number of leaves in Ek+1 and call B
′ the father of B.
Remark 3.21 As in the section before we can use Definition 1.5 without any problems
as well for semi–complete r–ary trees. In Definition 1.6 we redefine 0 ≤ d ≤ n instead
of 0 ≤ d ≤ rk, D := {d(y) = 1, y ∈ V (B)} instead of D := {z ∈ Ek} and n instead of
rk. With these changes B(d, n) = L(B) denotes the worst–case number of tests to find d
defective leaves in a semi–complete r–ary tree B.
Corollary 3.22 Let B,H and H ′ be semi–complete r–ary trees of depth k+1 with n(H) ≤
n(B) ≤ n(H ′), then
L(H) ≤ L(B) ≤ L(H ′).
Proof. The same method as in the proof of Lemma 3.5. ¤
Remark 3.23 Observe that we can use procedure Tj as well for complete subtrees of a
semi–complete tree B. We can use the procedure also on semi–complete subtrees but it
guarantees then no tests of leaves in the last level. We can use procedure Si on an interval,
if the depth of all trees rooted in this interval is at least one.
Definition 3.24 Let B be a semi–complete r–ary tree of depth k + 1 and rk − 1 ≥ d ≥ 2
defective leaves.
1. Let B∗ := B[∪0≤i≤kEi] be the complete r–ary tree of maximum order, that is a sub-
graph of B. We call B∗ the son of B,
2. c :=
⌊
nc
r
k−kd,r+2
⌋
,
3. c′ :=
⌊
nc mod r
k−kd,r+2
r
k−kd,r+1
⌋
,
4. c′′ := nc − c rk−kd,r+2 − c′r, let C ′′ be the cr + c′ + 1th vertex from left in Ekd,r ,
5. g(l, x,K) :=
{
r, x < r +
∑k−K−l
i=i r
i,
min
j∈N0, 0≤j≤l
{x ≥ r +∑k−K−ji=1 ri}, else,
6. Let X be a vertex in Ei of B with i ≤ k and let cx := |Ek+1 ∩ T [x]|. We define
f(T [X]) :=

r, cx = 0,
g(r − 1, cx, i) k − i ≥ r,
g(k − i− 1, cx, i), k − i ≤ r − 1 ∧ cx ≥ 2r,
r −max{min{cx, r} − (k − i), 0}, k − i ≤ r − 1 ∧ 2r > cx ≥ 1,
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7. Let X be a vertex in Ej of B. If f(T [X]) ≤ r − 1, then
yT [X] :=
{
left vertex in Ek ∩ T [X] k − i ≤ r − 1 ∧ 2r > |T [X] ∩ Ek+1| ≥ 1,
left vertex in Ei+f(T [X]) ∩ T [X] else.
Remark 3.25 In this chapter a r–ary tree means if not stated otherwise a semi–complete
r–ary tree.
Example 3.26 We consider the semi–complete r–ary tree B of depth k + 1 = 3 with 24
leaves.
PSfrag replacements
B
y
x1 x2
Figure 3.2: If 10 ≥ d ≥ 5 then c = 2, c′ = 1 and C ′′ = x2. In this case r − f(T [C ′′]) = 2
and yT [C
′′] = x2. If 4 ≥ d ≥ 2 then c′ = 2 and C ′′ = y. In this case yT [C′′] = x1 and
r − f(T [C ′′]) = 2. For the tree B, we obtain r − f(B) = B and yB is the root of B.
The next Definition shows how to get r − f(T [X]) additional tests for a semi–complete
tree T [X] with leaves in Ek+1.
Definition 3.27 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 and let X be a vertex in B with
r − f(T [X]) ≥ 1. Let at least one defective be in the tree T [X].
procedure Tree′(yT [X])
Let T ′ := T [yT [X]] and check := false,
If |Ek+1 ∩ T [X]| ≥ 2r Then
Let x1, . . . , xr be the sons of yT [X], ordered from left to right,
For i = 3 to r − 2 Do
Let F := F ∪ T [xi]
Else
Put all leaves except two of T [yT [X]] to F ,
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answer to the first tested leaf positive and put the other one to F ,
Let check := true
Let P be the walk from X to yT [X] of length l(P ),
Let x1, x2, . . . , xl(P )(r−1) be the brothers of all vertices in P except X,
For i = 1 to l(P )(r − 1) Do
Let F := F ∪ T [xi]
If check = true Then
Stop(1)
Repeat until a leaf is tested positive
If check = true Then
Goto procedure Tj
Let z be the vertex that is asked by A,
If z ∈ P Then
answer T [z] positive,
Let y be the root of T ′ and x1, x2 be its sons ordered from left to right,
If z 6= x2 ∧ z 6= x1 Then
answer negative,
If z ∈ T [x2] Then
Let T ′ := T [x1] and F := F ∪ {T [x2] \ T [z]},
Let check := true
Else
Let T ′ := T [x2] and F := F ∪ {T [x1] \ T [z]},
Let x1, . . . , xr be the sons of ordered from left to right,
For i = 3 to r Do
Let F := F ∪ T [xi]
Else
answer positive,
If z = x1 Then
answer positive,
Let T ′ := T [z] and F := F ∪ {T [x2]},
Else
Let T ′ := T [z] and F := F ∪ {T [x1]},
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Let x1, . . . , xr be the sons of z ordered from left to right,
For i = 3 to r Do
Let F := F ∪ T [xi]
If T ′ is of depth 1 Then
Let check:=true
Stop
Lemma 3.28 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1. Let X be a vertex in Ei of B with
r − f(T [X]) ≥ 1. The trees that are put to F by procedure Tree′(yT [X]) and the tests that
are made in T [X] will at least be r(k + 1− i)− f(T [X]).
Proof.
Stop(1) Since one tests has to be made to identify the defective and the other one is put
to F . The procedure puts l(P )(r − 1) + |Ek+1 ∩ T [X]| − 1 trees to F and one test
has happened in T [X]. The tree T [y[T [X]] has cx := min{|Ek+1 ∩T [X]|, r} leaves and
l(P ) = k − i. It is
(k − i)(r − 1) + cx = (k − i)r − (k − i) + cx = (k − i)r + cx − (k − i).
From Definition 3.24 we get in this case r − f(T [X]) = r − (r − cx − (k − i)).
A leaf is tested positive Observe that l(P )(r − 1) trees are put to F . The length of
l(P ) is defined by f(T [X]). In every level in T ′ with check = false, the procedure
puts r − 2 trees to F , a test happens and another tree is put to F . The new tree
T ′ has at least two sons x1, x2 ∈ Ev of B with leaves in Ek+1. The left vertex x1
is a complete tree. If the new tree T ′ is set to T [x2], it is easy to see that T
′ has r
leaves, if v = k. T ′ has 2r leaves if v ∈ Ek−1 and if v ≤ k − 2, there are at least
2r +
∑k−v−1
i=1 (r + 2)r
i leaves in Ek+1 ∩ T [x2]. Thus we get with one test r − 1 trees
put to F per level of T ′ to a complete tree of depth at least one. Therefore we get in
total f(T [X])(r − 1) + r(k + 1 − i − f(T [X])) tests and trees that are put to F for
procedure Tree′(yT [X]).
¤
Remark 3.29 Procedure Si was only defined for intervals in Ekd,r . We can use it also for
any other interval with 1 ≤ di ≤ r− 1 defective vertices, that are roots of subtrees of depth
at least one. We get r tests and trees that are put to F to identify the defective vertices.
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3.2.1 d = ri + 1
In this subsection we suppose that always r+1 ≤ d = ri +1 ≤ rk−1 +1, and k ≥ 2. We will
start with this case because all d− 1 positive trees are fixed in this case. We will show in
some steps how to increase in the lower bound, since these techniques can also be used for
all other cases with d ≥ r + 1. The upper bound is proved afterwards. The results cannot
be put together in a nice way, since the conditions for the several cases are too different.
Theorem 3.49 should be considered as main result for d = ri + 1.
Definition 3.30 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1. We define f(c′′) := f(T [C ′′]) and
yc′′ := yT [C′′].
Lemma 3.31 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 and d− 1 = ri defective leaves, then
L(B) ≥ L(B∗) + r(cr + c′) + r − f(c′′).
Proof. For 1 ≤ i ≤ rkd,r let xi be the vertices in level Ekd,r ordered from left to right. Let
Ti := xi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ rkd,r and i 6= rc + c′ + 1. Answer to every tree in F negative. Thus we
get r(c + c′) additional tests in Ek+1 and with procedure Tree
′(yc′′) in case f(c
′′) ≤ r − 1
at least r − f(c′′) additional tests for the tree T [C ′′]. ¤
Remark 3.32 It can happen that |T [C ′′]∩Ek+1| = 2. In this case we would have to answer
positive to the last tree in F , only if d− 2 defective vertices are determined and T [y] is of
depth one. We will answer if not stated otherwise from now on in this section negative to
a tree in F with the exception mentioned above.
The bound of Lemma 3.31 is similar to the binary case, but we can improve it furthermore
by putting defective vertices in Ekd,r from right to left in Ekd,r+1. The trees have the same
depth and since r ≥ 3 at least one negative vertex is in every interval in Ekd,r+1, thus we
do not loose a test if we use procedure Si. But we gain r tests with procedure Si in the
interval on the right, since only r − 1 defective vertices are left.
Lemma 3.33 Let B be a r–ary tree with d− 1 = ri defective leaves, then
L(B) ≥ L(B∗) + cr2 + r ·min{(rk−kd,r−1 − c), cr(r − 2)}.
Proof. The aim is to put more defective vertices in the first c + 1 intervals. Let c ≥ 1.
Main
Let x1, . . . , xrkd,r be in Ekd,r ordered from left to right,
For i = 1 to cr Do
Let Ti := T [xi]
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Let x1, . . . , xrkd,r−1 be the vertices in Ekd,r−1 ordered from left to right,
For i = c + 1 to rkd,r−1 Do
Let T(r−1)c+i := T [xi]
If rkd,r−1 − c > cr(r − 2) Then (1)
For i = 1 to cr Do
Let r − 1 defective vertices in every tree Ti
For i = cr + 1 to cr + c(r2 − 2r) Do
Let r − 1 defective vertices in every tree Ti
For i = cr + c(r2 − 2r) + 1 to rkd,r−1
Let r defective vertices in every tree Ti
Else (2)
For i = cr + 1 to rkd,r−1 Do
Let r − 1 defective vertices in every tree Ti
For i = 1 to cr Do
Let 1 ≤ di ≤ r − 1 defective vertices in every tree Ti, such that
cr∑
i=1
di = cr + r
kd,r−1 − c.
Stop
Case (1) We use for every Tree Ti, with 1 ≤ i ≤ cr + c(r2 − 2r) procedure Si to force A
to make r tests in level 1 of Ti to determine r − 1 trees with at least on defective.
For every tree with r defective leaves define r trees of depth k− kd,r and at least one
defective. We force A to make cr2 + rc(r2 − 2r) tests to obtain d− 1 trees of depth
k − kd,r with at least one defective leaf. Thus in total at least
cr2 + rc(r2 − 2r) + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r)− 1
= cr2(r − 1) + rkd,r+1 + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r − 1)− 1 = cr2(r − 1) + L(B∗) tests.
Case (2) We can force A with procedure Si to make cr
2 + r(rkd,r−1 − c) tests to obtain
d− 1 trees of depth k − kd,r.
¤
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Corollary 3.34 Let B be a r–ary tree with d− 1 = ri defective leaves, then
L(B) ≥ L(B∗) + r(cr + c′) + min{r(rkd,r−1 − c)− c′, r(r − 2)(rc + c′)}.
Proof.
Main
Let x1, . . . , xrkd,r be in Ekd,r ordered from left to right,
Let y1, . . . , yrkd,r−1 be the vertices in Ekd,r−1 ordered from left to right,
If rkd,r−1 − c− 1 ≥ (r − 2)(rc + c′) Then (1)
Let T [x1], . . . , T [xcr+c′ ] be trees with r − 1 defective vertices
Let r − 1 defective vertices in T [ycr+r+1], . . . , T [ycr+r+(r−2)(cr+c′)],
Let r defective in T [yi], for i ≥ cr + r + (r − 2)(cr + c′) + 1,
Let one defective in T [xcr+c′+1], . . . , T [xcr+r]
Else (2)
Let at most r − 1 defective vertices in every tree T [xi] with 1 ≤ i ≤ cr + c′r,
Let r − 1 defective vertices in every tree T [yi] with cr + r + 1 ≤ i ≤ rkd,r−1,
Put one defective of the trees T [xcr+c′+1], . . . , T [xcr+r] to one tree T [xi] with 1 ≤
i ≤ cr + c′ and at most r − 2 defective vertices
Stop
Case(1) Observe that
r(rkd,r−1 − c− 1) > r(r − 2)(rc + c′) ⇒ rkd,r−1 − c− 1 ≥ (r − 2)(rc + c′) + 1.
As in Lemma 3.33 we get with the already known argumentation
rc2 + c′r + (r − 2)(rc + c′)
tests for A to obtain d− 1 trees of depth k − kd,r with at least one defective leaf.
Case (2) Observe that at least one tree T ′ exists with r − 2 defective vertices, since
rkd,r−1− c− 1 < (r− 2)(rc + c′). We get in the c + 1th interval r− c′ additional tests
to identify r− c′−1 defective roots with procedure Si. Thus with the argumentation
from Lemma 3.33 in total at least
cr2 + r(rkd,r−1 − c− 1) + r − c′ + L(B∗)
tests are needed.
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Corollary 3.35 Let B be a r–ary tree with d− 1 = ri defective leaves. Let r− f(c′′) ≥ 1,
then
L(B) ≥ L(B∗) + r(cr + c′) + r − f(c′′) + min{r(rkd,r−1 − c)− c′ − 1, r(r − 2)(rc + c′)}.
Proof. Watch the proof of Corollary 3.34 again. The only difference is that we fix C ′′ as
well in the c + 1th interval in Ekd,r . ¤
Since some of the vertices in E1 of T [C
′′] can be complete trees with leaves in Ek+1. We
count these vertices with c ′′. If c ′′ ≥ 2 it is possible to increase the lower bound by moving
defective vertices from right intervals to at most c ′′−1 positions. Since there can be another
vertex in E1 of T [C
′′] that is not a complete tree, but can still force A to additional tests
in Ek+1 we will define this number as r − f˜(c′′). Observe that it make sense to fill all c ′′
positions. We will loose c ′′ tests in this case, but gain r − c ′′ ≥ 1 tests.
Example 3.36 Example for Defintion 3.37.
PSfrag replacements
C ′′
Ekd,r
Ekd,r+1
S ′N1
C ′′ N2
zc′′
Figure 3.3: Consider the (c+1)th interval Sc+1 in Ekd,r . The set N1 contains 0 ≤ c′ ≤ r−1
vertices, that are roots of complete trees of depth k−kd,r +1. The set S ′ contains r−c′−1
vertices that are roots of complete trees of depth k− kd,r. The set C ′′ contains c ′′ vertices
that are roots of complete trees of depth k − kd,r. The set N2 contains r − c ′′ − 1 vertices
that are roots of complete trees of depth k− kd,r − 1 and T [zc′′ ] is a semi–complete tree of
depth k − kd,r with r − f˜(c′′) additional tests for the leaves in Ek+1.
Definition 3.37 Let B be a semi–complete r–ary tree of depth k + 1. Let r − f(c′′) ≥ 1.
We define
1. c ′′:=
⌊
c′′
r
k−kd,r
⌋
,
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2. Let zc′′ be the c
′′ + 1th vertex from left in E1 of T [C
′′]. We define f˜(c′′) := f(T [zc′′ ]),
3. If c ′′ ≥ 1, then let C ′′ be the set of the left c ′′ vertices in E1 of T [C ′′] and let S ′ be
the set of brothers of C ′′ with no leaves in Ek+1.
Remark 3.38 We will use procedure Si from now on also for sets with a < r or b > r
vertices, that can be in more than one interval. These vertices are roots of trees of the
same depth and the sets contain only one negative vertex. This is possible, if we secure
that every interval, the vertices belong to, contains at least a defective. We get at most
min{a, r} tests for these vertices, since it is better for A to test r times negative in a tree
to identify b− 1 ≥ r positive trees.
Lemma 3.39 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with d − 1 = ri defective leaves. Let
c ′′ ≥ 2, then
L(B) ≥ L(B∗)+r(cr+c′)+min{r(rk−kd,r−1−c)−c′−1+r−f(c′′), r(r−2)(cr+c′)+c ′′(r−1)}.
Proof.
rkd,r−1 − c − 1 < r(r − 2)c + (r − 2)c′ + c ′′ − 2 Put for i ≥ c+1 a defective of every
interval Si to at most cr(r−2)+ c′(r−2)+min{0, c ′′−3} positions in Ekd,r+1. Since
there are at most c ′′ − 2 + r − l defective in S ′ ∪ C ′′, we can force A to test all of
them. These are in total
cr2 + c′r + c ′′ + r − c ′′ + r(rkd,r−1 − c− 1)
tests to obtain d− 1 trees of depth k − kd,r.
rkd,r−1 − c − 1 > r(r − 2)c + (r − 2)c′ + c ′′ − 2 We put cr(r−2+c′(r−2)+c ′′−1)
defective vertices to the left intervals in Ekd,r+1. Thus we can force A to make
cr2 + c′r + r − c ′′ + r(r(r − 2)c + (r − 2)c′ + c ′′ − 1
tests.
rkd,r−1 − c − 1 = r(r − 2)c + (r − 2)c′ + c ′′ − 2 If l = 0, then we use the method of
the first case. Let l > 0. We put for
c + 2 ≤ i ≤ r(r − 2)c + c′(r − 1) + c ′′ − 2
from every interval Si ∈ Ekd,r , a defective to c(r − 2) + c′(r − 1) + c ′′ − 2 positions
on the left. We encounter the following situation in Sc+1 ∈ Ekd,r . There are r − 1
defective vertices in every tree T [xi], xi ∈ C ′ and c ′′ + r − l − 1 in C ′′ ∪ S ′. We use
procedure Si to force A to make M := min{r, c ′′+r− l} tests in Si∪C ′′ to determine
c ′′ + r − l defective. We get in total
cr2 + c′r + r − c ′′ + min{r, c ′′ + r − l}+ rkd,r − rc + r(d− 1)(kd,r − k)− 1
E1= L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − c ′′ + min{r, c ′′ + r − l}
+r(r(r − 2)c + (r − 2)c′ + c ′′ − 1)
= L(B∗) + r(r − 1)(cr + c′) + c ′′(r − 1)− r + min{r, c ′′ + r − l} tests.
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For the last step we consider as well the c ′′+1th vertex in E1. If we put a defective from an
interval on the right to this position, we gain r tests for the interval, but loose f˜(c′′) tests,
since T [zc′′ ] is not a complete tree. The number c˜1
′′ − 1 describes the maximal number of
negative answers that are possible in T [z˜c′′ ], so that r − f˜(c′′) of the tree T [zc′′ ] without
these vertices is not reduced. Procedure S ′i shows, how we can use c˜1
′′. The exceptions
E1, . . . , E3 are needed, since the numbers r − c′ − 1, c ′′ and f˜(c′′) vary between 1 and r.
If the exceptions are true, then the result for B(d, n(B)) depends on the sizes of these
numbers in the interval Sc+1 ∈ Ekd,r . Thus we get some different results than before.
Definition 3.40 Let B be a semi–complete r–ary tree of depth k + 1 and r − f˜(c′′) ≥ 1.
1. Let z˜c′′ := yT [zc′′ ].
2. Let x1, . . . , xs with 2 ≤ s ≤ r be the sons of z˜c′′ ordered from left to right, let
c˜1
′′:=

|T [z˜c′′ ] ∩ Ek+1| − 1, z˜c′′ ∈ Ek,⌊
|T [ezc′′ ]∩Ek+1|
r
⌋
− 1, z˜c′′ ∈ Ek−1,
|{xi| |T [xi] ∩ Ek+1| ≥ r +
∑k−kd,r− ef(c′′)−2
m=1 r
m}| − 1, else.
3. E1: r
kd,r−1 − c− 1 = (r − 2)(cr + c′) ∧ c ′′ = 1 ∧ c′ + 1 < r ∧ kd,r ≥ 2 ∧ c′ + 1 6= r
∨ kd,r = 1 ∧ c′ = 0 ∧ c ′′ = 1,
4. E2: r
kd,r−1 − c− 1 = (r − 2)(cr + c′) + c ′′ − 2 ∧ c ′′ ≥ 2 ∧ kd,r ≥ 2
∨ kd,r = 1 ∧ c′ = 0 ∧ c ′′ ≥ 2,
5. E3: r
kd,r−1 − c− 1 = (r − 2)(cr + c′) + c ′′ − 1 ∧ c ′′ ≥ 2 ∧ kd,r ≥ 2.
Example 3.41
PSfrag replacements
z˜c′′
Figure 3.4: Let B be be a 3–ary tree of depth k + 1 = 5 with 23 leaves in Ek+1 and d = 4
defective leaves. Then f˜(c′′) = 0 and z˜c′′ = zc′′ . In this case is c˜1
′′ = 1. If we add one more
leaf c˜1
′′ would be two.
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Definition 3.42 Let B be a r–ary tree and let N := {x1, . . . , xm} be a set of vertices in Ej
of B with 1 ≤ m ≤ r− 1 and j ≤ k and the property, that T [xi] for 1 ≤ i < l are complete
trees of depth v. Let T [xz] be a semi–complete tree of depth v + 1 and let xl ∈ T [xz]. Let
P denote the walk from xl to xz and let 1 ≤ q ≤ r− 1 and let m defective in N ∪ {T [xz]}.
procedure S′
i
(N, xl, xz, q)
Let count := 0
Repeat until Stop
answer to all brothers of all vertices except xz in P negative,
Let z be the vertex that is tested by A,
If z ∈ N \ {xl} Then
answer with procedure Si,
If the vertices are determined Then
Stop(1)
If z ∈ T [xl] ∩ P Then
answer positive,
Stop(2)
If z ∈ T [xl] \ P Then
answer negative,
Let count := count + 1,
If count = q Then
Stop(3)
Stop
Lemma 3.43 Let B be a r–ary tree and q ≥ |N | if we use procedure S ′(N, xl, xz, q). We
can force A to either q tests, a tree in F and |N | positive complete trees. Or |N | tests and
a tree in F, where T [xl] is positive and most q − 1 tests are answered negative in T [xl].
Proof.
Stop(1) A has either made r − 1 tests and a tree is put to F , in this case T [xl] with less
than q tests negative contains a defective or x1, . . . , xl−1 are tested positive and T [xl]
is put to F .
Stop(2) The tree T [xl] is positive, thus we get at least |N | − 1 more tests to identify the
other |N | − 1 defective vertices with procedure Si.
Stop(3) We put T [xl] to F and A has made q tests to identify the |N | − 1 complete trees
positive.
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Lemma 3.44 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with d − 1 = ri defective leaves. Let
l = c′ + 1, c ′′ ≥ 1 and r − f˜(c′′) ≥ 1.
1. If E1 ∨ E2 ∨ E3 is false, then
L(B) ≥ L(B∗) + r(cr + c′) + min{r(rk−kd,r−1 − c)− c′ − 1 + r − f(c′′),
r(r − 2)(cr + c′) + c ′′(r − 1) + r − f˜(c′′)− 1},
2. If E1 is true, then
L(B) ≥ L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − (c + 1)r
+

2r − f˜(c′′)− 2, l = 1,
max{r − f(c′′), 2r − l − f˜(c′′)}, l ≥ 2 ∧ c˜1′′ ≥ r − l + 1− f˜(c′′),
max{r − f(c′′), 2r − l − f˜(c′′)− 1}, l ≥ 2 ∧ c˜1′′ < r − l + 1− f˜(c′′),
3. If E2is true, then
L(B) ≥ L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − c ′′ + rkd,r − (c + 1)r
+

c ′′ + r − l, c ′′ ≤ l,
max{r, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)− 1}, c ′′ > l ∧ c˜1′′ < c ′′ − l − f˜(c′′),
max{r, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)}, c ′′ > l ∧ c˜1′′ ≥ c ′′ − l − f˜(c′′),
4. If E3 is true, then
L(B) ≥ L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − c ′′ + rkd,r − (c + 1)r
+

r − f˜(c′′)− 1, c ′′ + r − l ≥ r,
max{0, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)− 1}, c ′′ + r − l < r ∧
c˜1
′′ < c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′),
max{0, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)}, c ′′ + r − l < r ∧
c˜1
′′ ≥ c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′).
Proof. Observe that we can force A to make r − f˜(c′′) tests with procedure Tree′(z˜c′′).
1. Let c ′′ ≥ 2. If rkd,r−1 − c− 1 < (r− 2)(cr + c′) + c ′′ − 2, then we can force A to test
all vertices in S ′ ∪ C ′′. If c ′′ ≥ 1 and rkd,r−1 − c− 1 > (r − 2)(cr + c′) + c ′′, then we
define c ′′ + 1 vertices from left in E1 of T [C
′′] positive. If c ′′ = 1 and
rkd,r−1 − c− 1 < (r − 2)(cr + c′) ∨ rkd,r−1 − c− 1 = (r − 2)(cr + c′) ∧ l = 0,
then we can force A to test cr2 + c′r + r− f(c′′)+ rkd,r − cr− c′− 1 vertices to obtain
d− 1 trees.
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2. It is c ′′ = 1 and therefore f(c′′) ≤ 1. If f(c′′) = 0 it follows that f˜(c′′) = 0. Let
L(B) ≥ cr2 + c′r + (r − 2)(cr + c′) + M.
l = 1 We define zc′′ positive and use procedure Si to force A to make r tests to
determine l positive vertices. Since we put r− 2 sons of C ′′ to F we get in total
cr2 + c′r + r + r− 2 + r(rkd,r−1 − c− 1) tests to determine d− 2 complete trees
of depth k − kd,r and one semi–complete tree. We loose f˜(c′′) tests in this tree
in comparison to the other ones.
M = r − f(c′′) We let r − l vertices from right in Sc+1 ∈ Ekd,r be positive and
force A to make r − f(c′′) tests in E1 of T [C ′′].
M = 2r − l − f˜(c′′) − 1 We define zc′′ positive and force A to find l defective
vertices among l + 1 vertices in S ′ ∪ C ′′. Therefore A has to make
cr2 + c′r + r − 2 + r − l + 1
tests to obtain d− 2 complete and one semi–complete tree of depth k − kd,r.
M = 2r − f˜(c′′) − l We use procedure S ′i(S∪C ′′, z˜c′′ , zc′′ , c˜1′′). Observe that if z˜c′′
is tested positive at most c˜1
′′−1 negative test have been made in T [z˜]. Therefore
we still get r − f˜(c′′) tests in T [zc′′ ] for the leaves in Ek+1. Since A identifies
either T [zc′′ ] positive and r− l positive vertices in S ′∪C ′′ with r− l +1 tests or
A has made c˜1
′′ tests in T [z˜c′′ ] and a tree is put to F . Since c˜1
′′ ≥ r−l+1− f˜(c′′)
the result follows.
3. Let
L(B) ≥ L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − c ′′ + r(rkd,r−1 − c− 1) + M.
Observe that c ′′ + r − l − 1 defective are in S ∪ C ′′.
M = c ′′ + r − l Use procedure Si on C
′′ ∪ S ′.
M = max{r, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′) − 1} If r ≥ c ′′+r− l− f˜(c′′)−1, use procedure
Si on C
′′∪S ′, we get r = min{r, c ′′+r−l} additional tests in this case. Otherwise
define zc′′ positive and use procedure Si on C
′′ and on S ′, since in both sets one
vertex is not defective.
M = max{r, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)} Let c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′) > r. Since c˜1′′ ≥ c ′′ − l
we define O ⊂ C ′′, with |O| = c ′′− l. We use procedure S ′i(O, z˜c′′ , zc′′ , c˜1′′) with
c ′′−l vertices of S ′∪C ′′ and procedure Si on the r remaining vertices of C ′′∪S ′.
4. Let
L(B) ≥ L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − c ′′ + r(rkd,r−1 − c− 1) + M.
Observe that c ′′ + r − l defective are in S ∪ C ′′.
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M = r − f˜(c′′) − 1 Since r ≥ r ≥ c ′′ + r − l in this case, we define zc′′ positive
and use procedure Si on S
′ ∪ C ′′.
M = max{0, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′) − 1} If 0 is maximum, we define all vertices in
C ′′∪S ′ positive. Otherwise define zc′′ positive and use procedure Si on S ′∪C ′′.
M = max{0, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)} Since c˜1
′′ ≥ r − l + c ′′ we can use procedure
S ′(S ′ ∪ C ′′, z˜c′′ , zc′′ , c˜1′′) to obtain the result.
¤
We show equality for L(B). The only difficulty is the tree T [C ′′]. As in the binary case we
test from left one level deeper as from right at the beginning. For the tree T [C ′′] we use
the special procedure TEST(X).
Definition 3.45 Let B be a r tree of depth k + 1 and X be a vertex in Ev with r ≥
r− f(T [X]) ≥ 1. Let after some tests the roots of d− 2 or d− 1 trees Ti of depth k− v ≥ 0
have been tested positive and the last tree not tested yet is the semi–complete tree T [X] of
depth k − v + 1 ≥ 1.
procedure TEST(X)
If d− 1 positive trees Tj have been identified Then
If depth of T [X] is one Then
test all leaves of T [X] except one,
Stop(A)
If f(T [X]) = 0 Then
test from left the vertices in E1 of T [X] until a test is positive or r tests have
been negative,
Stop(B)
If f(T [X]) ≥ 1 Then
test X,
Stop(C)
Let count := 0 and T ′ := T [X],
Repeat until Stop
If count = f(T [X]) or T [X] is of depth 2 Then
Stop(1)
For i = 1 to d− 2 Do
test from left to right r vertices in E1 of Ti,
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Let count := count + 1,
If d− 1 or d vertices are positive Then
If d− 1 tests are positive Then
test X,
Stop(2)
Else
test the second vertex from left in E1 of T
′,
If it is positive Then
Stop(3)
Else
test from right r − 2 vertices in E1 of T ′,
If a vertex is positive Then
Stop(4)
Else
Let y be the left vertex in E1 of T
′,
Let T ′ := T [y]
For i = 1 to d− 2 Do
reduce the depth of Ti by one
Stop
Lemma 3.46 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with d ≥ r + 1 defective leaves. Let
X be a vertex in Ev with r − f(T [X]) ≥ 1. Let after P tests the roots of d − 2 or d − 1
trees Ti of depth k − v ≥ 0 have been tested positive and the last tree not tested yet is the
semi–complete tree T [X] of depth k − v + 1 ≥ 1. If we use procedure TEST(X) we will
make in the worst case P + r(d− 1)(k− v)− 1 + r− f(T [X]) tests to identify the defective
leaves.
Proof.
Stop(A) We test all leaves except one, this are r − f(T [X])− 1 tests.
Stop(B) If all r vertices are negative, there are d−1 trees left of at least depth one. hence
we get in the worst case
(d− 1)r(k − v)− 1 + r = (d− 1)r + r − f(T [X])− 1
more tests. If a test is positive we make in the worst case
r + d(r − 1)(k − v) ≤ r + r(d− 1)(k − v)− 1
more tests.
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Stop(C) If X it is negative, we get
r(d− 1)(k − v)− 1 + 1 ≤ r(d− 1)(k − v)− 1 + r − f(T [X])
tests. Let X be tested positive. We test from left in E1 of T [X]. Observe that only
the left son x1 can be a complete tree. Thus if x1 is tested positive, we obtain
2 + d(r − 1)(k − v) ≤ r(d− 1)(k − v)
more tests. If T [x2] is positive, we get by testing from left to right at most r − 2
additional test for the leaves in Ek+1. All other sons of T [X] have no leaves in Ek+1.
Hence we get in case of x1 and x2 tested negative after r − 1 tests a tree of depth
k − v − 1. This are in total
1 + r − 1 + d(r − 1)(k − v)− (r − 1) < r(d− 1)(k − v)− 1
more tests.
yT [X] ∈ Ej ∧ j ≤ k − 1 We have to analyze the Stop situations.
Stop(1) We have made r(d−1)f(T [X])−f(T [X]) tests and have d−2 trees with a
defective and the tree T [yT [X]], which is not tested. If we test all sons of yT [X],
we need in total
r(d− 1)f(T [X])− f(T [X]) + r + r(d− 1)(k − v − f(T [X])
= r(d− 1)(k − v) + r − f(T [X]) := M
tests to find the defective.
Stop(2) We have made in the worst case
count(d− 1)r − count− (r − 1)
tests and have obtained d − 1 or d trees with a defective. There are two cases
if we obtained d− 1 positive test results.
X is tested negative Observe that we get in the worst case in total
r(d− 1)(k − v − count)− 1 + count(d− 1)r − count− (r − 1) + 1 < M
more tests.
X is tested positive there are d − 1 complete trees of depth k − v − count
and a semi–complete tree T ′ of depth k−v− count+1. Consider two cases.
count = f(T [X]) There at most two sons x1, x2 in E1 of T
′ that are roots
of trees with leaves in Ek+1. Observe that T [x1] is complete tree. We
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test these two vertices first. If the left son is positive we have made two
tests more and get r − 1 additional tests in Ek+1, in total
r + 1 + f(T [X])(d− 1)r − f(T [X])− (r − 1)
+d(r − 1)(k − v − f(T [X]))
≤ 2− f(T [X]) + d(r − 1)(k − v) < M
tests. It is easy to see, that we get by testing from left to right in T [x2]
at most one additional test for the leaves in Ek+1 (for details the case
d = 1 in Lemma 3.66 and Definition 3.67 of h(T [X])). Thus in total
3 + f(T [X])(d− 1)r − f(T [X])− (r − 1)
+d(r − 1)(k − v − f(T [X])) + 1 < M
tests. If both vertices are negative we obtain a complete tree of depth
k − v − 1, in total
1 + count(d− 1)r − count + d(r − 1)(k − v − count) < M
tests.
count < f(T [X]) Observe that only the left vertex x1 in E1 of T
′ can
have leaves in Ek+1. By testing the sons of E1 from left to right, we
get at most one test more for the leaves in Ek+1 (see Lemma 3.66 and
Definition 3.67 for details). Thus we test x1 if it is positive we obtain
in total
2 + count(d− 1)r − count− (r − 1) +
d(r − 1)(k − v − count) + 1
≤ 3− r + d(r − 1)(k − v) ≤ M
tests. If x1 is negative, we get with r − 2 more tests a tree of depth
(k − v). Therefore in total
1 + count(d− 1)r − count + d(r − 1)(k − v − count) ≤ M
tests are needed.
If we have obtained d positive results we get in total
1 + d(r − 1)(k − v) + count(d− 1)r − count− (r − 1) < M
more tests, which is clearly less than M .
Stop(3) We have made
1 + count(d− 1)r − count− (r − 1)
tests and obtained d− 1 positive trees. We denote with T ′′ the positive subtree
of T ′. We test the left vertex x1 in E1 of T
′ next.
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x1 is positive If count = f(T [X]) we get by testing from left ro right in T
′′ at
most one additional test, thus in total
2 + f(T [X])(d− 1)r − f(T [X])− (r − 1)
+d(r − 1)(k − v − f(T [X])) + r
≤ 3− f(T [X]) + r(d− 1)(k − v)− 1 ≤ M (3.1)
tests are needed. If count < f(T [X]) then T ′′ has no leaves in Ek+1 and
T [x1] reveals at most only one additional test for the leaves in E−k + 1 by
testing from left to right in it. Thus we get at most
2 + count(d− 1)r − count− (r − 1) + 1 + d(r − 1)(k − v − count)
≤ 3− r + (d− 1)r(k − v) ≤ M
tests.
x1 is negative We test all other vertices in E1 of T
′. If no other vertex is
positive, we have made r tests in this level and obtained d−2 positive trees
of depth (k − v − count). If count = f(T [X]) then the positive subtree T ′′
of T ′ is a semi–complete tree of depth k− v− count + 1. It reveals at most
r − 1 additional tests for the leaves in Ek+1 by testing it from right to left
in every level. If we would get r tests then yT [X] would be the root of T
′′,
which is a contradiction. Thus we get
f(T [X])(d− 1)r − f(T [X]) + 1
+d(r − 1)(k − v − f(T [X]))− 1 + r − 1 ≤ M. (3.2)
If count < f(T [X]), then the positive tree has no leaves in Ek+1. Hence
count(d− 1)r − count + 1 + d(r − 1)(k − v − count)− 1 < M
tests are needed at most in this case. If another vertex is positive we get d
trees of depth k − v − count and the semi–complete tree T ′′ with at most
one additional test in case count = f(T [X]) for the leaves in Ek+1, hence
we get
f(T [X])(d− 1)r − f(T [X])− (r − 1) + r
+d(r − 1)(k − v − count) + 1 ≤ M
tests and if count < f(T [X]) we obtain
count(d− 1)r − count− (r − 1) + r + d(r − 1)(k − v − count) ≤ M
tests.
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Stop(4) We have made
count(d− 1)r − count
tests and obtained d− 1 positive trees of depth k − v − count. We test the last
vertex x1 in E − 1 of T ′. We consider the two cases.
x1 is positive If count = f(T [X]) we get for the tree T [x1] at most r − 1
additional tests for the leaves in Ek+1. These are in total
f(T [X])(d− 1)r − f(T [X]) + 1 + d(r − 1)(k − v − f(T [X])) + r − 1
≤ r − f(T [X]) + r(d− 1)(k − v)− 1 = M (3.3)
tests. If count < f(T [X]) we get at most one additional test for T [X], in
total
count(d− 1)r − count + 1 + d(r − 1)(k − v − count) + 1
≤ r − f(T [X]) + d(r − 1)(k − v)− 1 = M
tests are sufficient.
x1 is negative We have d− 1 trees of depth k − v − count, thus in total
count(d− 1)r − count + 1 + (d− 1)r(k − v − count)− 1
tests are needed in this case.
yT [X] ∈ Ek Let cx := |T [X] ∩ Ek+1|. Observe that, if procedure TEST(X) stops before
we reach depth 2 we can use all Stop situations above, since the results of count <
f(T [X]) do not depend on f(T [X]). Therefore we assume that the algorithm stops
at Stop(1). Let x1, x2, . . . , xr be the sons of T
′ ordered from left to right. Observe
that in this case
r − f(T [X]) = min{r − (k − v), cx − (k − v)} ≥ 1.
and we have made
(d− 1)r(k − v − 1)− (k − v − 1)
tests. We consider two cases.
cx ≥ r Observe that x2 has at most r − 2 sons. We test x2.
x2 is negative We test all remaining leaves except one. This are (d−1)r leaves
of the trees Tj and T [x1] and r − 2 brothers of x1 minus one leaf. We need
at most
(d− 1)r(k − v − 1)− (k − v − 1) + r − 2 + r(d− 1) = M
tests.
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x2 is positive We test x1. If it is negative, we test all leaves except one. This
are in total (d − 1)r − 1 + r − 3 more tests. If x1 is positive, then we test
in every positive tree all leaves except one. In total at most
(d− 1)r(k − v − 1)− (k − v − 1) + 2 + d(r − 1)− 1
≤ (d− 1)r(k − v) + 2− (k − v) ≤ M
tests.
cx < r We test all leaves of the trees Tj, the tree T [x1] and all brothers x1, which
are also leaves except one. This are in total
(d− 1)r(k − v − 1)− (k − v − 1) + (d− 2)r + cx + r − 2
= (d− 1)r + cx − (k − v)− 1
more tests.
¤
Lemma 3.47 Let B be r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with d− 1 = ri defective leaves.
1. If r − f(c′′) = 0, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + r(cr + c′) + min{r(rk−kd,r−1 − c)− c′, cr2(r − 2) + c′r(r − 2)}.
2. If c ′′ = 0 ∨ (c ′′ = 1 ∧ r − f˜(c′′) = 0), then
L(B) = L(B∗)+ r(cr + c′)+ r− f(c′′)+min{r(rkd,r−1− c)− c′− 1, r(r− 2)(rc+ c′)}.
Proof.
1. rc(r − 2) + rc′(r − 2) ≤ r(rkd,r−1 − c) − c′ We test from left to right the first
cr3 + c′r2 vertices in Ekd,r+2 and from right to left r
kd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r. We have
made cr3 + c′r2 + rkd,r+1− cr2− c′r tests and obtain d− 1 one trees of depth (*)
k − kd,r − 1. Thus in total
cr3 + c′r2 − c′r − cr2 + L(B∗)
= cr2 + c′r + cr2(r − 2) + c′r(r − 2) + L(B∗)
tests are needed at most.
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rc(r − 2) + rc′(r − 2) > r(rkd,r−1 − c) − c′ We test from left to right cr2 + c′r
vertices in Ekd,r+1 and from the right to the left r
kd,r − cr − c′ in Ekd,r . We get
d− 1 trees of depth (∗) k − kd,r. In total
cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − cr − c′ + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r)− 1
= cr2 + c′r + r(rkd,r−1 − c)− c′ + rk−kd,r+1 + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r − 1)− 1
= cr2 + c′r + r(rk−kd,r − c)− c′ + L(B∗) tests are sufficient.
(*) There can be one tree of depth k− kd,r +1, but testing in this tree from the right
to the left in every level, gives the same result for this tree without vertices in Ek+1,
since r − f(c′′) = 0.
2. r(r − 2)(rc + c′) ≤ rkd,r − rc − c′ − 1 We test from left to right the first cr3 +
c′r2 vertices in Ekd,r+2 and from right to left r
kd,r+1− cr2− c′r− 1. Let y be the
left vertex in E1 of T [C
′′]. Observe that f(T [y]) = f(c′′) + 1. We use procedure
TEST(y) and obtain
cr3 + c′r2 + rkd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r − 1
+d(r − 1)(k − kd,r − 1)− 1 + r − f(T [y])
= r(r − 2)(rc + c′) + rkd,r+1 − 1 +
(d− 1)(k − kd,r − 1)− 1 + r − f(c′′)
= L(B∗) + r(r − 2)(rc + c′) + r − f(c′′) tests.
r(r − 2)(rc + c′) > rkd,r − rc − c′ − 1 We test from left to right cr2+c′r vertices
in Ekd,r+1 and from right to left r
kd,r − cr− c′− 1 vertices. Clearly at most d− 1
tests are positive, we obtain with procedure TEST(C ′′). Hence
cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − cr − c′ − 1 + (d− 1)r(k − kd,r)− 1 + r − f(c′′)
= cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − cr − c′ − 2 + rkd,r+1 + (k − kd,r − 1) + r − f(c′′)
= L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − cr − c′ + r − f(c′′)− 1 tests are sufficient.
¤
Lemma 3.48 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with d − 1 = ri defective leaves. Let
c ′′ ≥ 2 and r − f˜(c′′) = 0. Then
L(B) = L(B∗)+r(cr+c′)+min{r(rk−kd,r−1−c)−c′−1+r−f(c′′), r(r−2)(cr+c′)+c ′′(r−1)}.
Proof.
r(rk−kd,r−1 − c) − c′ − 1 + r − f(c′′) ≤ r(r − 2)(cr + c′) + c ′′(r − 1) We test
from left cr2 + c′r + r vertices in Ekd,r+1 and from right r
kd,r − cr − c′ − 1 in Ekd,r .
We get in the worst case d− 1 trees of depth k − kd,r, in total at most
(r − 1)(cr + c′) + r − 1 + rkd,r + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r)− 1
= cr2 + c′r + r(rkd,r−1 − c)− c′ + r − f(c′′)− 1 + L(B∗) tests.
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r(rk−kd,r−1 − c) − c′ − 1 + r − f(c′′) > r(r − 2)(cr + c′) + c ′′(r − 1) We test
from left to right cr3 + c′r2 + c ′′r in Ekd,r+2 and from right r
kd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r − c ′′
vertices in Ekd,r+1. In the worst case d− 1 trees of depth k − kd,r are positive. Thus
(r − 1)(cr2 + c′r) + rc ′′ − c ′′ + rkd,r+1 + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r − 1)− 1
tests are sufficient.
¤
Theorem 3.49 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with d− 1 = ri defective leaves. Let
l = c′ + 1, c ′′ ≥ 1 and r − f˜(c′′) ≥ 1.
1. If E1 ∨ E2 ∨ E3 is false, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + r(cr + c′) + min{r(rk−kd,r−1 − c)− c′ − 1 + r − f(c′′),
r(r − 2)(cr + c′) + r − f˜(c′′)− 1},
2. If E1 is true, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − (c + 1)r
+

2r − f˜(c′′)− 2, l = 1,
max{r − f(c′′), 2r − l − f˜(c′′)}, l ≥ 2 ∧ c˜1′′ ≥ r − l + 1− f˜(c′′),
max{r − f(c′′), 2r − l − f˜(c′′)− 1}, l ≥ 2 ∧ c˜1′′ < r − l + 1− f˜(c′′),
3. If E2 is true, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − c ′′ + rkd,r − (c + 1)r
+

c ′′ + r − l, c ′′ ≤ l,
max{r, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)− 1}, c ′′ > l ∧ c˜1′′ < c ′′ − l − f˜(c′′),
max{r, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)}, c ′′ > l ∧ c˜1′′ ≥ c ′′ − l − f˜(c′′),
4. If E3 is true, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − c ′′ + rkd,r − (c + 1)r
+

r − f˜(c′′)− 1, c ′′ + r − l ≥ r,
max{0, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)− 1}, c ′′ + r − l < r ∧
c˜1
′′ < c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′),
max{0, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)}, c ′′ + r − l < r ∧
c˜1
′′ ≥ c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′).
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Proof.
1. rk−kd,r − rc − c′ − 1 + r − f(c′′) ≤ r(r − 2)(cr + c′) + r − f˜(c′′) − 1 We
test from left r2 + cr in Ekd,r−1 and from right r(r
kd,r−1 − c)− c′ − 2 vertices in
Ekd,r . We use procedure TEST(C
′′) and obtain at most
cr2 + c′r + r(rkd,r−1 − c)− c′ − 1 + r(d− 1)(k − kd,r) + r − f(c′′) tests.
rk−kd,r − rc − c′ − 1 + r − f(c′′) ≤ r(r − 2)(cr + c′) + r − f˜(c′′) − 1 We
test from left cr3 + c′r2 + c ′′r vertices in Ekd,r+2 and from right r
kd,r+1 − cr2 −
c′r − c ′′ − 1 in Ekd,r+1. We use procedure TEST(zc′′) and obtain
T + (d− 1)rK + r − F (c′′)− 1
= r(r − 2)(cr + c′) + rkd,r−1 − 1 + (d− 1)r(k − kd,r − 1) + r − f˜(c′′)− 1
as maximum number of tests.
2. Let
L(B) = L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − (c + 1)r + M.
M = 2r − f˜(c′′) − 2 test from left cr3 + c′r2 + r vertices in Ekd,r+2 and from right
rkd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r − 2 vertices in Ekd,r+1. If ≥ d − 1 tests are positive test zc′′ .
In this case we get
cr3 + c′r2 + r + rkd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r − 1 + (d− 1)r(k − kd,r − 1)
= L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r((r − 2)(rc + c′)) + r − 1
E1= L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − (c + 1)r + r − 1 tests.
Therefore in the worst case d−2 vertices are positive and we test if k−kd,r−1 ≥ 1,
r vertices in T [zc′′ ]. If all are negative, test zc′′ . If it is negative, we get
cr3 + c′r2 + rkd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r − 1 + r + (d− 2)r + (d− 1)(k − kd,r − 1)
≤ L(B∗) + r(r − 2)(cr + c′)− 2 + r − f˜(c′′) tests.
The other cases are similar.
M = max{r − f(c′′), 2r − l − f˜(c′′)} There are two cases.
r − f(c′′) > 2r − l − f˜(c′′) We test zc′′ if it is negative test from left to right
r3+c′r2+r vertices in Ekd,r+2 and from right r
kd,r+1−cr2−c′r−2. Therefore
we need at most
L(B∗) + 1 + r3 + c′r2 + r − cr2 − c′r − 2
≤ L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − (c + 1)r + r − f(c′′) tests.
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If zc′′ is positive test the left brother y
′ if it is negative, test from left
cr3 + c′r2 vertices in Ekd,r+2 and from right r
kd,r−1 − cr2 − c′r− 2. We have
made cr3+c′r2+rkd,r+1−cr2−c′r tests. If f˜(c′′) = 0 it follows that f(c′′) = 0
and we test r vertices in E1 of T [zc′′ ]. If f˜(c
′′) > 0 then f(c′′) = 1 and we
test from right r − 1 vertices in E1 of T [zc′′ ]. If none of these vertices is
positive, we get r− 1 tests for this tree. If at least one vertex y ′′ is positive,
test the last vertex, if it is negative we loose f˜(c′′) + 1 tests for T [y′′] of
depth k− kd,r− 1. If y′′ is positive we loose as well f˜(c′′)+1 tests. The last
case is that both left vertices in E1 of T [C
′′] are positive. We test from left
cr2 + c′r vertices in Ekd,r+1 and from right r
kd,r − (c + 1)r + r − c′ − 1 and
all vertices in E1 of T [C
′′], in total
L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − (c + 1)r + r − l − f˜(c′′)
< L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − f(c′′)− (c + 1)r tests.
2r − l − f˜(c′′) ≥ r − f(c′′) We test from left cr2 + c′r +2 vertices in Ekd,r+1
and from right rkd,r − (c + 1)r + r − l and r − 2 vertices in E1 of T [C ′′].
Hence
L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r − (c + 1)r + r + r − l − f˜(c′′) tests are sufficient.
M = max{r − f(c′′), 2r − l − f˜(c′′) − 1} There two cases.
r − f(c′′) > 2r − l − f˜(c′′) − 1 We use the same method as above, the only
difference is that if both left vertices in E1 of T [C
′′] are positive we get
L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − f(c′′)− (c + 1)r tests.
2r − l − f˜(c′′) − 1 ≥ r − f(c′′) We test from left c˜1
′′ vertices in E1 of z˜c′′ .
If we get a negative result, then test zc′′ . If it is negative, then test from
left cr3 + c′r2 + r and from right rkd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r − 2 vertices. We obtain
at most
L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − (c + 1)r + r − 1 + c˜1′′
≤ L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − (c + 1)r + 2r − l − f(c′′)− 1 tests.
3. Let
L(B) = L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − c ′′ + rkd,r − (c + 1)r + M.
M = c ′′ + r − l We test from left cr2 + c′r + r vertices in Ekd,r+1 and from right
rkd,r − (c + 1)r in rkd,r . We have made cr2 + c′r + r + r− l + rkd,r tests to obtain
in the worst case d− 1 complete trees of depth k − kd,r.
M = max{r, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′) − 1} There are two cases.
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r > c ′′ + r − l − 1 We test zc′′ . If it is negative then test from left cr
3+c′r2+
rc ′′ vertices in Ekd,r+2 and from right r
kd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r − c ′′ − 1 we have
made
cr3 + c′r2 + rc ′′ + rkd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r − c ′′
tests to obtain d− 1 trees of depth k − kd,r − 1. If zc′′ is positive, then test
from left cr2 + c′r + r−1 vertices in Ekd,r+1 and from right rkd,r − cr− c′−1
vertices in Ekd,r . We get at most
cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − cr + r − l − f˜(c′′) ≤ cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − cr + r tests.
c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′) − 1 > r We test from left c˜1
′′ vertices in E1 of T [z˜c′′ ]. If
all are negative test zc′′ . If it is negative we obtain at most
cr3 + c′r2 + c ′′r + rkd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r − c ′′ + c˜1′′
+(d− 1)r(k − kd,r − 1)
≤ L(B∗) + cr3 + c′r2 + c ′′r − cr2 − c′r − c ′′ + c ′′ − l − f˜(c′′)− 1
= L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + (r − 2)(rc + c′)
+(c ′′ − 2)r + r + r − l − f˜(c′′)− 1
E2= L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − (c + 1)r + 2r − l − f˜(c′′)− 1 tests.
If zc′′ is positive we test from left cr
2 + c′r + c ′′, from right rkd,r − (c+1)r +
r− c′− 1 and r− c ′′− 1 vertices in T [C ′′] and loose at least f˜(c′′) + 1 tests
for the tree T [zc′′ ].
M = max{r, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)} If r is maximum, then consider the case above.
Otherwise test zc′′ and use method from the case above.
4. Let
L(B) = L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − c ′′ + rkd,r − (c + 1)r + M.
M = r − f˜(c′′) − 1 We test from left cr3 +c′r2 +c ′′r and from right rkd,r+1−cr2−
c′r − c ′′ − 1. In the worst case a defective is in T [zc′′ ]. Therefore use procedure
TEST(zc′′) for this tree.
M = r − max{0, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′) − 1} We have to consider two cases.
c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′) − 1 < 0 We test zc′′ , if it is negative test from left cr
3 +
c′r2 + c ′′r and from right rkd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r − c ′′ − 1. Hence at most
L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + (r − 2)(rc + c′) + (c ′′ − 1)r + r − c ′′
E3= L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − (c + 1)r + r − c ′′
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tests are needed. If zc′′ is positive test from left cr
2 +c′r+c ′′ and from right
rkd,r − cr− c′− 1 and r− c ′′− 1 vertices in E1 of T [C ′′]. We obtain at most
L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r + rkd,r − cr − c′ − 1− f˜(c′′)
= L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − (c + 1)r + r − c ′′ + c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)
≤ L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − (c + 1)r + r − c ′′ tests.
c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′) − 1 ≥ 0 We test c˜1
′′ vertices in E1 of T [z˜c′′ ] if a vertex is
positive test from left cr2 + c′r + r− 1 and from right rkd,r − (c + 1)r + r− l
vertices. Otherwise test zc′′ . If zc′′ is positive do the same as before, we loose
at least f˜(c′′) + 1 tests. If zc′′ is negative then test from left cr
3 + cr2 + c ′′r
and from right rkd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r − c ′′ − 1. We get in total at most
L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + (r − 2)(cr + c′) + (c ′′ − 1)r + r − c ′′ + c˜1′′
≤ L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + (r − 2)(cr + c′) + (c ′′ − 1)r
+2r − l − f˜(c′′)− 1 tests.
M = max{0, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)} If 0 ≥ c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′) then use the same
method as above. Otherwise test zc′′ . If it is positive test from left cr
2+c′r+r−1
and from right rkd,r − (c + 1)r + r − l vertices. If zc′′ is negative, test from left
cr3 + c′r2 + c ′′r and from right rkd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r − c ′′ − 1. In total
L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + (r − 2)(cr + c′) + (c ′′ − 1)r + r − c ′′
E4
< L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − (c + 1)r + 2r − l − f˜(c′′) tests.
¤
3.2.2 ri + 1 > d > ri − ri−1 + 1
In this subsection r+1 ≤ d ≤ rk−1+1, k ≥ 3 and ri+1 > d > ri−ri−1+1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ k−1.
The difference to d− 1 = ri is, that the number of intervals with r defective vertices is less
than rkd,r−1. If the number of these intervals is large enough, we can still gain tests with
the method of the subsection before.
Definition 3.50 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with rkd,r ≥ d − 1 > rkd,r − rkd,r−1
defective leaves, we define
1. P := d − 1 − rkd,r + rkd,r−1, as the number of intervals Si with 1 ≤ i < rkd,r−1 that
contain r positive vertices,
2. Pc := max{0, P − c}.
Definition 3.51 Let B be a semi–complete r–ary tree of depth k + 1. We define
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1. E ′1: Pc − 1 = (r − 2)(cr + c′) ∧ c ′′ = 1 ∧ c′ + 1 < r ∧ kd,r ≥ 2 ∧ c′ + 1 6= r,
2. E ′2: Pc − 1 = (r − 2)(cr + c′) + c ′′ − 2 ∧ c ′′ ≥ 2 ∧ kd,r ≥ 2,
3. E ′3: Pc − 1 = (r − 2)(cr + c′) + c ′′ − 1 ∧ kd,r ≥ 2.
Corollary 3.52 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with rkd,r ≥ d − 1 > rkd,r − rkd,r−1
defective leaves.
1. If P ≤ c ∧ [c′ ≤ r − 2 ∨ (c′ = r − 1 ∧ r − f(c′′) = 0)], then
L(B) = L(B∗) + r(c(r − 1) + P ) + c′(r − 1) + max{0, r − f(c′′)− 1},
2. If P ≤ c ∧ c′ = r − 1 ∧ r − f(c′′) ≥ 1, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + r(c(r − 1) + P + c′)− f(c′′),
3. P ≥ c + 1, then L(B) ≥ L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − f(c′′).
Proof.
1. ≥ We put c(r − 1) + P defective in the first c intervals of Ekd,r and get therefore
r(c(r − 1) + P ) additional tests. We fix the first c′ vertices in Sc+1 and one
additional vertex, if r − f(c′′) ≥ 1. Thus we obtain rc′ + r − f(c′′) additional
tests minus c′ + 1 tests in comparison to the tree B∗.
≤ Let r − f(c′′) ≥ 1. We test r(rc + c′) vertices in Ekd,r+1 from the left and rkd,r −
cr − c′ − 1 vertices in Ekd,r from right. We can assume that d− 2 defective are
found. Thus we obtain in the worst case with procedure TEST(C ′′)
r(rc + c′) + rkd,r − cr − c′ − 1 + r((r − 1)rkd,r−1 + P )
+r(d− 1)(k − kd,r − 1) + r − f(c′′)
= c(r2 − r) + c′(r − 1) + r − f(c′′)− 1 + Pr + L(B∗) tests.
If r − f(c′′) = 0, we test rkd,r − cr − c′ vertices from the right.
2. ≥ We put r defective in the c + 1th interval of Ekd,r . Therefore we force A to
rc′ + r − f(c′′) additional tests in this interval. We put in the first P − 1
intervals of Ekd,r also r defective. Hence we get in total
r(c(r − 1) + (P − 1)) + c′r + r − f(c′′) = r(c(r − 1) + P + c′)− f(c′′),
additional tests.
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≤ We test from the left r2c + c′r vertices in Ekd,r−1 and from right r
kd,r − cr− c′− 1
vertices in Ekd,r . In the worst case a defective is in T [C
′′] and we use procedure
TEST(C ′′). Therefore we obtain at most
r2c + c′r − cr − c′ − 1 + r − f(c′′) + rP + rkd,r+1
+r(d− 1)(k − kd,r − 1)− 1
= L(B∗) + r(c(r − 1) + P ) + c′r + r − c′ − f(c′′)− 1
c′=r−1
= L(B∗) + r(c(r − 1) + P ) + c′r − f(c′′) tests.
3. If P ≥ c + 1, we can put r defective in each of the first c + 1 intervals, thus we don’t
need to subtract tests in comparison to the tree B∗.
¤
We can improve these bounds, if Pc is sufficiently large.
Lemma 3.53 Let B be r–ary tree of depth k+1 with rkd,r ≥ d−1 > rkd,r−rkd,r−1 defective
leaves. Let Pc ≥ 1.
1. If r − f(c′′) = 0, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + r(cr + c′) + min{rPc − c′, cr2(r − 2) + c′r(r − 2)}.
2. If c ′′ = 0 ∨ (c ′′ = 1 ∧ r − f˜(c′′) = 0), then
L(B) = L(B∗) + r(cr + c′) + r − f(c′′) + min{rPc − c′ − 1, r(r − 2)(rc + c′)}.
Proof.
≥ This is obviously the same proof as in Lemma 3.47 except that there are only Pc intervals
with no leaves in Ek+1 instead of r
kd,r−1− c from which we can put defective vertices
to the left side.
≤ r − f(c′′) = 0 There are two cases.
rPc − c
′ ≤ r(r − 2)(rc + c′) We test from left cr2 + c′r vertices in Ekd,r+1
and from right rkd,r − cr − c′ in Ekd,r . We obtain at most
cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − cr − c′ + (d− 1)r(k − kd,r)− 1
= cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − cr − c′ + (d− 1)r + (d− 1)(k − kd,r − 1)− 1
= cr2 + c′r + rkd,r − cr − c′ + (rkd,r − rkd,r−1 + Pc + c)r
+(d− 1)r(k − kd,r − 1)− 1
= cr2 + c′r + Pcr − c′ + L(B∗) tests.
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rPc − c
′ > r(r − 2)(rc + c′) We test from left r3 + c′r2 vertices in Ekd,r+2
and from left rkd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r. In total at most
cr2 + c′r + r(r − 2)(cr + c′) + L(B∗) tests.
c ′′ = 1 ∧ r − f˜(c′′) = 0 ∨ c ′′ = 0 We have to consider two cases.
rPc − c
′ − 1 ≤ r(r − 2)(rc + c′) We test from left cr2 + c′r and from right
rkd,r − cr− c′ − 1, thus we have a defective in T [C ′′] and can use procedure
TEST(C ′′) for this tree.
rPc − c
′ − 1 > r(r − 2)(rc + c′) In this case we test from left cr3 +c′r2 and
from right rkd,r+1 − cr2 − c′r − 1 and use procedure TEST(y).
¤
Lemma 3.54 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with rkd,r ≥ d − 1 > rkd,r − rkd,r−1
defective leaves. Let c ′′ ≥ 2 and r − f˜(c′′) = 0. Then
L(B) = L(B∗) + r(cr + c′) + min{rPc − c′ − 1 + r − f(c′′), r(r − 2)(cr + c′) + c ′′(r − 1)}.
Proof. See proof of Lemma 3.39 and Lemma 3.48 with Pc = r
kd,r−1 − c.
¤
Theorem 3.55 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with rkd,r ≥ d − 1 > rkd,r − rkd,r−1
defective leaves. Let l = c′ + 1, Pc ≥ 1, c ′′ ≥ 1 and r − f˜(c′′) ≥ 1.
1. If E ′1 ∨ E ′2 ∨ E ′3 is false, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + r(cr + c′) +
min{rPc − c′ − 1 + r − f(c′′), r(r − 2)(cr + c′) + c ′′(r − 1) + r − f˜(c′′)},
2. If E ′1 is true, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + rPc − r
+

2r − f˜(c′′)− 2, l = 1,
max{r − f(c′′), 2r − l − f˜(c′′)}, l ≥ 2 ∧ c˜1′′ ≥ r − l + 1− f˜(c′′),
max{r − f(c′′), 2r − l − f˜(c′′)− 1}, l ≥ 2 ∧ c˜1′′ < r − l + 1− f˜(c′′),
3. If E ′2 is true, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − c ′′ + rPc − r
+

c ′′ + r − l, c ′′ ≤ l,
max{r, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)− 1}, c ′′ > l ∧ c˜1′′ < c ′′ − l − f˜(c′′),
max{r, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)}, c ′′ > l ∧ c˜1′′ ≥ c ′′ − l − f˜(c′′),
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4. If E ′3 is true, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + cr2 + c′r + r − c ′′ + rPc − r
+

r − f˜(c′′)− 1, c ′′ + r − l ≥ r,
max{0, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)− 1}, c ′′ + r − l < r ∧
c˜1
′′ < c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′),
max{0, c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′)}, c ′′ + r − l < r ∧
c˜1
′′ ≥ c ′′ + r − l − f˜(c′′).
Proof. Consider proof of Lemma 3.44 and Theorem 3.49 with Pc instead of r
kd,r−1 − c.
¤
3.2.3 ri−1 + 1 < d ≤ ri − ri−1 + 1
In this subsection we suppose that always r + 2 ≤ d ≤ rk − rk−1 + 1 and k ≥ 2.
Theorem 3.56 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with rkd,r−1 < d− 1 ≤ rkd,r − rkd,r−1
defective leaves and d− 1− rkd,r−1 ≥ (r − 2)(cr + c′), then
L(B) = (r − 1)(rc + c′) + max{0, r − f(c′′)− 1}.
Proof.
≥ We put (r − 2)(cr + c′) vertices to the left intervals in Ekd,r , such that r − 1 defective
are in each of the first c intervals and c′ + 1 ≤ d′ ≤ r − 1 defective in the c + 1th
interval of Ekd,r . Let 1 ≤ d′ ≤ r − 1 defective in the other intervals. We fix the left
c′+1 vertices in Sc+1 ∈ Ekd,r positive and force A to make rkd,r −c′−1 tests to obtain
c(r − 1) + c′ complete trees of depth k − kd,r + 1 and a semi–complete tree of depth
k − kd,r + 1 and d− 1− c(r − 1)− c′ − 1 trees of depth k − kd,r. Thus at least
r((r − 1)c + c′) + r − f(c′′)− c′ − 1 + rkd,r + (d− 1)r(k − kd,r)− 1
= L(B∗) + (r − 1)(cr + c′) + r − f(c′′)− 1
tests are needed.
≤ We test from left cr2 + c′r vertices in Ekd,r−1 and from right r
kd,r−1− cr− c′− 1 vertices
in Ekd,r . We get in the worst case d− 2 defective tests and together with procedure
TEST(C ′′), we obtain at most
L(B) ≤ cr2 + c′r + r − f(c′′)− 1 + rkd,r − cr − c′ + (d− 1)r(k − kd,r)− 1 tests.
¤
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Remark 3.57 If we consider the case d − 1 − rkd,r−1 < (r − 2)(cr + c′), we want to use
the methods of the case d− 1 = ri. We can do this by defining new constants c, c ′, c ′′ that
belong to Ekd,r−1. This is possible, but we have to consider the ”free” defective vertices
d− 1− rkd,r−1.
Definition 3.58 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with d ≤ rkd,r − rkd,r−1 defective
vertices. We define
c :=
⌊c
r
⌋
, c ′ := c mod r and c ′′ := c′.
Let C be the father of the c + 1th interval in Ekd,r and S
′ be the set of right brothers of C
in Ekd,r−1. We define
f(C) := f(T [C]) and yc′′ := yT [C].
If c ′′ ≥ 1 and r − f(c′′) ≥ 1, then we define zc′′ := C ′′ and z˜c′′ := yc′′ .
Example 3.59
PSfrag replacements
B
y
x1 x2
Figure 3.5: Let B be a semi–complete r–ary tree of depth k + 1 = 3 and 24 leaves with
10 ≥ d ≥ 5 defective leaves. Then c = 2 and c′ = 1. The vertex x2 is C ′′. Therefore C = y,
c = 0 and c ′ = 2. The vertex x1 is yc′′ and we get r − f(C) = 2.
Definition 3.60 Let B be a semi–complete r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with d ≥ r + 1
defective leaves. If r − f(c′′) ≥ 1, then let x1, . . . xs with 2 ≤ s ≤ r be the sons of yc′′. We
define
c˜2
′′ :=

|T [yc′′ ] ∩ Ek+1| − 1, c′′ < 2r,⌊
|T [yc′′ ]∩Ek+1|
r
⌋
− 1, yc′′ ∈ Ek−1,
|{xi, 1≤i≤r| |T [xi] ∩ Ek+1| ≥ r +
∑k−kd,r−f(c′′)−1
m=1 r
m}| − 1, else.
Definition 3.61 Let B be a semi–complete r–ary tree of depth k+1 with rkd,r−1 < d−1 ≤
rkd,r − rkd,r−1 defective leaves. Let c ′′ ≥ 2 and r − f˜(c′′) ≥ 1. We define
1. D := (d− 1)− rkd,r−1,
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2. E1: r
kd,r−2 − c− 1 = (r − 2)(rc + c ′)−D ∧ kd,r ≥ 3 ∧ c ′ + 1 < r
∨ kd,r = 2 ∧ c ′ = 0 ∧ c ′′ = 1,
3. E2: r
kd,r−2 − c− 1 = (r − 2)(rc + c ′) + c ′′ − 2−D ∧ kd,r ≥ 3
∨ kd,r = 2 ∧ c ′ = 0 ∧ c ′′ ≥ 2,
4. E3: r
kd,r−2 − c− 1 = (r − 2)(rc + c ′) + c ′′ − 1−D ∧ kd,r ≥ 3.
Remark 3.62 For the tree T [ C ], we use for the lower bound procedure Tree′(yc′′) and for
the upper bound procedure TEST( C ).
Lemma 3.63 Let B be r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with rkd,r−1 < d − 1 ≤ rkd,r − rkd,r−1
defective leaves.
1. If r − f(C) = 0, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + rD + r(cr + c ′)
+ min{r(rkd,r−2 − c)− c ′, r((r − 2)(rc + c ′)−D)}.
2. If c ′′ = 0 ∨ (c ′′ = 1 ∧ r − f(c′′) = 0), then
L(B) = L(B∗) + rD + r(c + c ′) + r − f(C)
+ min{r(rkd,r−2 − c)− c ′ − 1, r((r − 2)(rc + c ′)−D)}.
Proof.
1. ≥ There are two cases.
rkd,r−2 − c − 1 < (r − 2)(rc + c ′) − D We put a defective of the rkd,r−2 −
c− 1 intervals in Ekd,r−1 and one of S ′ to one of the left (r− 2)(rc+ c ′)−D
positions on the left in Ekd,r . Therefore we get at most
cr2 + c ′r + r(rkd,r−2 − c)− c ′ + (d− 1)r(k − kd,r + 1)− 1
= cr2 + c ′r + r(rkd,r−2 − c)− c ′ + (d− 1)r − rkd,r + L(B∗) tests.
rkd,r−2 − c − 1 ≥ (r − 2)(rc + c ′) − D We can put (r − 2)(rc − c ′) − D
defective of the right intervals to the left intervals in Ekd,r . Thus we get at
most
cr2 + c ′r + r((r − 2)(rc− c ′)−D) + (d− 1)r(k − kd,r + 1)− 1
= cr2 + c ′r + r(r − 2)(rc− c ′)− rD + (d− 1)r − rkd,r + L(B∗) tests.
≤ Consider the two cases.
r(rkd,r−2 − c) − c ′ ≤ r((r − 2)(rc + c ′) − D) We test from left cr2 + c ′r
vertices in Ekd,r and from right r
kd,r−1 − cr − c ′, in total
cr2 + c ′r + rkd,r−1 − cr − c ′ + (d− 1)r(k − kd,r + 1)− 1 tests.
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r(rkd,r−2 − c) − c ′ > r((r − 2)(rc + c ′) − D) We test from left cr3 + c ′r2
vertices in Ekd,r+1 and from right r
kd,r − cr2 − c′r in Ekd,r . Thus we obtain
at most
cr3 + c ′r2 + rkd,r − cr2 − c′r + (d− 1)r(k − kd,r)− 1
= r(r − 2)(rc + c ′) + L(B∗) tests.
2. Let y be the left son of C. With using c, c ′, c ′′, f(C) instead of c, c′, c ′′, f(c′′) in
Lemma 3.47 and by considering D and procedure TEST(y), where y is the left son
of C, we obtain the result.
¤
Lemma 3.64 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with rkd,r−1 < d − 1 ≤ rkd,r − rkd,r−1
defective leaves. Let c ′′ ≥ 2 and r − f˜(c′′) = 0. Then
L(B) = cr2 + c ′r +min{r(rkd,r−2− c)+ r− f(C)− c′− 1, r((r− 2)(rc+ c ′)+ c ′′− 2−D)}.
Proof. Consider D and use the method of Lemma 3.39 and 3.48. ¤
Theorem 3.65 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with rkd,r−1 < d− 1 ≤ rkd,r − rkd,r−1
defective leaves. Let l = c ′ + 1, c ′′ ≥ 1 and r − f(c′′) ≥ 1.
1. If E1 ∨ E3 ∨ E3 is false, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + r(cr + c ′) + rD
+ min{r − f(C) + r(rkd,r−2 − c)− c ′ − 1, r((r − 2)(rc + c ′) + c ′′ − 2−D)},
2. If E1 is true, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + rD + cr2 + c ′r + rkd,r−1 − (c + 1)r
+

2r − f(c′′)− 2, l = 1,
max{r − f(C), 2r − l − f(c′′)}, l ≥ 2 ∧ c˜2′′ ≥ r − l + 1− f(c′′),
max{r − f(C), 2r − l − f(c′′)− 1}, l ≥ 2 ∧ c˜2′′ < r − l + 1− f(c′′),
3. If E2 is true, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + rD + cr2 + c ′r + r − c ′′ + rkd,r−1 − (c + 1)r
+

c ′′ + r − l, c ′′ ≤ l,
max{r, c ′′ + r − l − f(c′′)− 1}, c ′′ > l ∧ c˜2′′ < c ′′ − l − f(c′′),
max{r, c ′′ + r − l − f(c′′)}, c ′′ > l ∧ c˜2′′ ≥ c ′′ − l − f(c′′),
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4. If E3 is true, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + rD + cr2 + c ′r + r − c ′′ + rkd,r−1 − (c + 1)r
+

r − f(c′′)− 1, c ′′ + r − l ≥ r,
max{0, c ′′ + r − l − f(c′′)− 1}, c ′′ + r − l < r ∧
c˜2
′′ < c ′′ + r − l − f(c′′),
max{0, c ′′ + r − l − f(c′′)}, c ′′ + r − l < r ∧
c˜2
′′ ≥ c ′′ + r − l − f(c′′).
Proof. Consider D, TEST(C ′′) and TEST(C). Use the method of Lemma 3.44 and Theo-
rem 3.49. ¤
3.2.4 d ≤ r
We start with the case d = 1 and introduce afterwards h(T [X]) to measure the additional
tests for a semi–complete tree with exactly one defective. Then we consider the case d = r.
We need to define c˜3
′′ and c˜4
′′ for this case. Finally d < r is studied. Again we need to
define two constants c˜5
′′ and c˜6
′′ to obtain the results.
Lemma 3.66 Let B be r–ary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 2, then
1. L(B) = L(B∗) + min
{
r − 1, ⌊nc
rk
⌋
+
⌊
nc mod rk
r+(r−2)
Pk−1
i=1 r
i
⌋}
, if d = 1,
2. L(B)
d6=rk
= n(B)− 1, if n(B) > d > rk − rk−1 + 1.
Proof.
1. ≤ Let
nc := b
⌊nc
rk
⌋
+ r − 1 + (r − 2)
k−1∑
i=1
ri and b ≤ r − 2.
We start testing the vertices xi from the left to the right in E1 until we get a positive
result or we have made r − 1 tests. If xi is positive or the last vertex not tested, we
do the same in E1 of T [xi] and so on, until the defective is found. If
|V (T [xi])| ≤ r − 1 + (r − 2)
k−1∑
i=1
ri,
we will get with r− 1 tests per level at most r− 1 leaves in Ek+1. These are in total
b + 1 + (r − 1)k − 1 tests.
≥ Let
nc := b
⌊nc
rk
⌋
+ rk −
k−1∑
i=1
rk−i and 0 ≤ b ≤ r − 2.
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procedure Ad=1(B)
Let root := positive, c := 1, F := ∅ and T := B,
Repeat until Stop or the defective is determined
Let x1, . . . , xr be vertices in E1 of T ordered from left to right,
Let z be the vertex that is asked by A,
If z is root of T Then
answer positive,
Let root := positive
If z ∈ F Then
answer negative,
Let root := positive
If (z ∈ T ∧ c ≤ r − 2) ∨ (z ∈ E1 of B ∧ c ≤ b) Then
Let z ∈ T [xi],
answer T [xi] negative,
Let c := c + 1
If (c = r − 1) ∨ (z ∈ E1 of B ∧ c = b + 1) Then
If root = positive Then
If z ∈ T [xr] ∨ (z ∈ E1 ∧ z ∈ T [xj] ∧ j ≥ b + 2) Then (*)
Let w.l.o.g. j = r,
answer T [xr] negative,
Let root := negative, c := 1 and F := ∅,
Let T := T [xj], where Tj not tested by A
If z = xl ∧ (l ≤ r − 1 ∨ (z ∈ E1 ∧ l ≤ b + 1)) Then (*)
answer positive,
Let root := positive, c := 1 and F := ∅,
Let T := T [z]
If (z ∈ T [xl] ∧ l ≤ r − 1) ∨ (z ∈ E1 ∧ z ∈ T [xj] ∧ j ≤ b + 1) Then
Let w.l.o.g. z ∈ E1 of T [xl],
answer T [z] negative,
Let xk be a vertex that has not been tested yet,
Let F := T [xk],
Let root := negative,
Let c := 2 and T := T [xl]
Else
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answer T [z] negative,
Let T := F,
Stop
Stop
A makes b tests in the first level and afterwards r−2 per level of T , without changing
anything. In case (*) A has made r− 1 tests in this level and a new tree with leaves
in Ek+1 contains the defective. Otherwise A can test r − 2 times in the new tree T
without obtaining anything. If A makes the r − 1th test without testing the tree in
F or the root of T before, we put defective in the tree F . Observe that this is not
secure for A, since one other tree is left. Thus the we get (r − 1)j + 1 tests, if the
tree in F is of depth j.
2. Let d = rk − rk−1 + 2. Put r defective vertices in the c + 1 interval of Ek and at least
r− 1 in the first c intervals. Use procedure Si on the c intervals. Answer to the first
vertex tested in an interval in Ek+1 positive, put the other vertices to F . Answer to
the first vertex tested in every interval in Ek without leaves in Ek+1 positive and to
the next r − 2 vertices positive in these intervals and put the other ones in F . Thus
d−r+(r−1)(rkd,r−1−1) = 1 defective vertex is left and A must test |F |−1 vertices.
¤
We will denote by h(T [X]) the number of additional tests for the tree T [X] that are needed,
if d trees are positive and one defective is in T [X].
Definition 3.67 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1. Let X be a vertex in El of B with
l ≤ k. If l ≤ k − 2, we define
h(T [X]) := maxx∈{0,...,r−1}{|T [X] ∩ Ek+1| ≥ x · rk−l}+
⌊
|T [X] ∩ Ek+1| mod rk−l
r + (r − 2)∑k−l−1i=1 ri
⌋
.
In case of l = k let
h(T [X]) := max{0, |Ek+1 ∩ T [X]| − 1}
and if l = k − 1 then let
h(T [X]) :=
⌊ |Ek+1 ∩ T [X]|
r
⌋
.
If C ′′ = X, we define h(c′′) := h(T [C ′′]).
Remark 3.68 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k with d < r defective leaves. If r− f(c′′) ≤
r − 2, then h(c′′) = 0. If r − f(c′′) = r − 1, then
h(c′′) =
⌊
c′′
rk−1
⌋
+
⌊
c′′ mod rk−1
r + (r − 2)∑k−2i=1 ri
⌋
≤ 1.
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If r − f(c′′) = r, it follows that
1 ≤ h(c′′) = c ′′ +
⌊
c′′ mod rk−1
r + (r − 2)∑k−2i=1 ri
⌋
.
Example 3.69
PSfrag replacements
x
Figure 3.6: For the tree T [x] is r − f(T [x]) = r = 4 and h(T [x]) = 1. If we add one more
leaf, then h(T [x]) is increased by one.
d = r
If the semi–complete tree B has r defective leaves, we want to use procedure Tj of Def-
inition 2.23 and the method of Lemma 2.24. This works fine for the complete c′ trees.
The semi–complete tree T [C ′′] with r − f(c′′) ≥ 1 needs some more leaves in Ek+1 to
switch without loosing a test from d − 1 trees to d trees. Depending on c′ and on the
level of yc′′ the results have to be divided. The main result of this subsection is Theo-
rem 3.72. Observe that all results are for k ≥ 3. The proofs work also for k = 2, but since
B(r, r2) = r2 − 1 = r + d(r − 1)− 1, the result depending on L(B∗) is different.
Lemma 3.70 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 4 with d = r defective leaves. Let
r − f(c′′) = 0. Then
L(B) = L(B∗) + c′(r − 1).
Proof.
≥ We define the first c′ vertices positive and use procedure Si on the right r − c′ vertices
in E1 with r−c′−1 defective vertices. Thus we have c′ trees of depth k and d−c′−1
trees of depth k − 1. With procedure Tj it is secured that only complete trees are
put to F . Thus we get with the method of Lemma 2.24, one additional test, if the
last tree in F of depth ≥ 1 is tested.
≤ We test c′ vertices from left in E2 and r− c′ vertices from right in E1. If C ′′ is positive,
test in this tree from left to right in E1. Since 0 ≥ r − f(c′′) ≥ h(c′′) the result
follows.
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The constant c˜3
′′ counts c′′ with respect to the possibility of changing from d− 1 trees to
d without loosing a test or loosing one test.
Definition 3.71 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 4 with d = r defective leaves. Let
r − f(c′′) ≥ 1, we define
c˜3
′′ :=

1, yc′′ ∈ Ek,
1, yc′′ ∈ Ek−1, ∧ |T [yc′′ ] ∩ Ek+1| < r2,
0, yc′′ ∈ Ek−1, ∧ |T [yc′′ ] ∩ Ek+1| = r2
1, yc′′ ∈ Ek−2, ∧ |T [yc′′ ] ∩ Ek+1| < 2r2,
0, yc′′ ∈ Ek−2, ∧ |T [yc′′ ] ∩ Ek+1| ≥ 2r2,
1, yc′′ ∈ Ei, i≤k−3, ∧ |T [yc′′ ] ∩ Ek+1| < 2r2 +
∑k−i
l=3 r
l,
0, yc′′ ∈ Ei, i≤k−3, ∧ |T [yc′′ ] ∩ Ek+1| ≥ 2r2 +
∑k−i
l=3 r
l.
Theorem 3.72 Let B be a r–ary tree with r ≥ 4 of depth k + 1 ≥ 4 with d = r defective
leaves and c′ ≤ r − 2. Let r − f(c′′) ≥ 1. Then
L(B) = L(B∗) + c′(r − 1) + max{r − f(c′′)− 1− c˜3′′, 0}.
Proof.
≤ If r − f(c′′) = r and c˜3′′ = 0, then test from left r(c′ + 1) vertices in E2 and from
right r − c′ − 1. Therefore let r − f(c′′) = r and c˜3′′ = 1 or r − f(c′′) ≤ r − 1.
We test from left c′r vertices in E2 and from right r − c′ − 1. If d − 1 defective
vertices are found then test C ′′. If it is positive, we get in case f(c′′) ≤ 1 that at
most c′(r − 1) + r + d(r − 1)(k − 1) + 1 tests are sufficient and in case f(c′′) ≥ 2
that at most c′(r − 1) + r + d(r − 1)(k − 1) tests ar needed. Thus let d− 2 vertices
positive. Consider procedure TEST(C ′′) for this case. The result of this procedure
is proved for d ≥ r + 1. We will show that we can use procedure TEST(C ′′) with
d = r and d − 2 positive trees Tj in this case as well. We will get in the worst
case into Stop(1), if c˜3
′′ = 1 and get the result for c˜3
′′ = 0 otherwise. There are
only three cases (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and Stop(1), where we can get more tests than
(d − 1)r(k − 1) − f(c′′) − 1. In all other cases d trees are obtained or d − 1, where
the sem–complete tree reveals ≤ r − f(c′′) − 2 tests. Observe that in case yc′′ ∈ Ek
the proof of Lemma 3.46 is also allowed for the case d = r. In case (3.3), we need
(r−1)d ≤ r(d−1)−1 only for the case r = 3. In case (3.2), we get d−2 complete trees
of depth k−v−f(c′′) and a semi–complete complete tree T ′ of depth k−v−f(c′′)+1
with in total d(r− 1)f(c′′)− f(c′′) + 1 tests. Observe that if r− f(T ′) = r− 1, then
c˜1
′′ must be zero, since T [yc′′ ] is a complete tree. But for a tree B
′ of depth k+1 with
c′′ = |T ′ ∩Ek+1| is c˜1′′ equal to one. In this case go on to the next procedure , where
we save one test if c˜1
′′ = 1. The last case is (3.1). We have made f(c′′)(d−1)r−f(c′′)
tests and obtained d− 1 trees of depth k− v− f(c′′) and the tree T [yc′′ ] is not tested
yet. If c˜1
′′ = 0, then test all vertices in E1 of B, we get in total
f(c′′)(d− 1)r − f(c′′) + r + d(r − 1)(k − v − f(c′′) = d(r − 1)(k − v) + r − f(c′′)
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tests. If c˜1
′′ = 1 then h(T [yc′′ ]) = 1 and we test yc′′ . If it is negative we get
d(r − 1)f(c′′) + 1− f(c′′)
more tests. If it is positive, we get d(r − 1)f(c′′) + 2 − f(c′′) more tests. Thus we
can assume from now that c˜1
′′ = 1 and that we have obtained (d− 2) complete trees
of depth k − v − f(c′′) = k − 1 − f(c′′) and the semi–complete tree T [yc′′ ] of depth
k − f(c′′). The aim is now to test in such a way that d trees can only be obtained
by loosing one test. We will test always the second vertex first, if this vertex is not
positive, we will save one test. Otherwise we get to a semi–complete tree of depth 2
with r2− 1 leaves. For this tree we can use procedure Last1(T ′) to obtain the result.
procedure–Test2
Let Let T ′ be the tree T [yc′′ ],
Let Ti be the d− 2 trees of depth k − 1− f(c′′),
Repeat until until Stop
If depth of T ′ is 2 Then
Stop(1)
Let x, y be the vertices in E1 of T
′ ordered from left to right,
test y,
If y is positive Then
test x,
If x is positive Then
Stop(2)
Else
test all (d− 2)r vertices in E1 of Ti,
If d− 1 positive tests occur Then
Stop(3)
Else
test from right r − 2 vertices in E1 of T ,
Stop(4)
test all (d− 2)r vertices in E1 of Ti,
If d− 1 positive tests occur Then
Stop(5)
Else test all brothers of x,
reduce the depth of all d− 1 trees by one
Stop
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We make r(d− 1) tests in every loop without a Stop.
Stop(1) We have obtained d − 2 trees of depth one and a semi–complete tree of
depth two with r2 − 1 leaves. Then we go to procedure Last1(T ′)
Stop(2) Both vertices x and y are positive, we have made r(d − 1) tests per loop
before but in this one we get only r(d− 1)− (r − 2).
Stop(3) We made r(d− 2) tests to obtain d− 1 defective and y is negative. We test
x, if it is positive, we loose r − 2 tests. Otherwise test the father of x, if it is
positive, we get with r tests a tree without leaves in E − k + 1.
Stop(4) Clearly we do not get a positive test for one of the brothers of y. Thus we
have made r(d − 1) − 1 tests and d − 2 trees are positive. We test r(d − 1) in
E − 1 of these trees and T [x] and saved one test.
Stop(5) The vertex is positive, the vertex y positive and d−1 other trees are positive
with in total r(d− 2) + 2 tests.
procedure Last1(T [X])
test from left to right r − 1 vertices in E1 of T [X],
If in total at most d− 1 vertices found Then
test the last vertex in E1 of T [C
′′]
Stop
If d vertices are found, we get at most
c′(r − 1) + r − 1 + r − 1 + d(r − 1)
= c′(r − 1) + r − 2 + r + d(r − 1)
= c′(r − 1) + r − 2 + L(B∗) tests.
Otherwise we made r tests in E1 of T [X]. But if we get a dth positive result, we
have obtained a tree with at most r − 1 leaves. If the last vertex is negative, test
(d− 1)r − 1 leaves, hence the result follows.
≥ If c˜3
′′ = 1 and c′ ≤ r − 2, then let the first c′ + 1 vertices in E1 be positive. We use
procedure Si for the right r − c′ − 1 ≥ 1 vertices to find r − c′ − 2 defective. We get
at least
r − c′ − 1 + r(d− 1)(k − 1) + c′r + r − f(c′′)− 1 tests.
Let c˜3
′′ = 0. We define c′ +1 vertices in E1 positive and use procedure Si for the last
r − c′ − 2 vertices. We use procedure Tree’yc′′ for T [C ′′] and answer with procedure
Tj for the complete trees. Thus we have to show for the tree T
′ := T [yc′′ ], that we
can reduce with r(d − 1) tests to depth two with r2 leaves. then we can force A to
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an additional test for the last tree of depth one in F . Observe that if yc′′ is in Ek−1,
the result is obvious. Let yc′′ in Ei with i ≤ k − 2 and let c′′ = 2r2 +
∑k−1−f(c′′)−1
l=3 r
i
or yc′′ ∈ Ek−2 and c′′ = 2r2. Let x, y be the vertices in E1 of T ′. If we use procedure
Tree′ for this tree until it is of depth two, it may happen that semi–complete trees
of depth≥ 2 are put to F . Since we answer to the last tree of depth ≥ 1 positive we
would get at least r − 1 more tests, if the root is tested positive.
¤
Remark 3.73 Observe that we get with the methods of Theorem 3.72 as well for c′ = r−1,
that L(B) ≤ L(B∗) + c′(r− 1) + max{r− f(c′′)− 1− c˜3′′}. This not possible for the lower
bound. Since we would define c′ vertices positive at the beginning and only C ′′ would be
left. With c˜4
′′−1 we want to define the number of negative answers we could give in T [C ′′],
so that c˜3
′′ is still zero for the tree B with the remaining leaves of T [C ′′] in Ek+1.
Definition 3.74 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 4 with d = r ≥ 4 defective leaves.
Let r−f(c′′) ≥ 1 and c′ = r−1. Let x1, . . . , xr be the sons of C ′′ ordered from left to right.
We define
c˜4
′′ :=

c˜2
′′, yc′′ ∈ Ek ∨ yc′′ ∈ Ek−1,∣∣∣T [yc′′ ]r2 ∣∣∣− 1, yc′′ ∈ Ek−2,
c˜2
′′ − 1, yc′′ ∈ Ei ∧ i ≥ k − 3 ∧ c′′ − c˜2′′rk−f(c′′)−1 < 2r2 +
∑k−i
l=3 r
l,
c˜2
′′, else.
Remark 3.75 The following holds for yc′′ ∈ Ei with i ≤ k − 2. c˜3′′ = 1 ⇔ c˜4′′ = 0 and
c˜4
′′ ≥ 1 ⇔ c˜3′′ = 0.
Definition 3.76 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 3 with d = r ≥ 4 defective leaves.
Let r − f(c′′) ≥ 1, c˜4′′ ≥ 1 and c′ = r − 1.
procedure Last2
Let x1, . . . , xc′ be the vertices in E1 of B ordered form left to right,
Let y1, . . . , yr be the vertices in E1 of T [z˜c′′ ] ordered from left to right,
test y1, . . . , y ec4′′,
If a vertex is positive Then
test x1, . . . , xc′,
Stop(1)
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Else
test C ′′,
If C ′′ is positive Then
test x1, . . . , xc′,
Stop(2)
Else
Stop(3)
Stop
Lemma 3.77 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 4 with d = r ≥ 4 defective leaves.
Let c′ = r − 1 and r − f(c′′) ≥ 1.
1. If yc′′ ∈ Ek, then L(B) = c′(r − 1) + max{0, r − f(c′′)− 2},
2. If yc′′ ∈ Ek−1 and c˜4′′ < r, then
L(B) = c′(r − 1) + L(B∗) + max{0, r − f(c′′)− 3, min{r − f(c′′)− 2, c˜4′′}},
3. If (k = 3 ∧ |T [C ′′] ∩ Ek+1| ≥ r3 − r2) ∨ (k ≥ 4 ∧ h(T [C ′′] = r − 1), then
L(B) = L(B ′),
4. In all other cases is
L(B) = c′(r − 1) + L(B∗) + max{0, r − f(c′′)− 2, min{r − f(c′′)− 1, c˜4′′}}.
Proof. Let y1, . . . , y ec4′′ be the left sons of yc′′ and let x1, . . . , xc′ be the left vertices in E1.
≤ We have to consider four cases.
yc′′ ∈ Ek Since c˜3
′′ = 1 use the method of Theorem 3.72.
yc′′ ∈ Ek−1 If c˜4
′′ = r, then c˜4
′′ = r− 1 > r− f(c′′)− 1. If c˜4′′ ≥ r− f(c′′)− 3, then
c˜3
′′ = 1. If c˜4
′′ ≤ r − f(c′′), we use procedure Last′2 of Definition 3.76.
Stop(1) If all vertices x1, . . . , xc′ are positive we save at least r − 1 tests in
comparison to L(B′), since k ≥ 3. With this argumentation we make
(d−1)r− f(c′′) tests per level and obtain d−2 complete trees of depth two
and T [yc′′ ], with less than r
2 leaves. Thus it is not possible to get d trees
with one defective without loosing a test. Hence in total
c′ + r(d− 1)k − f(c′′)− 1
= r + r(d− 1)(k − 1) + r(d− 1)− f(c′′)− 2
= L(B∗) + c′(r − 1) + r − f(c′′)− 3
tests are needed.
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Stop(2) Clearly in the worst case c′− 1 vertices are positive. We test (c′− 1)r
in every level of the Ti and r− 1 vertices from right in every level of T [C ′′].
One can see that we can only get to the situation that with (d−1)r−f(c′′) =
(d− 1)r(k− 2)− (k− 2) more tests, d− 2 complete trees of depth two and
one semi–complete tree of depth two with at most r + r−1 leaves, since c˜4′′
vertices have been tested negative before. Let x be the vertex with r leaves
and y the one with r − 1 leaves. We test all vertices in E1 of the complete
trees.
d − 1 tests are positive Observe that c˜4
′′ ≤ r − f(c′′) − 3 ≤ r − 4. We
test x. If it is positive, we have made in total
r + r(d− 1)f(c′′)− f(c′′) + 2d(r − 1)− (r − 1− (c˜4′′ + 1))
= r + d(r − 1)(k − 1)− f(c′′) + d(r − 1)− ((r − 1)− (c˜4′′ + 1))
≤ L(B∗) + c′(r − 1)− 1 + r − f(c′′)− 2
tests. If x is negative, we test y. We obtain the same result if this vertex
is positive. Since C ′′ is positive, we loose more tests if y is negative.
d − 2 tests are positive We test y. If it is positive, we test x. If x is
negative, we test all remaining leaves except one. Therefore, we need
in total at most
r + r(d− 1)f(c′′)− f(c′′) + r(d− 1) + r(d− 1)− 2 tests.
If x is positive we get at most
r + r(d− 1)f(c′′)− f(c′′) + c˜4′′ + 2 + (d− 2)r
+d(r − 1)− 1 tests.
If y is negative, test all leaves except one. Hence we obtain at most
r + r(d− 1)f(c′′)− f(c′′) + (d− 1)r − 1 + r(d− 1)− 1 tests.
Stop(3) We get at most
c˜4
′′ + 1 + d(r − 1)k
≤ r − f(c′′)− 2 + c′(r − 1) + r + d(r − 1)(k − 1) tests.
k = 3 ∧ h(c′′) = r − 1 We cannot use procedure Last′1. Since after r− 2 negative
tests, the algorithm tests c′ vertices. But if all of them are positive, we have to
test C ′′ and in the worst case it is positive and we have to make L(B ′) tests.
Thus we want to make r2 − 1 tests in E − 1 or make r2 tests and obtain d− 1
positive trees, whereas one tree has less than r2 leaves.
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procedure Last3
Let y1, . . . , yr be the sons of C
′′ ordered from left to right,
test y1, . . . , yr−2,
If a test is positive Then
Stop(1)
Else
test r(r − 1)− 1 vertices in from left in E2,
If d− 1 positive vertices have been tested Then
test C ′′,
Stop(2)
Else
test yr−1,
If yr−1 is negative Then
Stop(3)
Else
test the r(r − 1)th vertex in E2
If it is positive Then
Stop(4)
Else
Stop(5)
Stop
Stop(1) We can use the argumentation of procedure Last1.
Stop(2) If C ′′ is positive we have made r2 − 1 tests to obtain d trees of depth
k− 1 otherwise we test the r(r− 1)th vertex in E2 and get the same result.
Stop(3) We test C ′′ if it is negative we make at most r2 − 1 tests in E2. If it
is positive we get the same result.
Stop(4) Clearly in the worst case d − 1 vertices are tested positive. We test
the r(r − 1)th vertex in E2. If it is the dth positive vertex, we have made
r2 − 1 tests in E2. Otherwise we make r2 tests in E2, to obtain d− 1 trees
of depth k− 1 = 2 and T [yc′′ ] is semi–complete tree. We get the result with
procedure Last1 of Theorem 3.72.
Stop(5) We test C ′′. In the worst–case C ′′ is negative and we have made r2−1
tests in E2 to obtain at most d− 2 positive vertices and one vertex z is not
tested. We test all sons of defective and z to obtain the result.
Else If c˜4
′′ ≥ r − f(c′′) − 1 it follows that c˜3′′ = 0. We use the method of Theorem 3.72.
Let c˜4
′′ ≤ r − f(c′′) − 2. If c˜3′′ = 1 use the method of Theorem 3.72. Therefore let
c˜3
′′ = 0 and f(c′′) ≥ 1. We use procedure Last2.
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Stop(1) Clearly in the worst case at least one of x1, . . . , xc′ is tested negative. We
can use the method of Theorem 3.72 for the case c˜3
′′ = 1 and obtain at most
c′ + (d(r − 1)− 1)f(c′′) + d(r − 1)(k − f(c′′)) = r + d(r − 1)k − 1 tests.
Stop(2) We have tested c˜4
′′ vertices in T [C ′′]. By definition of c˜4
′′ it follows that
c˜3
′′ = 1 for the remaining tree. Hence we use the method of Theorem 3.72 and
obtain at most
r + d(r − 1)k − f(c′′)− 1 tests.
Stop(3) We get at most
c˜4
′′ + 1 + c′r + d(r − 1)(k − 1) ≤ r − f(c′′)− 2 + c′(r − 1) + L(B∗) tests.
Let f(c′′) = 0 and h(T [C ′′]) = r − 2. It follows that c˜4′′ = r − 2. We can use
procedure Last2. In case of Stop(3) the result is obvious, in case of Stop(1) also. In
case of Stop(2), we test all c′ vertices from left in E1. If all are positive we obtain
the result, since h(c′′) = r− 2. If one is negative we obtain the result because for the
tree B \ {y1, . . . , y ec4′′} is c˜3′′ = 1.
≥ Let P be the set of vertices that belong to the walk from C ′′ to yc′′ , put all brothers of
these vertices except C ′′ to F .
c˜4
′′ ≥ r − f(c′′) − 1 ∧ y ∈ Ei ∧ i ≤ k − 2 For this case we want to use proce-
dure S ′i(E1 \ {C ′′}, yc′′ , C ′′, c˜4′′). Thus we get in the worst–case that A tests yc′′
positive. Since at most c˜4
′′ − 1 vertices are negative, it follows that c˜3′′ = 0 for
the remaining tree. We force A to make r − 1 tests to identify d − 2 defective
among x1, . . . , xc′ . Since c˜3
′′ = 0, for yc′′ ∈ Ei with i ≤ k− 2, we obtain in total
r + r(d− 1)f(c′′)− f(c′′) + d(r − 1)(k − f(c′′)) tests.
For the case y ∈ Ek the result follows, since for this case c˜3′′ = 1 and we loose
one more test.
c˜4
′′ ≥ r − f(c′′) − 2 ∧ yc′′ ∈ Ei ∧ i ≥ k − 1 Observe that in case yc′′ ∈ Ek, it is
always true that c˜4
′′ ≥ r − f(c′′) and c˜3′′ = 1. If T [yc′′ ] is a complete tree then
c˜3
′′ = 0 and it is c˜4
′′ always greater then r − f(c′′). Otherwise is c˜3′′ = 1. The
result follows with the argumentation above.
yc′′ ∈ Ei ∧ i ≤ k − 2 ∧ c˜3
′′ = 0 Observe that we cannot define C ′′ positive in this
case. We will use procedure S ′2 instead.
procedure–S ′2
Let cj := 0 and y be the left son of yc′′ ,
Repeat until until Stop
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Let z be the vertex that is tested by A,
If z ∈ T[xi] Then
Goto procedure Si
If the vertices in E1 are determined by procedure Si Then
Stop(1)
If z ∈ P Then
answer positive,
Stop(2)
If z = y Then
answer positive,
Stop(3)
If z ∈ T [y] ∧ z 6= y Then
answer negative,
Let cj := cj + 1,
If cj = r − 1 Then
Stop(4)
Stop
Stop(1) Procedure Si Stops if c
′ vertices are tested positive, in this case put
T [C ′′] to F and use Lemma 2.24, or r − 1 vertices are tested negative in
one of the trees Ti. In this case put the remaining tree to F and define the
d− 1 other vertices in E1 positive. We obtain, since c˜3′′ = 1, that at least
r + d(r − 1)k − f(c′′)− 1 = L(B∗) + c′(r − 1) + r − f(c′′)− 2.
tests are needed.
Stop(2) With r−1 other tests, d−2 complete trees of depth k are found. This
is the same result as above.
Stop(3) SinceT [y] is a complete r–ary of depth ≥ 2 we let A with r − 1 tests
d− 2 other trees determine. Since T [y] is a complete tree of depth at least
two, we can switch to d trees with one defective without loosing a test.
Stop(4) We put T [C ′′] to F and define the other r − 1 vertices in E1 positive.
(h(T [C ′′]) = r − 1 ∧ k ≥ 4) ∨ (|T [C ′′] ∩ Ek+1| = r
3 − r2 ∧ k = 3) We want
to use procedure Si for the interval E1 with one exception. If A tests r − 2
vertices from left in E1 of T [C
′′] negative we change to procedure S ′3 and T [C
′′].
If the exception does not happen and the vertices in E1 are determined by Si
the result follows, since c˜3
′′ = 0 for the tree T [C ′′]. Therefore let us assume the
following situation. There are r − 2 tests negative in E1 of T [C ′′]. We want A
to decide: If C ′′ is tested first the answer is positive and we get r− 1 additional
tests in E1 and define the other c
′ vertices positive. With procedure T ′j and
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rootj = false the result follows. If A tests the r − 1th vertex in E1 first we
answer negative and put the remaining tree to F . Therefore r tests have been
made and d − 1 complete trees contain at least one defective vertex. But we
have to manage the answers to the last two vertices in E1 of the left c
′ trees.
Thus we define T ′j := T [xi] and rootj := false for 1 ≤ i ≤ j. We can w.l.o.g.
assume that no vertex in E1 has been tested.
procedure S′3
If z ∈ T ∧ T ∈ F Then
answer T negative,
If z = c′′ Then
answer positive,
Stop(1)
If z ∈ T [y] Then
answer negative,
Stop(2)
If z ∈ T ′j Then
Goto procedure Tj
If a tree T ′j with rootj = false is of depth k-2 Then
Stop(3)
If one tree T ′j is left of depth k Then
Stop(4)
Stop
Stop(1) We use procedure Ad=1 for the tree T [C
′′]. Since we use procedure
T ′j for the trees T [xi], we answer to the last but one leaf of T [C
′′] positive.
Thus with the argumentation of Lemma 2.22 the result follows.
Stop(2) We put the remaining tree to F . Observe that trees with rootj = true
always answer to the last but one vertex positive and put the other to F or
a test is wasted. It is not possible that in a tree with rootj = false are r−1
tests are made in E2. In this case we would have been in Stop(3). There are
also more than two trees of depth k left, i.e. at least two vertices in E1 of
these trees are not tested, otherwise we would be in Stop(4). Let L be the
number of trees T [xi] with r− 1 tests negative in E1. Let J be the number
of trees with at least two vertices in E1 not tested, we use procedure Tj for
these trees. Observe that a complete tree is put to F or a test is wasted.
We use procedure Si on the trees in L and F of depth k − 1, to find L
defective ones. Since J ≥ 1 this is possible.
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Stop(3) A has tested 2(r−1) negative in tree T [xi]. We put the remaining tree
to F . Observe that at least two trees are left of depth k. We use for these
two trees procedure Tj. We define the remaining vertices in E1 \ T [C ′′] as
roots of trees Tj and use as well procedure Tj. We define T [y] positive and
use also procedure Tj. Thus we have d − 1 trees of depth k − 1. Observe
that tree T [y] is complete for k = 3 and h(T [y]) = r − 1 for k ≥ 4. Thus
c˜3
′′ = 0. We count the tests A has to make in E2. We get 2r for the trees
with two remaining vertices, we obtain r− 1 + r tests for the tree of depth
k − 2 and r − 1 tests for T [C ′′] and at most r − 4 other trees.
Stop(4) Let L be the set of trees T [xj] with rootj = false. There can be
0 ≤ |L| ≤ r − 2 trees of that kind. We use procedure Si on the remaining
|L| + 2 vertices in E2 \ T [C ′′], to find at first |L| defective vertices. If C ′′
is tested answer positive and go to Stop(1). If y is tested, answer negative
and go to Stop(2). If two vertices in E2 \ T [C ′′] are left and y or C ′′ is not
tested yet, answer to the first one negative and to the second one positive.
Clearly, if A makes r− 1 tests in an interval of E3, then the result is proved
by Stop(3). If A tests C ′′ the answer is positive and we get the result by
Stop(1). If A tests y and only one vertex in E2 \ T [C ′′] is left, we answer
positive. Otherwise negative and then we can use procedure Si as normal to
find all |L|+ 1 defective. Since c˜3′′ = 0 the result follows if T [y] is positive.
¤
In case of r = 3, we let k be sufficiently large to avoid all special cases, depending on a
small depth of B.
Lemma 3.78 Let B be a 3–ary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 5 with d = 3 defective leaves. Then
1. L(B) = L(B∗) + c′(r − 1) + r − 2, if f(c′′) = 0 ∧ c′ = r − 1 ∧ c˜3′′ = 1,
2. L(B) = L(B∗) + c′(r − 1) + r − 1, if f(c′′) = 0 ∧ c′ = r − 1 ∧ c˜3′′ = 0,
3. L(B) = L(B∗) + c′(r − 1) + r − 2, if f(c′′) = 1 ∧ c′ = r − 1,
4. L(B) = L(B∗) + c′(r − 1) + r − f(c′′)− 1, if c′ ≤ 1.
Proof.
1. ≥ We use procedure S ′2 of Lemma 3.77.
≤ We can use procedure Last′2 of Lemma 3.77, it is h(T [C
′′]) = r−1 but also c˜3′′ = 1
possible.
2. ≥ We can use procedure S ′3 of Lemma 3.77 in this case.
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3. ≥ If A tests C ′′ answer positive, since h(c′′) = 1 = r − f(c′′) − 1 the result follows.
If A tests in T [C ′′] answer negative and put the remaining tree to F, we get
2 + d(r − 1)k = 2 + c′r + d(r − 1)(k − 1) = c′(r − 1) + 1 + L(B∗).
Use procedure S ′3 for answering in the left two trees of depth k.
4. c ≤ r − 1 ∧ f(c′′) = 0 Let x1, x2, x3 be the vertices in E1 ordered from left to right.
Let y1, y2, y3 be the sons of C
′′ ordered from left to right.
c′ = 1 Let x′1, x
′
2, x
′
3 be the sons of x1. We force A to test at least one vertex
in E1 positive and after 4 tests another vertex of x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3, x3 positive, if A
did not test C ′′ or y1 first. We answer to x1 always positive and answer to
the first vertex in E1 of T [x1] positive, w.l.o.g. x
′
1 and us procedure T
′
j for
T ′1 := T [x
′
1]. Let S := {x′2, x′3, x3}, we answer to the next two vertices of
S negative and to the last one z′ positive. Answer to all other trees tested
negative.
C′′ or y1 is tested We answer positive and obtain an additional test if
C ′′ is tested or a tree T [y], in which we can switch to d trees without
loosing a test.
Two test have been made in T [y], T [x′1], T [x
′
2], T [x
′
3] or T [x3] We
put the remaining tree to F . If T [y1] is in F and y2 is not tested yet,
then define T [x1] and T [C
′′] positive. We get for T [C ′′] in total r + 1
tests for T [y] and the right vertex in E1 and obtain two additional tests
in Ek+1, but loose one test, since we cannot switch to three trees with
one defective, without loosing a test. Hence at least
1 + r + r + 1 + d(r − 1)(k − 1)− 1 tests are needed.
If y2 has been tested negative then put T [C
′′] to F and define x1 and x3
positive. We obtain r +1+ r +d(r− 1)(k− 1) tests. If the two negative
tests are in another tree, the put this tree to F and define T [C ′′] and
T [x1] positive, we get r additional tests and loose one, because of T [C
′′].
Two vertices of S have been tested positive A has made four tests,
if C ′′ is tested answer positive and since h(c′′) = r−1, the result follows.
Answer to the first vertex of {y1, y2} negative, if the second one is tested
before C ′′, we answer negative and put T [C ′′] to F . In this case we get
in total r + 1 + r + d(r − 1)(k − 1) tests.
f(c′′) = 0 ∧ c′ = 0 We force A to test x2, x3 positive or make two tests in E1
of T [x2,3]. If both are positive A needs 3 tests to determine a positive or
negative tree T [C ′′]. Otherwise define y1 positive and put the remaining
tree to F . If A test C ′′ answer positive, define y1 positive and force A to
make at least two tests in E1 to determine a positive vertex. If A tests
y1 answer positive and force A also to make 2 two test in E1 to find one
defective.
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f(c′′) = 1 ∧ c′ ≤ 1 Let y′1, y
′
2, y
′
3 be the sons of y1 = yc′′ ordered from left to
right. Answer to y2, y3 always negative. We can use the argumentation of
the case f(c′′) = 0 with y′1 instead of y1 and y1 instead of C
′′.
¤
d < r
Since the case k = 1 is obvious, we always assume that k ≥ 2.
Lemma 3.79 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 3 with 2 ≤ d ≤ r − 1 defective
vertices. Let 1 ≤ c′ ≤ r and r − f(c′′) = 0.
1. If c′ ≥ d, then L(B) = L(B∗) + d(r − 1) + c′ − r,
2. If c′ < d, then L(B) = L(B∗) + c′(r − 1).
Proof.
1. ≥ Let C ′ be the set of the left c′ vertices.
A tests a vertex in B \ T [xj], where xj ∈ C
′ We answer negative and an-
swer negative to c′−d vertices in C ′ and use for the remaining d vertices pro-
cedure T ′j with rootj := false. Thus with the argumentation of Lemma 2.22
the result follows.
A tests a vertex in C ′ We answer positive and use procedure T ′j for this tree
with rootj = true. We answer to c
′ − d vertices negative and use procedure
T ′j for the remaining d− 1 trees with rootj = false.
A has tested r − 1 times negative in a tree with root in C ′ Let T ′ be
the tree with r − 1 tests and let y be the remaining vertex in E1 of T ′.
A tests y We answer positive see the case before for the result.
A tests r − 1 times negative in E1 of T [y] We put the remaining tree
to F . If d < c′, then answer to c′ − 1 − d vertices negative and define
d trees T ′j with rootj = false. Thus we get d(r − 1)k − 1 tests for this
trees with method of Lemma 2.22. If d = c′ we define the remaining
c′ − 1 vertices positive and another tree after r − c′ − 1 tests with root
in E1 \C ′. Thus A has made 2(r− 1)+ r− c′− 1 tests to obtain d trees
which reveal d(r − 1)k − r tests.
≤ Test the first c′ vertices in E1. If we get d positive results, we obtain
L(B) ≤ L(B∗) + d(r − 1) + c′ − r.
Otherwise test the last r − c′ vertices. If we get in total d positive results we
obtain at most
L(B∗) + (d− 1)(r − 1) ≤ L(B∗) + d(r − 1)− r + c′ tests.
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If we get in total d− 1 positive results we make at most
r + (d− 1)r + d(r − 1)(k − 1) = (r − 1)d− r + d + L(B∗)
tests. If the vertex C ′′ is positive, we do not get additional tests, since r−f(c′′) =
h(c′′) = 0.
2. ≥ We can use the methods of the case above, the only difference is, the we define all
left c′ vertices as roots of trees Tj and let A find the other defective after testing
r − d vertices on the right.
≤ Test the vertices in E1 of B.
¤
Remark 3.80 If we consider the tree T [C ′′], we can measure the number of additional
tests with h(c′′), in case of d trees with one defective. But if h(c′′) = 0 it is possible that for
example r − f(c′′) = r − 1. To catch these additional tests, we start with d − 1 trees with
at least one defective, until we reach T [yc′′ ] and then switch to d trees with one defective.
We will loose in every level r − d− 1 tests in comparison to d− r, since d < r.
Definition 3.81 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 3 with d < r defective leaves. Let
X ∈ Ei of B, such that T [X] is a semi–complete tree of depth at least three. Let x1, . . . , xr
be the sons of T [X]. We define g(T [X]) as the number of vertices xi, with h(T [xi]) = r.
Definition 3.82 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 3 with d < r defective leaves. Let
x1, . . . , xr be the sons of yc′′ ∈ Ei of B ordered from left to right. We define
c˜5
′′ :=

(r − d)(k − 1), i = k,
(r − d)(f(c′′) + 1) + min{r − d, r − g(T [yc′′ ])}, i = k − 1,
(r − d)(f(c′′) + 2) + 1, i ≤ k − 2 ∧ g(T [x2]) ≤ r − 1,
(r − d)(f(c′′) + 1) + min{r − d, r − h(T [yc′′ ])} i ≤ k − 2 ∧ g(T [x2]) = r
∧ h(T [yc′′ ]) ≤ r − 1,
(r − d)(f(c′′) + 1) + 1, h(T [yc′′ ]) = r = g(T [yc′′ ]) + 1,
(r − d)(f(c′′) + 1), g(T [yc′′ ]) = r.
We need c˜6
′′ to find out, if we can use procedure S ′i for the semi–complete tree T [C
′′].
Definition 3.83 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with d < r defective leaves. Let
yc′′ ∈ Ei of B. We define
c˜6
′′ :=

c˜2
′′, i = k,
r − 1, i ≤ k − 2 ∧ g(T [x2]) ≤ r − 1,
h(T [yc′′ ])− 1, else.
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Theorem 3.84 Let B be a r–ary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 3 with 2 ≤ d ≤ r − 1 defective
leaves.
1. If c′ ≥ d, then L(B) = L(B∗)+d(r−1)−r+max{c′, min{h(c′′), r−1}−(r−1)+c′+1},
2. If c′ +1 < d, then L(B) = L(B∗)+ c′(r− 1)+max{0, h(c′′)− 1, r− f(c′′)− 1− c˜5′′},
3. If c′ + 1 = d and c˜6
′′ ≥ r − f(c′′)− c˜5′′, then
L(B) = L(B∗) + c′(r − 1) + max{0, c′ + 1 + min{r − 1, h(c′′)} − r, r − f(c′′)− c˜5′′},
4. If c′ + 1 = d and c˜6
′′ ≤ r − f(c′′)− c˜5′′ − 1, then
L(B) = L(B∗)+ c′(r−1)+max{0, c′+1+min{r−1, h(c′′)}− r, r−f(c′′)−1− c˜5′′}.
Proof.
1. ≥ If h(c′′) ≤ r − 2, see Lemma 3.79. We answer h(c′′)− 1 times negative in T [C ′′].
If the h(c′′)th vertex is tested then answer negative. We switch to d defective
trees in E1 of the d−1 defective trees with leaves in Ek+1. Thus in total at least
r − 1 + c′ + (d− 1)r + d(r − 1)(k − 1)
≥ r − 1 + c′ + d(r − 1)− (r − 2) + d(r − 1)(k − 1)
= L(B∗) + c′ + 1− r
tests are needed.
≤ We test from the left c′ vertices in E1. If d are positive the result is clear. If less
than d vertices are positive, then test C ′′. If it is negative, we get at most
L(B∗) + d(r − 1)− r + d tests.
If C ′′ is positive and d defective are found, we obtain at most
c′ − r + 1 + (d− 1)(r − 1) + h(c′′) + L(B∗) tests.
If at most d− 1 defective are found, we test from right r− c′ − 1 vertices in E1
and obtain again at most
L(B∗) + d(r − 1)− r + d tests.
2. Let
M := max{h(c′′)− 1, r − f(c′′)− 1− c˜5′′, 0}.
≥ In case of M = 0 the result is obvious.
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M = h(c′′) − 1 If h(c′′) ≤ r − 1, we have to answer at some point positive,
in order not to loose the leaves in Ek+1. Thus we define T [C
′′] positive and
use the method of Lemma 3.79 for the other defective. Let h(c′′) = r. We
answer r− 1 times negative in T [C ′′] and obtain a semi–complete tree T ′ of
depth k−1 with h(T ′) = r−1. If A tests r−1 times in T ′, then 2r−2 tests
have been made. If all trees of depth k − 2 have been tested or identified
to contain a defective, then answer positive, we loose a test for T ′, but at
least one additional test has happened. Otherwise answer negative and let
a defective in one of these trees and let rootj = false for this complete tree.
Thus we get 1 + (r − 1)(k − 2) tests for this tree.
M = r − f(c′′) − c˜5
′′ − 1 We define the left c′+1 vertices in E1 positive and
use procedure Si on the right r − c′ − 1 ≥ 1 vertices to identify d − c′ − 1
defective vertices. We use procedure Tj for the d−2 complete trees of depth
k respectively k− 1. We define the path from C ′′ to yc′′ positive. There are
three cases.
yc′′ ∈ Ek We get in total at least
r − c′ − 1 + c′r + r − f(c′′) + r(d− 1)(k − 1)
= c′(r − 1) + r − f(c′′)− 1 + r + d(r − 1)(k − 1)
−(r − d)(k − 1)
= c′(r − 1) + r − f(c′′)− 1− c˜5′′ + L(B∗) tests.
yc′′ ∈ Ek−1 Let c˜5
′′ = (r− d)(f(c′′) + 2). We get with (r− d)f(c′′)− f(c′′)
tests to T [yc′′ ] and let d − 1 trees positive to the end, thus we loose
2(r − d) more tests. Let c˜5′′ = (r − d)(f(c′′) + 1) + r − h(T [yc′′ ]). We
answer to the first vertex in E1 of T [yc′′ ] positive or define another vertex
positive after r − 1 leaves have been tested negative. We put the other
vertices in E1 of T [yc′′ ] with leaves to F . We want to switch to d trees.
Therefore we answer with procedure Tj to all trees Tj until the trees
are of depth one. Observe that a complete tree is put to F or a test is
wasted. Thus we answer to all trees in F of depth ≥ 1 negative until
the last one. This includes all trees that will be put to F by procedure
Tj and define the last possible tree of depth one positive. Since rootj
is positive for at least one tree we get r tests for this tree to find the
defective. Hence in total r − h(T [yc′′ ]) vertices in E1 of T [yc′′ ] are not
tested and we get for d trees of depth one d(r − 1) tests at the end.
Else Let x1, . . . , xr be the sons of yc′′ ∈ Ei. If g(T [x2]) ≤ r − 1, we define
x1 positive. Thus we loose (r−d)+1 tests in this level and obtain d−1
complete trees. Therefore we can switch to d trees with one defective
by answering positive to the last tree in F of depth k − f(c′′)− 1 ≥ 1,
with the method from above. If g(T [x2]) = r, we do not need to fix x1
positive, thus we can save at least one test. If r − h(T [yc′′ ]) ≤ r − d
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we answer to the first vertex in E1 positive and to the last tree in F of
depth k − f(c′′) and loose r − h(T [yc′′ ]) tests in E1 of T [yc′′ ]. Let the
semi–complete tree be the last tree of depth k−f(c′′)−1. If the root of
T ′ is tested we can use procedure Ad=1(T
′) to get r − 1 tests per level.
We answer to the r − 1th test in E1 of T ′ positive, if a test by A is
wasted and otherwise negative and put the defective to a tree of depth
k − f(c′′) − 2, which exists if h(T [yc′′ ]) ≤ r − 1. Therefore we need in
case of h(T [yc′′ ]) = r that g(T [yC′′ ]) = r, otherwise we have to answer
positive after h(c′′) tests.
≤ There are three cases.
M = r − f(c′′) − c˜5
′′ − 1 > 0 Let x1, . . . , xr be the sons of yc′′ .
h(c′′) = g(T [C ′′]) + 1 We test from left c′r vertices in E2 and from right
r− c′−1 vertices in E1. If d−1 vertices are positive, then test from left
g(T [C ′′]) vertices. If a vertex is positive, the result is proved. We test
the h(c′′) + 1th vertex from left in E1 of T [C
′′]. If it is positive we get
h(c′′) additional tests. If it is negative, then test C ′′. The remaining tree
has no leaves in Ek+1. If C
′′ is negative we have obtained d − 1 trees
with at least one defective and therefore save at least one test, since
d(r−1) ≥ r(d−1)−1. Therefore let d−2 tests be positive. We can use
procedure TEST(C ′′) to get to the tree T [yc′′ ] with d(r−1)f(c′′)−f(c′′)
tests. Otherwise we save tests. In case yc′′ ∈ Ek the result is clear.
g(x2) ≤ r − 1 We test x2. If it is negative, test the right r−2 brothers.
Obviously in the worst case all are negative. We test all vertices in
E1 of T [x1] to obtain the result. If x2 is positive, then test x1. If it is
positive we save r − 2 tests. If x1 is negative, we test the remaining
brothers of x2. In the worst case all are negative. Thus we test from
left r − 1 sons of T [x2]. If two are positive we save a test and if only
one vertex is positive, then let z be the last vertex in E1 of T [x2] not
tested. We test from left h(c′′) vertices, if one is positive we save a
test. If all are negative, we test z. Since T [z] has no leaves in Ek+1 we
obtain in the worst case a negative test result. Thus we have made
h(c′′) + 1 tests, but we save one test, since in the next level of the
remaining positive trees are r(d− 1) ≤ d(r − 1) + 1 tests to make.
Else Let h(T [yc′′ ]) ≤ r− 1. We test from left h(T [yc′′ ]) vertices. If two
are positive the result is clear. Otherwise test the h(c′′) + 1th vertex.
If it is positive we get at most r − 2 additional tests for the leaves
in Ek+1. Otherwise test the remaining vertices in E1 of T [yc′′ ] not
tested yet. Clearly in the worst case all are negative and we loose
r−d tests to obtain d trees with one defective. Let h(T [yc′′ ]) = r and
g(T [yc′′ ]) = r−1. If after r−1 tests in E1 only one vertex is positive.
We obtain with the usual method that after h(c′′) tests in E1 of this
last tree a vertex is positive or the tree is tested negative with r test
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where we save r − d tests in the next level.
h(c′′) = g(T [C ′′]) Let h(c′′) ≥ 2. We test from left c′r vertices in E2 and
from right r− c′−2 vertices in E1 of B. We test from left h(c′′) vertices
in E1 of T [C
′′]. Let y be the right brother of C ′′. Let z denote the
h(c′′) + 1th vertex from left in E1 of T [C
′′]. If h(c′′) tests are negative,
then test z. If z is positive, then test y. If y is positive, observe that
h(T [z]) ≤ r − 2. If z is negative, test C ′′. Clearly C ′′ is negative in
the worst case. Thus we test r vertices in E1 of the defective trees. If
≤ d− 1 are positive, we test all sons of y. In the worst case we obtain
c′r + h(c′′) + 1 + r − c′ − 1 + (d− 2)r + r
tests. Let one of the first h(c′′) vertices be positive, we test y, if it is
negative. We get the result with the cases above. If h(c′′) = 1 then
observe that r−f(c′′)− c˜5′′−1 > h(c′′)−1. Let h(c′′)−1. We test from
left c′r vertices in E2 and from right r − c′ − 1. If d − 1 are positive,
test C ′′. If it is positive we obtain h(c′′) additional tests. Otherwise we
can use the case above.
M = 0 We test from left c′r vertices in E2 and from right r− c′− 1 vertices in
E1. If d− 1 vertices are positive and h(c′′) ≥ 1, then test the left son of C ′′.
If it is negative, then test the right brother z, if h(T [z]) = r − 2 . If it is
positive we obtain at most r − 2 additional tests. If it is negative, test C ′′.
In the worst case it is negative. Thus we have made r + h(c′′) + 1 tests. If
d = r− 1 in this case then r− f(c′′)− c˜4′′− 1 = r− 1 > 0. Hence d ≤ r− 2
and we loose at least two tests for r(d − 1) tests. In case of d − 2 positive
tests at the beginning, consider the proof of the case M = r−f(c′′)−1− c˜5′′
for the details. We can get at most r− f(c′′)− 1− c˜5′′ ≤ 0 additional tests
in this case.
M = h(c′′) − 1 > 0 Since h(c′′) ≥ 2, it follows that f(c′′) = 0. If h(c′′) = r
the result follows with 1. There are two cases.
r − 1 ≥ h(c′′) = g(T [C ′′]) + 1 In this case the h(c′′) + 1th vertex from
left in E1 of T [C
′′] has no leaves in Ek+1. We test from left c
′r vertices
in E2 and from right r− c′− 1 in E1. If d− 2 vertices have been found,
we obtain at most r−f(c′′)− c˜5′′−1 ≤ h(c′′)−1 tests. If d−1 defective
vertices have been found. We test from left h(c′′) vertices, if a vertex is
positive, the result is clear. If all vertices are negative, then test C ′′. If
C ′′ is positive, we get no additional tests for the leaves in Ek+1. If C
′′
is negative, we have obtained d− 1 complete trees with h(c′′) tests. We
loose at least r − d ≥ 1 tests for these trees.
r − 1 ≥ h(c′′) = g(T [C ′′]) Let z denote the h(c′′) + 1th vertex from left
in E1 of T [C
′′]. It is possible that h(T [z]) = r − 2. We denote with y
the right brother of C ′′. We test from left c′r vertices in E2 and from
right r− c′− 2 in E1. If we get d− 1 positive results then test C ′′. If it
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is positive the result is proved and if it is negative, too. Therefore we
assume d− 2 tests have been positive. Now test from left h(c′′) vertices
in E1 of T [C
′′]. If we get a positive result, then test y. If y is positive,
the result is proved. If y is negative then test z. If z is positive we have
made rc′ + r − c′ − 1 + h(c′′) + 1 tests to obtain d − 1 trees of depth
k − 1 and one tree that is at most a semi–complete tree of depth k − 1
with r − 2 tests needed in Ek+1. Thus in total at most
rc′ + r − c′ − 1 + h(c′′) + 1 + d(r − 1)− 1 tests.
If z is negative, we test the remaining vertices in E1 of T [C
′′]. We obtain
d− 1 trees of depth k − 1. Hence at most
(c′ + 1)r + r − c′ − 1 + r(d− 1) + d(r − 1)(k − 2)
= L(B∗) + c′(r − 1) + r − 1− (r − d)
tests are needed. Observe that c˜5
′′ is in this case at least r − d, since
g(T [C ′′]) ≥ 2. Let the h(c′′) tests in E1 of T [C ′′] be negative. If h(c′′) =
r − 1 test C ′′. If C ′′ is positive then test y, we get in the worst case
(d − 1) trees of depth k − 1 and a semi–complete tree of depth k − 1
with at most r − 2 tests in Ek+1. If C ′′ is negative, then test y. In the
worst case y is positive, we test in all d − 1 positive trees r vertices in
E1 of these trees. In the worst case we obtain d positive results and get
in total at most
c′r + h(c′′) + r − c′ + r(d− 1) + d(r − 1)(k − 2)
d<r≤ c′r + h(c′′) + r − c′ + d(r − 1)− 1 + d(r − 1)(k − 2)
= c′(r − 1) + h(c′′)− 1 + L(B∗) tests.
If h(c′′) ≤ r − 2 then test z. If it is positive then test y and the
result is proved, wether y is negative or positive. If z is negative, then
test C ′′ if it is positive we have obtained a tree of depth k − 2 with
r − (h(c′′) + 1)− 1 = r − 1 more tests. If C ′′ is negative, test from left
to right in E1 of the d − 1 trees and E1 of T [y] r times. In the worst
case we get d positive trees of depth k − 2. In total
c′r + h(c′′) + 1 + r − c′ − 1 + r(d− 1) + d(r − 1)(k − 2)
d<r≤ c′r + h(c′′) + 1 + r − c′ − 1 + (d− 1)r − 1 + d(r − 1)(k − 2)
= c′(r − 1) + h(c′′)− 1 + r + d(r − 1)(k − 1)
= c′(r − 1) + h(c′′)− 1 + L(B∗).
3. Let
M := max{0, c′ + 1 + min{r − 1, h(c′′)} − r, r − f(c′′)− c˜5′′}.
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≥ We consider two cases.
M = r − f(c′′) − c˜5
′′ Let N be the set of the left c′ vertices in E1, we use
procedure S ′i(N, yc′′ , C
′′, c˜6
′′) on the left c′ + 1 vertices and put r − c′ − 1
vertices on the right to F . In the worst case A tests C ′′ positive and we
obtain at least
r + d(r − 1)(k − 1) + c′(r − 1)− f(c′′)− c˜5′′ tests.
M = c′ + 1 + min{r − 1, h(c′′)} − r We have to consider only T [C ′′]. If A
tests the h(c′′)th vertex in T [C ′′] and a vertex in E1 with no leaves in Ek+1
has been tested negative, then answer positive. Otherwise answer negative
and define such a tree positive. In the worst case A tests c′ + 1 vertices in
E1 positive, we loose r − c′ tests, but gain h(c′′) for T [C ′′].
≤ There are two cases.
M = c′ + 1 + min{r − 1, h(c′′)} − r We test C ′′. If it is positive, then test
from left c′ vertices in E1. If all are positive, the result is clear. Otherwise
we test r− c′− 1 vertices from right. In the worst case all are negative and
with the method from above, we obtain at most
L(B∗) + c′(r − 1) + r − f(c′′)− 1
≤ L(B∗) + c′(r − 1) + min{r − 1, h(c′′)} − r + c′ tests.
M = r − f(c′′) − c˜5
′′ We test C ′′, if it is positive then test the left c′ vertices.
If all are positive, we obtain d defective trees and get the result from above
which is less or equal to the case of d− 1 trees with at least one defective.
Therefore we assume that at least one vertex is negative. We test from right
r− c′−1 vertices. If one is positive, we save tests. Thus all of these vertices
are negative. Therefore we get the result with the method of 2. for the case
r − f(c′′)− c˜5′′ − 1.
4. Let
M := max{0, c′ + 1 + min{r − 1, h(c′′)} − r, r − f(c′′)− 1− c˜5′′}.
≥ Let M = r − f(c′′)− c˜5′′ − 1. We define the vertex C ′′ positive and put the right
r− c′− 1 vertices in E1 to F . We use procedure Si on the left c′ vertices to find
c′ − 1 defective elements. Thus we get at least
r − 1 + d(r − 1)k − f(c′′)− c˜5′′
= L(B∗) + (d− 1)(r − 1) + r − c˜5′′ − 2
= L(B) + c′(r − 1) + r − c˜5′′ − 2 tests.
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≤ Let M = r− f(c′)− c˜5′′− 1. We test from left c˜6′′ vertices in E1 of T [y]. If none is
positive, we test C ′′. If C ′′ is negative, then test c′r vertices from left in E2 and
r − c′ − 1 from right. In the worst case d are positive and we obtain at most
c˜6
′′ + 1 + c′r + r − c′ − 1 + d(r − 1)(k − 1)
≤ L(B∗) + c′(r − 1) + r − f(c′′)− c˜5′′ − 1 tests.
If C ′′ is positive, then test from left c′ vertices in E1. If all are positive, we
obtain
c′ + 1 + h(c′′)− r + L(B∗) + c′(r − 1)
≤ L(B∗) + c′(r − 1) + r − f(c′′)− 2− c˜6′′ more tests.
If c′−1 are positive, then test r−c′′−1 vertices from right. In the worst case all
are negative. We have tested C ′′, but save at least one more test in T [C ′′], since
c˜6
′′ vertices have been tested negative. If after the first c˜6
′′ tests a vertex has
been tested positive, then test from left c′ vertices in E1 and the result follows.
¤
3.3 Semi–complete r–ary trees and B(d | n(B))
We use the same testing method as in case B(d, rk) to obtain again a r
r−1
competitive
algorithm.
Definition 3.85 Let B be a semi–complete r–ary tree of depth k+1 and 0 ≤ d ≤ n(B)−1
defective leaves. Let A′ ∈ A′ and A ∈ A, be algorithms as in Definition 1.6, we define
1. BA′ := maxD∈n(B){L(A′)},
2. An algorithm A′ ∈ A′ is called a c–competitive algorithm if there exists a constant a
such that for 0 ≤ d ≤ n(B)− 1
BA′(d| n(B)) ≤ c ·B(d, n(B)) + a.
Definition 3.86 Let B be a semi–complete binary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 2 with d ≥ 1
defective leaves.
1. a′ := min{⌊ nc
2k−dlog de+1
⌋
, 2d− 2dlog de},
2. a′∗ :=
{
1 a′ < 2d− 2dlog de ∧ nc − a′2k−dlog de+1 ≥ 2k−dlog de
0 else
,
3. a′′ := max{0,
⌊
nc−a′2k−dlog de+1
2k−dlog de+2
⌋
},
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4. a′′∗ :=
{
1 a′ = 2d− 2dlog de ∧ nc − a′2k−dlog de+1 − a′′2k−dlog de+2 ≥ 2k−dlog de+1
0 else
.
Remark 3.87 Let d 6= 2i + 1 and 2k−1 ≥ d ≥ 4. If c′ < (2(d − 1) − 2kd) it follows that
a′ = c′ and a′∗ = c′∗. If c′ = 2(d− 1)− 2k−kd, then
2a′ + a′∗ + a′′ + a′′∗ ≤ 2c′ + c′∗ + 2c′′ + c′′∗ + 2 and a′ ≥ 2.
Theorem 3.88 Let B be a semi–complete binary tree of depth k+1 with d < n(B) defective
leaves, then
B(d|n(B)) ≤ 2B(d, n(B)) + 1.
Proof.
Algorithm A3
test B,
If B is negative Then
Stop
Let j := 1 and Tj := B,
Repeat until all defective vertices are found
For l = 1 to j Do
Let y be the right vertex and x be the left one in level one of Tl,
test y,
If y is negative Then
Let Tl := T [x]
Else
Let Tl := T [y],
test x,
If x is positive Then
Let j := j + 1 and Tj := T [x]
Stop
In case d = 0 the result is obvious. If 2k−1 + 1 ≥ d ≥ 3, then we can assume that all tests
until Edlog2 de−1 are positive. Otherwise we would loose at least 2 tests in Edlog2 de and gain
at most 2 tests in Ek+1. Therefore at most d− 2dlog2 de vertices can be put to the left and
since we test always from left to right, we obtain for d ≥ 2
BA3(d|n(B)) ≤ 1 +
dlog2 de∑
l=1
2l + 2d(k − dlog2 de) + 2a′ + 2a′′ + a′∗ + a′′∗.
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d = 1
BA3 ≤ 1 + 2(k + 1) = 2(1, n(B)) + 1,
d = 2 ∧ k ≥ 3 We have to observe two cases.
nc > 2
k
BA3(2|n(B)) ≤ 3 + 4k = 4(k + 1)− 1 = 2(2k + 1) + 1 = 2B(2, n(B)) + 1,
nc ≤ 2
k
B(2|n(B)) ≤ 3 + 4(k − 1) + 2 = 4k + 1 = 2(2k) + 1 = B(2, n(B)),
d ≥ 2k−1 + 1 Algorithm A3 tests at most
k∑
i=0
2i + nc = 2
k+1 + nc − 1 ≤ 2(2k + nc − 1) + 1 = 2B(d, n(B)) + 1,
2k−1 + 1 ≥ d ≥ 3 ∧ d 6= 2i + 1
2B(d, n(B)) + 1
= 2[B(d, 2k) + 2c′ + 2c′′ + c′∗ + 2c′′∗] + 1 ≥ B(d| 2k) + 4(c′ + c′′) + 2(c′∗ + c′′∗)
≥ B(d| 2k) +
{
4a′ + 2a′∗, c′ < 2(d− 1)− 2kd ,
4a′ + 4a′′ + a′′∗ − 4, c′ = 2(d− 1)− 2kd ,
a′≥2≥ B(d|n(B)),
2k−2 + 1 ≥ d ≥ 3 ∧ d = 2i + 1 In this case c′′ = c′′∗ = 0.
2B(2i + 1, n(B)) + 1
= 2i+2 + 2i+2(k − i− 1)− 1 + 4c′ + 2c′∗
= 2i+2 + (2i+1 + 2)(k − i− 1) + (2i+1 − 2)(k − i− 1)− 1 + 4c′ + 2c′∗
1≤i≤k−2≥ BA3(2i + 1| 2k) + 2 + 4c′ + 2c′∗,
c′ = 0 Algorithm A3 makes at most 2c
′∗ + 1 tests in Ek+1. Therefore
BA3(2
i + 1| 2k) + 2 + 2c′∗ ≥ BA3(2i + 1|n(B)),
c′ ≥ 1 We know that a′ ≤ 2d− 2dlog de = 2i+1 + 2− 2i+1 = 2, therefore a′′∗ = c′∗. If
c′ = 1 then A3 makes at most 4c
′ + c′∗ tests in Ek+1. If c
′ ≥ 2 then a′′ = c′ − 1
and we get
BA3(2
i+1| 2k)+2+4a′′+4+2a′′∗ a
′=2≥ BA3(d| 2k)+2a′+2a′′+a′′∗ = BA3(d|n(B)).
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¤
Definition 3.89 Let B be a semi–complete r–ary tree of depth k + 1 with d ≥ 2 defective
leaves. Let
1. a :=
⌊
nc
rk−dlogr de+2
⌋
,
2. a′ :=
⌊
nc mod rk−dlogr de+2
rk−dlogr de+1
⌋
,
3. a′′ := nc − a rk−dlogr de+2 − a′r,
4. Let z be the ar + a′ + 1th vertex from left in in Edlogr de. We define f(a
′′) := f(T [z]).
Theorem 3.90 Let B be a semi–complete r–ary tree of depth k+1 with d < n(B) defective
leaves, then
B(d|n(B)) ≤ r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + r.
Proof.
Algorithm A4
test B,
If B is negative Then
Stop
Let j := 1 and Tj := B,
Repeat until all defective vertices are found
For l = 1 to j Do
Let x1, . . . , xr be the vertices in level one of Tl ordered from right to left,
Let check := false,
For m = 1 to r Do
test xm,
If xm is positive and check=true Then
Let j := j + 1 and Tj := T [xm]
If xm is positive and check = false Then
Let check := true and Tl := T [xm]
If check = false ∧m = r − 1 Then
Let Tl := T [xr] and m := r
Stop
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Let d > 0. In the worst–case every test is positive until level Edlogr de : Assume that at
least one vertex is negative. We loose for this vertex at least r tests in Edlogr de and could
gain at most r tests in Ek+1, if the defective is put to the left side of Edlogr de. Therefore
we can assume that all tests until Edlogr de is reached are positive. In the worst case all
d − rdlog de−1 free defective vertices are put to the left in at most a(r − 1) + a′ possible
positions in Edlogre. Since we test always from left to right, we get r − f(a′′) tests for the
semi–complete tree with root in Edlogr de. Therefore, if d ≥ 2,
BA4(d| rk) ≤ 1 +
dlogr de∑
l=1
rl + rd(k − dlogr de)+
+
{
ra + r − f(a′′) + min{r(d− rdlogr de−1), ar(r − 1)}, a′ = 0,
ra + r + min{rd− rdlogr de, (r − 1)ra + (a′ − 1)r + r − f(a′′)}, a′ ≥ 1.
d = 1 There are two cases.
nc > r
k + rk−1
BA4(1|n(B)) ≤ BA4(1|rk+1 − 1) ≤ 1 + r(k + 1) <
r
r − 1(r − 1)k +
r
r − 1 + r
=
r
r − 1(k(r − 1) + 1) + r ≤
r
r − 1B(1, r
k + rk−1 + 1) + r
≤ r
r − 1B(1, n(B)) + r,
nc ≤ r
k + rk−1 We test the root of B positive and from right r − 1 vertices in E1.
If all are negative the algorithm saves one test. If the second vertex x from left
in E1 is positive the left one has also be tested negative. The algorithm tests
from right in E1 of T [x] and r − 1 have to be negative to get the left vertex
positive. Thus
BA4(1|n(B)) ≤ BA4(1|rk + rk−1) ≤ (k + 1)r
=
r
r − 1((r − 1)k) + r =
r
r − 1B(1, r
k + 1) + r
≤ r
r − 1B(1, n(B)) + r,
2 ≤ d < r There are three cases.
d ≤ a′
B(d|n(B)) = 1 + r + dr(k − 1) + rd
= r + 1 +
r
r − 1d(r − 1)(k − 1) +
r
r − 1(r − 1)d
=
r
r − 1((r − 1)d(k − 1) + (r − 1)d + c
′ − r)
+r + 1− r
r − 1(r − c
′)
≤ r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + r − 1,
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r − f(a′′) = 0 ∧ d > a′
B(d|n(B)) = 1 + r + dr(k − 1) + ra′
= r + 1 +
r
r − 1d(r − 1)(k − 1) +
r
r − 1(r − 1)a
′
<
r
r − 1r +
r
r − 1(r − 1)d(k − 1) +
r
r − 1(r − 1)a
′
=
r
r − 1(r + d(r − 1)(k − 1) + (r − 1)c
′) ≤ r
r − 1B(d, n(B)),
d ≥ a′ + 1
B(d|n(B)) = 1 + r + dr(k − 1) + ra′ + r − f(a′′)
<
r
r − 1(r + d(r − 1)(k − 1) + (r − 1)a
′) + r − f(a′′)
≤ r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + r,
d = r
B(d|n(B)) = 1 + r + dr(k − 1) + ra′ + r − f(a′′)
= 1 + r + dr(k − 1) + rc′ + r − f(c′′)
≤ 1 + r + dr(k − 1) + rc′ + r − f(c′′)− 3 + r
<
r
r − 1(r + d(r − 1)(k − 1) + (r − 1)c
′ + r − f(c′′)− 3) + r
≤ r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + r,
d ≥ rk − rk−1 + 2
B(d|n(B)) ≤ B(rk+1 − 1|n(B))
=
rk+1 − 1
r − 1 + nc =
r
r − 1(r
k − 1) + 1 + nc
=
r
r − 1
(
rk − 1 + nc − nc
r
)
+ 1 ≤ r
r − 1
(
rk − 1 + nc −
⌈nc
r
⌉)
+ 1
=
r
r − 1(n(B)− 1) + 1 =
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 1,
r + 1 ≤ d ≤ rk − rk−1 + 1 Observe that we get from proof of Theorem 2.32(p.28) 6.:
r
r − 1B(d, r
k) ≥ B(d|rk) for r + 1 ≤ d ≤ rk−1 − rk−2.
ri + 1 > d > ri − ri−1 + 1 Since d 6= ri+1 it follows that a = c, a′ = c′ and r−f(c′′) =
r − f(a′′).
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1 ≤ P ≤ c
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 1
≥ B(d|rk) + r
r − 1((r − 1)(rc + c
′) + rP + r − f(c′′)− 1)
> B(d|rk) + r(rc + c′) + r
r − 1(r − 1) = B(d|r
k) + r(ra + a′) + r
≥ B(d|n(B)),
Pc ≥ 1 ∧ r − f(c
′′) = 0
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 1 ≥ B(d, r
k) + r2c + rc′,
Pc ≥ 1 ∧ c
′′ = 0 ∨ (c ′′ = 1 ∧ r − f˜(c′′) = 0)
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 1 ≥ B(d, r
k) + 1 + r2c + rc′ +
r
r − 1(r − f(c
′′)− 1),
Pc ≥ 1 ∧ c
′′ ≥ 2 ∧ r − f˜(c′′) = 0
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 2 ≥ B(d, r
k) + 1 + r2c + rc′ +
r
r − 1(r − f(c
′′)− 1),
Pc ≥ 1 ∧ c
′′ ≥ 1 ∧ r − f˜(c′′) ≥ 1 ∧ ¬(E′1 ∨ E
′
2 ∨ E
′
3)
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 1 ≥ B(d, r
k) + r2c + rc′ +
r
r − 1(r − f(c
′′)− 1),
Pc ≥ 1 ∧ c
′′ ≥ 1 ∧ r − f˜(c′′) ≥ 1 ∧ (E′1 ∨ E
′
2 ∨ E
′
3)
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) ≥ B(d, r
k) + r2c + rc′ + r,
ri−1 + 2 ≤ d ≤ ri − ri−1 + 1 Observe that r(c + c ′) = c.
D ≥ (r − 2)(cr + c′)
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 2
≥ B(d|rk) + r
r − 1((r − 1)(rc + c
′) + max{0, r − f(c′′)− 1}) + 1
= B(d|rk) + r2a + ra′ + r − f(a′′),
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D < (r − 2)(cr + c′) ∧ r − f(C) = 0
r
r − 1B(d, n) + 1
≥ B(d|rk) + r
r − 1(r(D + rc + c
′)
+ min{rkd,r−1 − rc− c ′, r((r − 2)(rc + c ′)−D)})
= B(d|rk) + r
r − 1(rD + rc + min{r
kd,r−1 − c, r(r − 2)c− rD})
= B(d|rk) + r
r − 1 min{r(d− 1)− (r − 1)r
kd,r−1 + a(r − 1), r(r − 1)a}
= B(d|rk) + min{ r
2
r − 1(d− 1)− r
kd,r + ra, ar2}
≥ ra + min{rd− rkd,r + 2, ar(r − 1)}
≥ ra + r − f(a′′) + min{r(d− rdlogr de−1), ar(r − 1)}
D < (r − 2)(cr + c′) ∧ c ′ = 0 ∨ (c ′ = 1 ∧ r − f(c′′) = 0)
r
r − 1B(d, n) + 2
≥ B(d|rk) + r − f(C) + 1 + ra
+ min{ r
2
r − 1(d− 1)− r
kd,r − r
r − 1 , r(r − 1)a}
≥ B(d|rk) + B(d|rk) + ra + min{rd− rkd,r , ar(r − 1)}
+
{
r − f(a′′), a′ = 0
r, a′ = 1
D < (r − 2)(cr + c′) ∧ c ′′ ≥ 2 ∧ r − f(c′′) = 0
r
r − 1B(d, n) + 2
≥ B(d|rk) + ra + min{r(r − 2)a + ra′),
r2
r − 1(d− 1)− r
kd,r +
r
r − 1(r − f(C)− 1) + 1}
> B(d|rk) + ra + r + min{rd− rkd,r , r(r − 2)a + (a′ − 1)r},
D < (r − 2)(cr + c′) ∧ c ′′ ≥ 1 ∧ r − f(c′′) ≥ 1 ∧ ¬(E1 ∨ E2 ∨ E3)
r
r − 1B(d, n) + 2
≥ B(d|rk) + min{rd− rkd,r + r − f(C) + 1,
r2a + a′r +
r
r − 1(r − f(a
′′)− 1) + 1}
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D < (r − 2)(cr + c′) ∧ c ′′ ≥ 1 ∧ r − f(c′′) ≥ 1 ∧ E1
L(B) ≥ L(B∗) + cr2 + c ′r + rkd,r−1 − (c + 1)r + rD + r − 1.
Therefore
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + r − 1
≥ B(d|rk) + r − 2 + r
r − 1(cr − cr − r + r(d− 1) + r − 1)− r
kd,r
≥ B(d|rk) + r − 2 + cr2 + r
r − 1r(d− 1)− r
kd,r
≥ B(d|rk) + cr2 + r + rd− rkd,r .
D < (r − 2)(cr + c′) ∧ c ′′ ≥ 1 ∧ r − f(c′′) ≥ 1 ∧ E2
r
r − 1B(d, n) + 2
≥ B(d|rk) + 1− rkd,r
+
r
r − 1(rc + r − c
′ + r(d− 1)− r − cr + c′ + r − c ′ − 1)
= B(d|rk) + 1 + r
r − 1(rc + r + r(d− 1)− c− 1)− r
kd,r
≥ B(d|rk) + rd− rkd,r + ar + r,
D < (r − 2)(cr + c′) ∧ c ′′ ≥ 1 ∧ r − f(c′′) ≥ 1 ∧ E3
r
r − 1B(d, n) + 2
≥ B(d|rk) + 1 + r
r − 1(rc + r − c
′ + r(d− 1)− r − cr)− rkd,r
≥ B(d|rk) + 1 + rc + r
r − 1(r(d− 1)− c
′)− rkd,r
kd,r≥3≥ B(d|rk) + 1 + ra + r + rd− rkd,r ,
d = ri + 1 In this case dlogr de = kd,r + 1 and therefore
d = rdlogr de−1 + 1, a = rc + c′, c =
⌊a
r
⌋
, c′ = a mod r, and a′ = c ′′
If a′ = 0 then r−f(a′′) ≤ r−f(c′′)+1, if a′ = 1 and r−f(a′′) < r then r−f(c′′) = r−1.
If a′ = 1 and r− f(a′′) = r or a′ ≥ 2 then r− f(c′′) = r. Since we can move only one
defective in Ei+1 we get the following.
B(d|n(B)) ≤ B(d, rk) +

ar + r + r − f(a′′), a ≥ 1 ∧ a′ = 0,
ar + 2r, a ≥ 1 ∧ a′ ≥ 1,
2r, a = 0 ∧ a′ ≥ 2,
2r − f(a′′), a = 0 ∧ a′ = 1,
r − f(a′′), a = a′ = 0.
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r − f(c′′) = 0 ∧ (c ∨ c′ ≥ 0)
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 1
≥ B(d|rk) + r
r − 1(cr
2 + c′r + cr2(r − 2) + c′r(r − 2))
= B(d|rk) + r
r − 1(r(r − 1)(cr + c
′)
= B(d|rk) + r2a ≥ B(d|rk) + ar + 2r ≥ B(d|n(B),
c ′′ = 0 ∨ (c ′′ = 1 ∧ r − f˜(c′′) = 0)
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 2 ≥ B(d, r
k) + r2a + r − f(c′′) + 1
≥ B(d|rk) + ar2 + r − f(a′′),
c ′′ ≥ 2 ∧ r − f˜(c′′) = 0
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 1 ≥ B(d, r
k) + r2a + rc ′′ = B(d, rk) + r2a + ra′,
c ′′ ≥ 1 ∧ r − f˜(c′′) ≥ 1 ∧ ¬(E1 ∨ E2 ∨ E3)
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 2 ≥ B(d, r
k) + ar2 + ra′ +
r
r − 1(r − f˜(c
′′)− 1) + 1
≥ B(d|rk) + ar2 + ra′ + r − f(a′′),
c ′′ = 1 ∧ r − f˜(c′′) ≥ 1 ∧ E1,2,3 If c ≥ 1 ∨ c′ ≥ 1, then rr−1B(d, n(B)) + 1 ≥
B(d|rk) + r2a. Therefore let c = c′ = 0 = a = 0
E1
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 2
≥ B(d|rk) + r
r − 1(2r − f˜(c
′′)− 2) + 1 ≥ B(d|rk) + 2r − f˜(c′′),
E2
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 2 ≥ B(d|r
k) +
r
r − 1(r + r − 1) + 1,
E3
r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + 1 ≥ B(d|r
k) +
r
r − 1(r − c
′′ + r − f˜(c′′)− 1 + r).
¤
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Remark 3.91 Since we need the additional constant r only if 1 ≤ d ≤ r, we can improve
the bound by one if r = 3.
Corollary 3.92 Let B be a semi–complete 3–ary tree of depth k+1 with d < n(B) defective
leaves, then
B(d|n(B)) ≤ r
r − 1B(d, n(B)) + r − 1 =
3
2
B(d, n(B)) + 2.
Proof.
d = 1 We have got 3 cases.
nc ≥ r +
∑k
i=1 r
i Observe that in this case Lemma 3.70 shows L(B) ≥ 2k + 2.
B(1, n(B)) = 2(k + 1) ⇒
3
2
B(1, n(B)) + 2 = 3k + 4 = 3(k + 1) + 1 = B(1|n(B)),
2rk−1 ≤ nc ≤ r − 1 +
∑k
i=1 r
i Assume that the algorithm tests from right to left
in E1 of the tree and always the r − 1th vertex is positive (Otherwise one test
is saved). Then in level Ek−1 the algorithm gets only two leaves.
B(1, n(B)) = 2k + 1 ⇒
3
2
B(1, n(B)) + 2 = 3k +
3
2
+ 2 > 3(k + 1) = B(1|rk + 2rk−1 − 1)
≥ B(1|n(B)),
nc < 2r
k−1
B(1, n(B)) = 2k ⇒
3
2
B(1, n(B)) + 2 = 3k + 2 = B(1|2rk−1 − 1) ≥ 1 + r − 1 + r − 1 + r(k − 1)
≥ B(1|n(B)).
2 ≤ d < r Only the case d ≥ a′ is of interest. If we observe the proof in Theorem 3.90
2. (c), we need r ≥ r − f(c′′). If f(c′′) ≥ 1 nothing is to show. If f(c′′) = 0 then
h(T [C ′′]) = r − 1 and the result follows with Theorem 3.84.
d = r The case r−f(c′′)−3 is not possible for r = 3, see Lemma 3.77 and 3.78. It suffices
to use r − f(c′′)− 2 + r − 1 in this case.
¤
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Lemma 3.93 Let B be a semi–complete r–ary tree of depth k + 1 ≥ 3 with one defective
leaf. Let B(1|n(B)) = B(1|rk) + x, for 0 ≤ x ≤ r and B(1, n(B)) = B(1, rk) + y, for
0 ≤ y ≤ r − 1. Then
r
r − 1(B(1, n(B))− y) + x + 1 ≥ B(1|n(B)) ≥
r
r − 1(B(1, n(B))− y) + x.
Proof.
B(1|n(B)) = B(1| rk) + x ≥ r
r − 1B(1, r
k) + x =
r
r − 1(B(1, n(B))− y) + x,
B(1|n(B)) = B(1| rk) + x ≤ r
r − 1B(1, r
k) + 1 + x =
r
r − 1(B(1, n(B))− y) + x + 1.
¤
The idea behind the following definition was introduced by Du and Park in [11] for the
group testing problem M(d, n).
Definition 3.94 Let B be a semi–complete r–ary tree of depth k+1 with 0 ≤ d ≤ n(B)−1
defective elements. Let A′ ∈ A′ be an algorithm as in Definition 1.6, we define:
1. n(d, x) = max{n(B)|B(d, n(B)) ≤ x},
2. nA′(d|x) = max{n(B)|BA′(d|n(B)) ≤ x},
3. A′ is called a strongly c–competitive algorithm if there exists a constant a such that
for every 1 ≤ d ≤ n(B)− 1 and c0 ≥ 1
max{n(B)|B(d, n(B)) ≤ c0)} ≤ c ·max{n(B)|BA′(d|n(B)) ≤ c0}+ a.
Lemma 3.95 There exists no strongly c–competitive algorithm for any constants c, a.
Proof. The idea of this proof is taken from the book [7] (Theorem 4.5.1, p.78).
Assume that Ac is a strongly c–competitive algorithm. Then
n(d, n(B)) ≤ c · nAc(d| n(B)) + a.
It follows that
BAc(d|n(B)) = min{x| nAc(d| x) ≥ n(B)}
≤ min{x| n(d, x)− a
c
≥ n(B)} = B(d, cn(B) + a).
Therefore,
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1 ≤ BAc(d|n(B))
B(d, n(B))
≤ B(d, cn(B) + a)
B(d, n(B))
≤ B(d, ca · r
dlogr n(B)e)
M(d, rblogr n(B)c)
≤ B(d, r
dlogr n(B)e+ca)
M(d, rblogr n(B)c)
=
B(d, rk+ca+1)
B(d, rk)
.
We observe now the case d = 1 and k ≥ max{r2 ca+1
r−1
, r + 2}:
B(1|n(B))
B(1, n(B))
≥
r
r − 1B(1, n(B))− r
B(1, n(B))
≥ r
r − 1 −
r
B(1, rk)
≥ r
r − 1 −
r
(r − 1)(r + 2) =
r2 + r
r2 + r − 2 ,
B(1|n(B))
B(1, n(B))
<
B(1, rk+ca+1)
B(1, rk)
=
(r − 1)(k + ca + 1)
(r − 1)k = 1 +
ca + 1
(r − 1)k ≤ 1 +
1
r2
.
Since
r2 + r
r2 + r − 2 ≤
1 + r2
r2
⇔ r4 + r3 ≤ r4 + r3 − r2 + r − 2 ⇔ r2 − r + 2 ≤ 0,
Lemma 3.95 is proved by contradiction. ¤
Chapter 4
Open problems
In this work B(d, n) is determined for all n and d and for B(d|n(B)) a c competitive
algorithm was given, which is optimal at least for the case d = 1. In case of the semi–
complete r–ary trees we have assumed that the leaves in Ek+1 are filled in from left. We
conjecture that it is also possible to determine B(d, n) for all d and n, if the additional
leaves are arbitrary distributed in Ek+1. The group test problem on r–ary trees defines
restrictions on the test sets in comparison to M(d, n). The question arises of what we
can find out about the lower bound of a search problem, that allows some more test sets
than B(d, n) but not as much as M(d, n). The worst case boundary of such a problem
is greater or equal than M(d, n) and less or equal than B(d, n). A search problem that
fits into this description is group testing on intervals. With Definition 4.1 it is clear that
M(d, n) ≤ MI(d, n) ≤ B(d, n). But Lemma 4.2 shows that MI(d, n) is close to M(d, n).
The interesting open problem in this context is to find a search problem with some more
restrictions than MI(d, n) and less than B(d, n) that reveals at what point the lower bound
starts to increase. We suggest to study group tests on trees that have less symmetry than
semi–complete r–ary trees.
Definition 4.1 Let T be a set with x1, x2, . . . , xn elements, that are ordered from left to
right. Let d ∈ N with 0 ≤ d < n and let D ⊂ T with |D| := d. The elements of D are
called defective elements. Let
I ⊆ T, I := {xi, xj ∈ I ⇒ xl ∈ I, i ≤ l ≤ j}
be an interval. We define function test I ⊆ T, I is interval → {positive, negative} with
test I =
{
positive I ∩D 6= ∅,
negative I ∩D = ∅.
Let A be the set of algorithms that know d in advance but not D. Every algorithm A in
A determines only with function test the set D. Let L(A,D) be the number of times, that
algorithm A uses function test to determine D. We define for every d
MI(d, n) := min
A∈A
max
D∈T
{L(A,D)}.
MI(d, n) is called the worst case number of tests to identify d defective leaves.
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Lemma 4.2 Let T be a set with |T | = n ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ d ≤ n− 1 defective elements, then
MI(d, n) ≤ log2
(
n
d
)
+ d− 1.
Proof. The result is proved for M(d, n) in [7] pp. 25-27. We will show the test algorithm
of this proof modified for the interval problem.
Binary splitting means testing a positive set of size m by testing bm
2
c elements from left.
If the result is positive use the same method on these elements, otherwise on the other at
most dm
2
e elements. Therefore dlog2 me tests are sufficient to find a defective element in a
positive tested interval of size m.
Algorithm–I
Repeat until d defective elements are identified
If n ≤ 2d− 2 Then
test the n items individually
Else
Let l := n− d + 1 and α := ⌊log2 ld⌋ ,
test the set {x1, . . . , x2α},
If the test is negative Then
Let n := n− 2α and T := T \ {x1, . . . , x2α}
Else
use binary splitting and identify one defective and x negative elements,
Let n := n− x− 1 and d := d− 1,
remove the defective element and the negative tested elements from T
Stop
We test always from left in T and in the binary splitting. Thus it is not possible to get
the situation that M = N1 ∪ P ∪ N2, with N1 := {x1, . . . , xn1}, N2 := {xn1+p, . . . , xn},
where p denotes the order of the set P that is tested positive. Hence all sizes of test sets
the algorithm I needs, make sense, i.e. there can be no positive vertex in a set that is
tested next. Since the result for M(d, n) depends only on the size of the test groups we
can conclude with the same argumentation as in [7] that
MI(d, n) ≤ log2
(
n
d
)
+ d− 1.
¤
Conjecture 4.3 Lemma 4.2 shows that MI(d, n) is close to M(d, n). Hence we conjecture
M(d, n) = MI(d, n).
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List of symbols
Ad=2 finding two defective leaves in a complete binary tree 10
B(d, n) number of worst–case tests for the group test problem on semi–full
r–ary trees, d is a priori known
2
B(d |n) number of worst–case tests for the group test problem on semi–full
r–ary trees, d is a priori unknown
2
c number of intervals in rkd,r that contain each r roots of complete
r–ary trees of depth k − kd,r + 1
49
c b c
r
c 79
c′ ∧ r ≥ 3 number of vertices in the c + 1th interval that are roots of r–ary
trees of depth k − kd,r + 1
49
c′ ∧ r = 2 number of complete trees with roots in Ekd,r and leaves in Ekd,r 33
c′∗ indicates if a semi–full tree with root in Ekd,r and leaves in Ek+1
increases B(d, 2k)
33
c ′ c mod r 79
c′′ ∧ r ≥ 3 number of leaves of T [C ′′] in Ek+1 49
c′′ ∧ r = 2 number of complete trees with roots in Ekd,r−1 and leaves in Ekd,r 33
c′′∗ indicates if a semi–full tree with root in Ekd,r−1 and leaves in Ek+1
increases B(d, 2k)
33
c ′′ number of complete trees with roots in E1 of T [C
′′] 56
c ′′ c′ 79
C ′′ cr + c′ + 1th vertex in Ekd,r 49
C rc + c ′ + 1th vertex in Ekd,r−1 79
C ′′ set of the left c ′′ vertices in E1 of T [C
′′] 56
c˜1
′′ if the c˜1
′′th vertex in T [z˜c′′ ] is tested negative, r − f˜(c′′) is reduced
at least by one
58
c˜2
′′ if the c˜2
′′th vertex in T [C ′′] is tested negative, r − f(c′′) is reduced
at least by one
79
c˜3
′′ only for the case d = r, indicates if a test is lost when d − 1 trees
with at least one defective change to d trees with one defective
86
c˜4
′′ only for the case d = r and c′ = r − 1, if c˜4′′ vertices in T [C ′′] are
tested there is at least one test lost if d− 1 trees with at least one
defective switch to d trees with one defective
89
c˜5
′′ constant for the case d < r 99
c˜6
′′ constant for the case d < r 99
122
123
D d− 1− rkd,r−1 79
E1, E2, E3 exceptions for the case d− 1 = rkd,r 58
E1, E2, E3 exceptions for the case d− 1 > rkd,r − rkd,r−1 74
E ′1, E
′
2, E
′
3 exceptions for the case d− 1 ≤ rkd,r − rkd,r−1 79
Ei set of vertices with distance i to the root 2
f(c′′) T ([C ′′]) 53
f˜(c′′) T ([zc′′ ]) 56
f(T [X]) denotes the number tests for T [X] that will be lost in
comparison to a full tree
49
f(C) f(T [C]) 79
h(T [x]) denotes the number of additional tests in Ek+1 for one
defective in the tree T [x]
84
h(c′′) h(T [C ′′]) 84
kd dlog2(d− 1)e 7
kd,r dlogr(d− 1)e 14
L(B) see B(d, n) 2
M(d, n) number of worst–case tests for the standard group test
problem on sets, d is a priori known
iii
M(d |n) number of worst–case tests for the standard group test
problem on sets, d is a priori unknown
iv
MI(d, n) number of worst–case tests for the interval group test
problem on sets, d is a priori known
119
P number of intervals with d defective vertices for the case
d ≥ rkd,r − rkd,r−1
74
Pc max{P − c, 0} 74
procedure Ad=1 finding one defective in a semi–complete r–ary tree 82
procedure Si finding defective in an interval 18
procedure S ′i finding defective in a set of vertices with one semi–full
tree
59
procedure Tj for r–ary trees in case d ≥ r 23
procedure T ′j for r–ary trees in case d < r 21
procedure TEST testing in a semi–complete tree 62
procedure Tree–j for binary trees with d ≥ 3 5
procedure Tree′(yT [X]) for a semi–complete r–ary tree 50
S ′ set of vertices in the c + 1th interval of Ekd,r with no
leaves in Ek+1
56
S ′ number of brothers of C with no leaves in Ek+1 79
Sn nth interval in some level Ei 17
T [x] r–ary subtree of B with root x 2
yc′′ yT [C′′] 49
yc′′ yT [ C ] 79
yT [X] last vertex in T [X] that is defined positive to get r −
f(T [X]) additional tests in Ek+1
49
124 LIST OF SYMBOLS
zc′′ c
′′ + 1th vertex in E1 of T [C
′′] 58
zc′′ C
′′ 79
z˜c′′ yT [zc′′ ] 58
z˜c′′ yc′′ 79
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